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Foreword i

Foreword

The United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
on December 10, 1948 to set forth basic human rights in life, freedom,
personal safety, and in economic, social and cultural aspects. Subsequently,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
were also passed on December 16, 1966. The three documents have been
important benchmark for legislation and best practices around the world. Taiwan
Foundation for Democracy has published the China Human Rights Report year
after year since 2004 with contributions from outstanding scholars and under the
auspice of TFD Board of Directors.
As demonstrated by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
two Covenants, the term“human rights＂is a multi-faceted subject on which
there have been diversified discussions in academic and political circles.
Equipped with this insight, the 2015 China Human Rights Report offers analyses
about development of human rights status in China from various angles – on
macroscopic and structural level as well as in microscopic and case studies.
In composing each chapter, this year's contributing authors have used China's
official publications – white papers, laws and regulations, policy declarations,
and government decrees – to draw out a proﬁle of overall developments. This is a
unique feature in this year's report. The TFD Board believes such an approach –
examining whether China practices what it preaches on human rights protection
– is more enlightening and effective to sustain the long-term concerns. Due
to limitation of space, this 2015 edition of watch report follows the layout of
previous years to cover six aspects of human rights: from the perspective of
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social, political, judicial, economic and environmental, educational and cultural
rights, to the rights of Taiwan-based businesses in China.
In observation of social rights status, this edition sheds light on labor safety,
elderly care, children's rights, land appropriation and house demolition/eviction,
safety of food and consumer goods, health care, and women's rights. The scope
of these topics has grown with time, and is consistent with current global focus
of attention about human rights. China has shown progresses in some aspects:
such as labor safety and elderly care, but faced new challenges in others: like
escalated tension between doctors and patients in the context of improved health
care regime. Overall speaking, social rights status in China has improved, and
under close watch by other countries.
Political rights situation in China in 2015 appeared to be restive as in
previous years. Authorities may have initiated what perceived to be political
reforms – legal framework overhaul and anti-graft campaign － but censorship of
press and Internet has somewhat dented expectation from the outside world about
its political renovation. This year's edition considers Consider human rights
regime as an institution. In a landscape of“economic new normal＂and“political
new reality＂, China seems to have blazed a new trail different from the path
of the West in terms of development of freedom of speech, right to participate
in politics, and autonomy of ethnic minorities. The on-going progress is worth
paying attention to.
The 2015 watch on judicial rights sheds light on how China revamps its
institutional structure, also analyzes the practices in pre-trial investigation, court
proceedings, lawyers' job security and high-proﬁle right advocacy cases. It takes
proper legal infrastructure and political will to fulﬁll China's commitments made
in the“Decision on major issues concerning comprehensively advancing rule of
law＂adopted at the 4th plenum of 18th Central Committee to remedy existing
malaises such as the rampant practice of coerced confession, interference
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with judicial decision by the party machine and administrative hierarchy, and
suppression of rights advocacy. Meanwhile, opening up court decision dockets
for public access is a commendable breakthrough in upholding judicial rights.
In the area of economic and environmental rights, China has shown
progresses in crucial economic spheres such as market supervision, income
distribution, and labor rights. Widespread environmental rights advocacy
in China has expedited relevant reforms. During its transition into a market
economy, China has a different view and approach than that of the West about
the economic new normal and environmental pollution. This year's watch also
elaborated on the Tianjin harbor explosion and newly-launched legislation and
policies. Forging a consensus about balancing development versus environment
will be China's major task in bolstering people's economic and environmental
rights.
Regarding educational and cultural rights, the current report continues on
the watch on cultural rights of ethnic minorities to examine how China doles
out cultural and educational rights. The report concludes that, due to disparate
views about sovereignty between central government and minorities, there is
little consensus about what constitutes“cultural and educational rights＂, let
alone how to uphold such rights in theory and practice. China's rule of Xinjiang
and Tibet is still preoccupied by economic development tasks and anti-terrorism
tactics to maintain social stability. It is advisable for China to escalate its
appreciation and respect for the religion and culture of ethnic minorities. We
shall continue to watch the overall progress of educational and cultural rights in
China.
Taiwan-based businesses in China have seen their rights status improved
with the ever-expanding investment across the Taiwan Straits. The authorities
on both sides have reached many agreements – on paper or tacit – to boost
protection of and incentives for Taiwanese investment in China. Among factors
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for investment consideration – natural environment, infrastructure, public utility,
social ambience, legal framework, economic measures, easiness to do business
– Taiwanese investors find natural environment and infrastructure the most
satisfactory, but they generally believe the legal framework needs revamping.
These components could be the focus in future negotiations to propel economic
and investment exchanges between the two sides.
Taiwan Foundation for Democracy has published this China Human Rights
Report with observations by leading scholars engaged in long-term watch and
study in relevant academic ﬁelds. We aspire to set up objective benchmarks for
broad inclusive discussions while drawing on international standards and China's
ofﬁcial documents as references. We believe our persistent endeavor will inspire
positive momentum in the advancement of China's human rights status.

Teh-Fu Huang

President
Taiwan Foundation for Democracy
February 20, 2016
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Preface
Lee Yu-jung, Chao Chien-min*

Loitering on the Outskirts of International Turmoil
The Taiwan Foundation for Democracy has published the China Human
Rights Report annually since 2004. This is the 11th edition. Herein various
observers monitor, analyze, and evaluate the state of human rights in China from
an ethnic Chinese perspective and their own individual points of view.
Each year's report has its own special traits. The themes of recent years are
as follows:“The Year to Examine Beijing's Commitment＂(2008),“Another
Disappointing Year＂(2009),“A Series of Promises Unfulﬁlled＂(2010),“Huge
Contrast with the Speedy Economic Development＂(2011),“Rule of Law is the
Very Foundation of Human Rights＂(2012),“China is Still Ruled by the Party,
Not the Law＂(2013), and“China Human Rights in the New Era of Collective
Rule of Law＂(2014).
2015 was a year of international turmoil and disturbance, and every chapter
of this year's report points out that China's human rights issues were not a major
focus of international attention during this period. China's human rights discourse
loitered on the outskirts of international turmoil. That said, there is plenty room
for improvement in closing the gap between China's discourse and its actual
conduct.

1. International Human Rights Trends and Observations
Looking back on the major international human rights incidents of 2015,
what stands out is the ﬂourishing of terrorism and the various assaults: not only
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the much-reported Paris terrorist attacks near the end of the year, but also the
many armed conﬂicts that broke out for various reasons in the Middle East and
North Africa.
The continuous international conflicts have brought all kinds of human
rights problems to the surface. Over 750,000 refugees had applied for asylum
in Germany alone by the end of the year.

1

Due to fear, many places gradually

closed themselves off to asylum seekers, and arguments about the issue broke
out within even more countries. Focuses of controversy included repatriation
of refugees, confiscation of their property, and assaults on shelters. These
phenomena made people rethink the very meaning of human rights.
The human rights problems caused by terrorism, like armed conflict,
violence, and unlawful killings, child soldiers, rape, refugees, obstruction of
humanitarian relief, and countries' decisions to send armed forces and weapons,
were widely discussed. The focus of these conversations was not merely how to
guarantee human rights, but even moreso the overall situation and development
as well as the path each country should take. Terrorism not only inspired
discussion of human rights but also was a major issue in its own right that
international society had to immediately stand up to resolve and change.
According to the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), countries that sent huge numbers of refugees to the European
mainland in 2015 included Syria, Afghanistan, Nigeria, Eritrea, Iraq, Somalia,
and the Sudan. This caused violations as well as protections of human rights, and
also governance problems for the countries receiving these refugees. Repatriation
of refugees caused headaches when refugees' nationalities could not be conﬁrmed
due to a paucity of identiﬁcation documents. Fake passports and daily necessities
of refugees circulated on the black market.

2

There were dilemmas about life

after placement and the way natives of these countries would react to their new
neighbors. These problems inﬂuenced every country. Moreover, terrorist attacks
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were continuous and spread all over the world (including to Paris), affecting
human rights protections everywhere.
Amidst this wave, protests and violent incidents occurred in numerous
countries. In its 2014-2015 annual human rights report, Amnesty International
designated the North Caucasus, Northern Ireland, South Kordofan, Darfur, Tibet,
Xinjiang, Hong Kong, and Kurdistan as areas of special focus. Three of these
(Tibet, Xinjiang, and Hong Kong) are related to mainland China. This shows that
the outside world continued to pay attention to China's human rights situation
amidst the wave of terror of 2015.
Amnesty International made particular observations about 30 nations with
severe human rights problems, and 10 major subjects can be drawn from the 243
observation items.

3

China received particular criticism over four of them: (1)

freedom of speech, (2) the death penalty, (3) torture and other kinds of abuse, and
(4) freedom of assembly. Based on the nation's scores in these items, one can say
China has one of the worst human rights situations in the entire world (Chart 1).
Also, even though China relaxed its childbirth policy in 2015, consequences of
its one-child policy like forced abortions, children without ofﬁcial existence, and
birth restrictions continue to receive international notice.
Chart 1 is a collation and organization of observation items of the Amnesty
International Annual Report 2014/2015, a critique of the varying human rights
situations of different countries. The 243 items are organized into 72 categories
of differing volume. Since the items do not neatly ﬁt into broad categories, some
of these categories are similar.
The strictness of inspections of different countries' situations is not uniform,
demonstrating that Amnesty International pays stronger attention to some
countries than to others. For example, the relatively scant attention paid to Laos,
Cambodia, and Cuba does not indicate their human rights situations are better
than some peers', while the strong scrutiny of China, Egypt, and India does not
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necessarily mean their human rights situations are the world's worst. Because
available information and media attention vary by country, Chart 1 demonstrates
that the countries designated for more items were also those that received greater
international attention. Although China's human rights situation is not the world's
worst, the country does receive a comparatively great deal of international
scrutiny.
An analysis of Amnesty International's observation items and their
frequency may clarify the prevailing human rights topics of this year. Items with
more appearances represent issues that several countries have in common, and
which thus merit further consideration.
Chart 1: Amnesty International Annual Report 2014/2015 Observation
Items Collated by Subject
Observation Subject

No. of Observation Subject
items

No. of
items

Freedom of speech, association, and
assembly

21

International law

2

Death penalty

15

International justice

2

Torture and other abuse

14

Human trafﬁcking

2

Refugees and internally displaced
persons

12

Freedom of movement

2

Crimes committed with impunity

11

Terrorism detentions

1

Arbitrary arrests and detentions

7

Conscientious objectors to military
service

1

Discrimination

7

Diplomatic assurances

1

Internal armed conﬂicts

7

Foreign domestic helpers

1

Freedom of assembly

7

Pregnant mothers´health and HIV

1

LGBT rights

6

Pressure against civic groups

1

Enforced disappearances

6

Extrajudicial detention

1

Women's rights

5

Migrant workers´rights

1

Freedom of association

5

Procreative rights

1

Civil rights activists

5

Armed groups in Iraq

1
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Miscarriages of justice

4

Freedom of action

1

Judicial system

4

Indiscriminate use of weapons

1

Housing rights: forced evictions

4

Armed conﬂict

1

Sexual and reproductive rights

4

Legal development

1

International monitoring

4

Violations of human rights during
social demonstrations

1

Excessive use of force

4

Lengthy detention before trial

1

Prison conditions

4

Activists

1

Land disputes

3

Food rights

1

Company accountability

3

Lack of accountability

1

Anti-terrorism security

3

Immigrants´rights

1

Prisoners of conscience

3

Labor rights

1

Freedom of religion

3

Siege and obstruction of humanitarian
relief

1

Infringements by armed groups

3

Cruel, inhuman, or degrading
punishment

1

Weapons sales

3

Child soldiers

1

Legal, constitutional, and
organizational development

3

Violence against women and girls

1

Police and security forces

3

Kidnapping

1

Children's rights

2

Surveillance

1

Extrajudicial executions

2

Sale of torture instruments and
misuse of law enforcement
equipment

1

Violent community conﬂicts

2

Repression of dissent

1

Unlawful killing

2

Deaths inside prisons

1

Violent infringements against women
and girls

2

Police violations of human rights

1

Indigenous people's rights

2

Assaults on medical facilities and
staff

1

Source: Compiled from Amnesty International's annual report
Chart 1 shows that besides the maltreatment instigated by war (international
and civil war alike) and refugee-related issues, human rights issues of 2015 also
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include the political rights violations frequent in past years. The most frequently
mentioned of these are freedom of speech, association, and assembly, and the
death penalty. Besides such commonly castigated political rights violations, sexrelated subjects have also attracted universal attention. Aside from LGBT (lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transsexual) rights, issues stemming from the rethinking of
reproductive issues have also come to the forefront, and a new kind of human
rights disparity has revealed itself. Sexual issues present a new class of rights to
place alongside the long-running discourses on political, civil, economic, social,
cultural, and environmental rights, and they are worthy of continued attention.
With respect to China, one can boldly declare that its human rights situation
in 2015 was cause for pessimism. Besides its aforementioned performance in 4
of the top 10 issues, there is also the matter of two regions in Chinese possession,
Xinjiang and Tibet,

4

which were focuses of the 8th party congress, evidence of

the heightened international attention they receive. This piece will set out from
the international perspective, summarizing and analyzing different concerns
about Chinese human rights that have been expressed by international observers
and the other articles within this TFD report. Social, political, judicial, economic,
environmental, ethnic minority cultural and educational, and Taiwanese
businesspeople's rights in China will all be outlined.

2. China’s Human Rights Situation
It cannot be denied that since Xi Jinping took power in 2013, the mainland
Chinese government has adopted some positive policies with respect to
human rights, such as abolishing the labor re-education system, amending
household registration restrictions, expanding the social welfare system, and
giving preferential treatment on the college entrance examination to physically
handicapped test-takers. Besides publishing the white paper Progress in China's
Human Rights in 2014, mainland China has promoted two National Human
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Rights Action Plans, the Decision of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China (CCCPC) on Some Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively
Deepening the Reform, the CCCPC's Recommendations for the 13th Five-Year
Plan for Economic and Social Development, and other relevant laws and policies.
Through these policies, it has tried to bring the term“human rights＂into its legal
system and to communicate the importance it places on human rights and how it
protects and guarantees them.
Many of these laws and policies are analyzed within the following chapters
of this report (See Chart 2). This year's observers all indicate that even though
many kinds of human rights violations in mainland China are continually
exposed, the framework for human rights development is still positive. They call
on the Communist Party of China (CPC) authorities to pick up the pace of reform
in order to face up to signiﬁcant social pressure. In terms of changing concepts,
systems, and methods alike, there is still signiﬁcant room for improvement.
At the same time, the mainland Chinese government has continually violated
numerous human rights protections. Amnesty International, Human Rights
Watch, and the UN alike have released several reports expressing dissatisfaction
with the Chinese government's vigorous arrests and imprisonments of lawyers,
authors, and dissidents. For example, in 2014 on the 25th anniversary of the
June 4, 1989 Tienanmen Square Incident, the Chinese government arrested nine
people, including legal scholars Xu Zhiyong and Pu Zhiqiang and journalist Gao
Yu. In July 2015, it arrested an estimated 245 or more lawyers.

5

These human rights defenders are commonly charged with crimes such as
affray and inciting subversion. They face potential criminal sentences, detention,
torture, consignment to psychiatric institutions, house arrest, and intimidation. To
silence them, the Chinese government intimidates, coerces, and imprisons them,
and does not even provide them appropriate medical care. According to the China
Human Rights Lawyers Concern Group, over 300 lawyers were arrested from
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July 9 to the end of November 2015. They and their families were interrogated,
subpoenaed, barred from leaving the country, put under house arrest, put under
home surveillance, sent into criminal detention, and arrested, and some even
went missing.

6

This shows that in terms of legal restrictions and guarantees,

China still makes no room for freedom of speech and assembly.
The government's control of criticism also extends to the Internet. More
and more foreign websites and mobile phone apps are blocked there. Since the
China Internet Conference passed the“Seven Bottom Lines＂on August 15,
2013,

7

the following two years have seen constant self-censorship. In addition

to continued blockages of foreign websites like Google's and services like Gmail
and Google+, there have been deletions of messages and blocking of news on
permitted social networks and communication services such as Weixin, LINE,
and Kakao Talk. Though Facebook was opened to a few regions at the end of
2015, this kind of politically motivated behavior (whitewashing) is a sign that
citizens still cannot exercise true freedom of speech.
Regarding self-censorship, at the end of 2013 the Chinese government
created an Internet security small group to resist penetration by opposing
ideologies. And in July 2014, the State Administration of Press, Publication,
Radio, Film and Television (SAPPRFT) ordered that the media should not
publish or broadcast news stories unless they have been examined and approved
in advance. The Central Commission for Discipline Inspection (CCDI) on these
grounds announced that the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) had
been penetrated by foreign (Western) ideological trends, and that its political
inspection had unearthed four problems: (1) creating a smokescreen by wearing
the clothing of academia, (2) using the Internet to concoct transnational sophistry,
(3) advancing illegal conspiratorial activities at every sensitive moment, and (4)
being inﬁltrated by foreign forces point by point.

8

This state of affairs continued in 2015: draft rules promulgated by the All
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China Lawyers Association in June forbade lawyers from discussing cases they
are trying, writing open letters, or criticizing the legal system, government policy,
or nation. The SAPPRFT in June prohibited journalists from cross-ﬁeld reporting
or from publishing articles that hadn't been approved by one of its work units.
These kinds of laws and orders restrict freedom of speech, as do the detention,
imprisonment, and intimidation of human rights defenders and the numerous
initiatives to shut down websites. They reveal the Chinese government continues
to suppress political and civil rights.
After Xi Jinping took over, mainland China immediately began to demand
party members, academia, students, and media research documents about his
ideology. These documents include opposition to human rights and the universal
values that proceed from them, oppose the concepts of freedom of the press and
civil rights, and emphasize the importance of one party leading the government.
These issues received particular attention during a June 2015 United Kingdom
(U.K.)-China summit on business cooperation. Even though the two countries
have quite different conceptions of human rights, and Xi Jinping responded to
one BBC question by saying“in guaranteeing human rights, there is no｀best,´
10

only｀better, ´＂several reports criticized the U.K. delegation by accusing it of
ignoring human rights protection for the sake of economic beneﬁts, challenging
the human rights standards of both countries.
From a systemic perspective, the death penalty is still one human rights area
where China is particularly criticized by international observers, even though the
issue of death penalty trial and sentencing procedures was already commenced
there in 2015.

11

During the fourth plenary conference, 9 out of 55 crimes were

taken off the list of offenses for which the death penalty can be given.

12

It

is estimated that another 21 crimes will be removed from this list within the
next three years.

13

Critics say, however, that the Chinese government uses

death penalty provisions to quickly assault and suppress Xinjiang dissidents,
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demonstrating that this system's amendment (rectiﬁcation) is a necessity. Over
the past decade, the number of executions in mainland China has fallen from
about 10,000 to about 4,000,

15

and at the end of 2014 it announced that as of

2015 it would no longer conﬁscate the organs of executed criminals.

16

The halting of the confiscation of executed criminals' organs is positive
news. The practice has been replaced by the“Citizens' Organ Donation System＂
established in 2015. Then Vice Minister of Health Huang Jiefu stated that the
number of organs available for transplant has not decreased since voluntary
citizen donations became the only legal source of organs. However, the World
Medical Association has exposed that whereas previously organs were removed
from executed criminals after they were dead, following the system change any
criminals that consented to organ donations would simply have their donations
counted among the voluntary donations of other citizens.
The source of ethical doubt about organ donations by death row inmates
is the difficulty of guaranteeing they were knowledgeable about the situation
and were not coerced when agreeing to donate. That kind of trickery violating
international moral standards not only misleads outside observers but fails to
substantively resolve the problems of death row organ donations.

17

The only

commendable thing about it is that perhaps after“agreeing＂to donate their
organs, some of the inmates feel that in so doing they are making a contribution
to the people of China. Even so, whether this is in accordance with the concept of
law is another question.
Besides the aforementioned news about freedom of speech and assembly
and the death penalty, this year another focus of widespread international
attention was discrimination against gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
individuals in mainland China. China has always considered homosexuality a
mental illness, and there is no law protecting citizens against discrimination
based on their gender identity or sexual orientation. Not only are homosexual
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partnerships and marriages unrecognized; there is not even room to discuss
these issues because of restrictions on freedom of speech and association. In
February 2015, a lesbian couple who went to Beijing to apply to register their
marriage was turned away. On May 17, the Changsha city government arrested
Xiang Xiaohan, the organizer of a gay pride parade, and detained him 12 days
on charges of“organizing an illegal parade.

18

＂Beijing and Chongqing LGBT

groups report that their activities have been called off at the last moment due
to ofﬁcial pressure on the venue owners, and some members and lawyers have
been accused of fraud and illegal business activities.

19

This shows that sexual

minorities as well as ethnic minorities are targets of discrimination.
With regard to ethnic minority policy, as a result of violence, discrimination,
and symbolic decisions, Xinjiang separatism has not been eliminated, and the
disparities faced by Tibetans have been deepened. For instance, under the banner
of“opposing separatism, religious extremism, and terrorism,＂after over 30
citizens were killed in Kunming Railway Station in March 2014
lost their lives in an Urumqi market May 31,

21

20

and 43 people

the mainland Chinese government

commenced a yearlong“severe crackdown.＂At least 380 people were taken into
custody in 2014, and 30 were executed on charges of terrorism. These numbers
rose higher in 2015.
Violence also occurred in Tibet. This turbulence could be related to policies
launched in 2006 to resettle two million Tibetans.

22

Following long years

of discontent, the mainland Chinese government took up deadly weapons to
make suppression more severe.

23

In contrast, more than 10 Tibetans have self-

immolated in protest of these measures.
Since the abolition of labor re-education in 2013 the 350 labor re-education
camps within mainland China, which once held a total of 160,000 people,
have gradually decreased in number. Some have been renamed drug addiction
treatment centers, and there is suspicion they are simply doing the same thing as
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before under another name.

24

Since the abolition of labor re-education, detentions and illegal house
arrests have still been carried out under other means. For example, police have
begun using vague accusations to detain various kinds of suspects for as long as
37 days. Hu Jia, an environmental activist dissident, has been taken into house
arrest several times. In 2014, Dong Rubin was sentenced to six and a half years
in prison for“the crime of spreading rumors on the Internet.＂The author Huang
Zerong in 2015 was sentenced to two and a half years for“affray＂and“unlawful
business operation.＂Five people, including Wei Tingting, who had distributed
leaflets on a bus advocating opposition to sexual harassment on buses, were
detained for“affray＂on the eve of Women's Day.

25

These events show that

political rights are still deprived in mainland China.

3. Special Characteristics of This Year's Report
In the face of so many continued eruptions, the China Human Rights Report
2015 mainly takes a structural and macro perspective, and via analysis of the
development of systems and cases analyzes the changes in mainland Chinese
human rights in every aspect. Each chapter is based on the deﬁnitions of human
rights within the United Nations' International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights.
They also take off from Progress in China's Human Rights in 2014, a white
paper released at the beginning of 2015, and refer to the 2009-2010 and 20122015 Progress in China's Human Rights white papers, the Decision of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CCCPC) on Some Major
Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening the Reform, and the CCCPC's
Recommendations for the 13th Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social
Development, among other sources.
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Besides these similarities, every chapter of the report has two special
characteristics. Firstly, no matter whether observe political, social, economic,
environmental, judicial, Taiwanese businesspeople's, or ethnic minorities' cultural
and educational rights, they all use white papers, laws and regulations, policies,
and orders to clarify their overall direction. Hence, even while facing so many
different cases, they do not lose the overall context and development because of
unique facts about any particular case. (Chart 2)
Chart 2: Laws, Regulations, and Policies Cited, Chapter by Chapter
Chapter

Policies, Laws, White Papers, and Drafts

Social Rights

Anti-Domestic Violence Law
Decision of the CCCPC on Some Major Issues Concerning
Comprehensively Deepening the Reform
Interim Provisions on Labor Dispatch
National Human Rights Action Plans of 2012-2015
Notice on Further Promoting 2014 Actions to Improve Children's
Products
Opinions of the State Council on Establishing a Uniﬁed Basic
Pension Insurance System for Urban and Rural Residents
Opinions of the State Council on Further Promoting the Reform of
the Household Registration System
Opinions on Deepening Reform of the Income Distribution System
The Provisions of the Supreme People's Court on Several Issues
concerning the Trial of Administrative Cases on Work-Related Injury
Insurance
Recommendations for the 13th Five-Year Plan for Economic and
Social Development
Regulation on the Expropriation of Buildings on State-owned Land
and Compensation
Research Report on the Conditions of Our Nation's Migrant Workers'
Children Left Behind in Rural Villages or Migrating from the
Countryside to the Cities
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Political Rights

Cyber Security Law of the People's Republic of China
Interim Regulation on Real Estate Registration
Measures on the Management of Internal Reference Publications
National Security Act
Ten Rules for Interviews

Judicial Rights

Decision of the CCCPC on Major Issues Pertaining to
Comprehensively Promoting the Rule of Law
Measures on Hearing Defense Lawyers' Opinions for Death Penalty
Review Cases
Opinions on Establishing a Complete National Judicial Aid System
(Pilot)
Opinions on Improving the Legal Aid System
Organic Law of the People's Procuratorates
Provisions of the Supreme People's Court on the Issuance of
Judgments on the Internet by the People's Courts
Provisions on Legally Safeguarding Lawyers´Rights to Practice
Law

Economic Rights

2015 China Business Report
2015 China Development Conﬁdence Survey Results
Analytical Report on 2014 China Food Safety Incidents
Annual Report on China's Economic Growth (2014-2015)
China Food Safety Development Report

Environmental Rights 2014 China Environmental Conditions Report
2014 National Assessment of the Establishment and Operation of
Monitoring Systems to Reduce Emission of Major Pollutants
Action Plan for Water Pollution Prevention and Treatment
Environmental Planning Thoughts for the 13th Five-Year Plan (20142015)
New Environmental Protection Law
Ethnic Minorities'
Cultural and
Educational Rights

Decision on Accelerating the Development of Ethnic Minorities'
Education
Historical Witness to Ethnic Equality, Unity and Development in
Xinjiang
Successful Practice of Regional Ethnic Autonomy in Tibet
Tibet's Path of Development Is Driven by an Irresistible Historical
Tide
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Taiwanese
Businesspeople's
Rights

Implementation Rules of the Interim Regulations on Real Estate
Registration
Temporary Measures on Kunshan Deepening Cross-Strait Industrial
Cooperation Pilot Zone Cross-Border RMB Loan Business
Experimental Management
Environmental Protection Law
Measures for the Implementation by Competent Environmental
Protection Departments of Consecutive Daily Penalties
Measures for the Implementation of Sealing-up and Impounding by
Competent Environmental Protection Departments
Measures for the Implementation by Competent Environmental
Protection Departments of Limiting and Halting Production for
Remediation
Notice on Reviewing and Regulating Preferential Policies for
Taxation and Other Aspects
Notice on Preferential Tax Policies and Other Preferences

Notes: Arranged in alphabetical order rather than order of appearance.
Source: Collated from chapter content
Something particularly significant about this annual human rights report
(and the purpose of its continued publication by the Taiwan Foundation for
Democracy) is that it does not rely solely on Western and international reports
about mainland China, but rather“sets your invincible spear against your own
invincible shield＂by using domestic reports to describe mainland China's human
rights situation. The chapters have over 300 footnotes, mainly covering events
that took place in the year 2015. Most of the content is sourced by domestic
mainland Chinese media reports. In depth and breadth alike, they surpass
international human rights reports on the country.
The source material is also diverse: no single source accounts for more than
6% of references. The top ten sources in terms of frequency of references are The
Paper (5.97%), Tencent News (5.6%), BBC Chinese (4.1%), China News (4.1%),
Xinhua Net (3.73%), China Times (3.73%), Epoch Times (3.73%), People's Daily
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Online (3.73%), Voice of Germany Chinese (3.36%), and United Daily News
Online (2.61%). Five of these are mainland Chinese, two are Taiwanese, and
three are international, an indicator of objectivity. Chart 3 shows all the sources
referenced in this report.
Chart 3: Sources Referenced in This Report
AASTOCKS ( 大智慧阿思達克通訊社 )
Apple Daily ( 蘋果日報 )
Asiaweek ( 亞洲週刊 )
Baidu ( 百度 )
BBC Chinese (BBC 中文網 )
Beijing SINA ( 北京新浪網 )
Beijing Youth Daily ( 北京青年報 )
Business Weekly ( 商周財富網 )
Caijing ( 財經 )
Caijing Online ( 財經網 )
Caixin Online ( 財新網 )
CCTV ( 央視網 )
China Daily News ( 中華網路日報 )
China Digital Times ( 人民報 )
China Environment News ( 中國環境報 )
China Ethnic News ( 中國民族報 )
China Labour Bulletin ( 中國勞工通訊 )
China Legal Science ( 中國法學 )
China News ( 中國新聞網 )
China News Service ( 中新網 )
China Peace ( 政法輿情 )
China Radio International Online ( 國際在線新聞 )
China Review News ( 中國評論新聞 )
China Review News Think Tank ( 中國評論新聞網 )
China Times ( 中時電子報 )
China Youth Daily ( 中國青年報 )
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China Youth Online ( 中青在線 )
China.org.cn ( 中國網 )
Chinese Journal of Law ( 法學研究 )
CNA News ( 中央通訊社 )
cnYES ( 鉅亨網 )
Commercial Times ( 工商時報 )
CommonWealth Magazine ( 天下雜誌 )
CommonWealth Magazine Online ( 天下網路雜誌 )
CPC News ( 中國共產黨新聞網 )
Cross-Strait Economics and Trade ( 兩岸經貿 )
Dazhong News ( 大眾網 )
DBW ( 東北網 )
Di Yi News ( 第一星座網 )
DW (Deutsche Welle) News
East Day ( 東方網 )
Economic Information Daily ( 經濟參考網 )
Epoch Times ( 大紀元 )
Financial Times Chinese (FT 中文網 )
Formosa Transnational Attorneys at Law ( 萬國法律 )
Fuzhou News ( 福州新聞網 )
Global Taiwan Business E-Bulletin ( 全球台商電子報 )
Greenpeace ( 綠色和平組織 )
Hefei ( 合肥熱線 )
Hexun ( 和訊網新聞頻道 )
Holland Online ( 荷蘭線上 )
Huanqiu ( 環球網 )
IFeng ( 鳳凰網 )
IFeng Finance ( 鳳凰財經 )
Jingchu Online ( 荊楚網 )
Jinghua ( 京華網 )
Jinshi ( 今視網 )
Journal of Law Application ( 法律適用 )
Journal of the Party School of the CCCPC ( 中共中央黨校學報 )
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Legal Daily ( 法制日報 )
Liaowang Weekly News ( 瞭望新聞週刊 )
Liberty Times ( 自由時報 )
Ministry of Economic Affairs E-Bulletin ( 經濟部電子報 )
NetEase News ( 網易新聞 )
New Bloom
New Tang Dynasty Television ( 新唐人 )
New York Times ( 紐約時報 )
New York Times Chinese ( 紐約時報中文網 )
Nikkei Chinese ( 日經中文網 )
Oriental Daily ( 東方日報 )
Oriental Law ( 東方法學 )
Peking University Law Journal ( 中外法學 )
People's Daily ( 人民日報 )
People's Daily Online ( 人民網 )
People's Daily Online Shanghai Edition ( 人民網上海頻道 )
Radio France Internationale ( 法廣世界之聲 )
Radio Free Asia ( 自由亞洲電台 )
Reuters ( 路透社 )
RIF
Science of Law ( 法律科學 )
Shenzhen News ( 深圳新聞網 )
SINA Finance ( 新浪財經 )
SINA Net ( 新浪網 )
SINA News ( 新浪新聞 )
SINA News Center ( 新浪新聞中心 )
Sing Pao ( 成報網 )
Sohu News ( 搜狐新聞 )
Sound of Hope Radio Network ( 希望之聲 )
South China Morning Post Chinese ( 南華早報中文網 )
Southern Metropolis Daily ( 南都網 )
Southern Weekly ( 南方週末 )
Storm Media ( 風傳媒 )
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Studies in Law and Business ( 法商研究 )
Taiwan Environmental Information Association (TEIA 環境資訊中心 )
Taiwan Law Journal ( 臺灣本土法學 )
Tencent Finance ( 騰訊財經 )
Tencent Guangdong ( 騰訊 -- 大粵網 )
Tencent News ( 騰訊新聞中心 )
Tencent Today's Topic ( 騰訊今日話題 )
The News Lens ( 關鍵評論 )
The Paper ( 澎湃新聞 )
Tianshannet ( 天山網 )
Tibet Development Forum ( 西藏發展論壇 )
United Daily News ( 聯合報 )
United Daily News Online ( 聯合新聞網 )
Voice of America ( 美國之音 )
Voice of Germany ( 德國之聲 )
Voice of Germany Chinese ( 德國之聲中文網 )
Voice of Uyghur ( 維吾爾之聲 )
Wall Street Journal ( 華爾街日報 )
Want Daily ( 旺報 )
Wen Wei Po Newspaper ( 文匯報 )
Wen Wei Po Online ( 文匯網 )
Xinhua Fujian ( 新華網福建頻道 )
Xinhua Net ( 新華網 )
Xinhua News Agency ( 新華社 )

Notes: Arranged in alphabetical order rather than order of appearance.
Source: Collated from the footnotes of each chapter.
Granted, due to the differences between authors' citation methods, case
analysis time and coverage, and citations of previous years' reports, there is no
way to deﬁnitively measure the exact weight of each reference within the report.
Commentators may say that Chinese media are largely controlled by the
Communist Party, but each of this report's authors has his or her own freedom
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of judgment. Moreover, the content of foreign sources' reports must also come
from within the country. Under the premise that no media source is“absolutely＂
fair and objective, this report strives for diversity and (relative) objectivity by
providing a wide breadth of coverage, presenting about 300 central and local
reports with each source accounting for just 1-6% of total references.
Because each chapter of this report contains theory, structure, and real-life
cases of its own, to save readers from needless repetition an abridged explanation
of the content of each chapter is provided below. For information and analysis
about speciﬁc cases referenced herein, please refer to the chapters themselves.

4. Social Rights Observations
This year's social rights observation largely has the same context and
continues the same focuses as past years. However, in response to changing eras
and developing cases, the number of issues reviewed has steadily expanded, from
ﬁve in 2013 to seven in 2015 (see Chart 4). The focus has expanded from rural
villages and land problems to medical and food safety issues, and now this year
to women's rights as well. On the one hand, this could be considered a sign social
problems are continuing to increase in China; on the other, it could be interpreted
as a rise in human rights consciousness in mainland Chinese society.
Chart 4: Changes in China Social Rights Chapter
Year Aspect
Observed
2015 Labor
Safety

Elderly Children's
care
rights and
interests

Land expropriation Food and
Medical Women's
and housing
daily necessity care
rights
demolition
safety

2014 Labor
Safety

Elderly Child care
care

Land expropriation Food and
Medical
and housing
daily necessity care
demolition
safety
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2013 Labor
Safety

Elderly Care for
Land expropriation Food and
care
children left and housing
daily necessity
behind in
demolition
safety
rural villages

Source: Collated from current and past reports
The social rights observer believes that the major sources of change
in mainland Chinese society in 2015 stemmed from two major policy
blueprints: the 2013 Decision of the CCCPC on Some Major Issues
Concerning Comprehensively Deepening the Reform, and the 2015 CCCPC
Recommendations for the 13th Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social
Development. Based on the latter, the observer optimistically indicates that social
rights will substantially improve in mainland China if relevant items of the 2015
Recommendations can be implemented.
As for labor safety, the 2014 Interim Provisions on Labor Dispatch
guaranteed the rights and interests of dispatched workers, focusing on three
aspects: work environments, payment of back wages to farm workers, and the
minimum wage. State Administration of Work Safety statistics indicate that
in the first half of 2015, there were about 139,000 workplace safety incidents
leading to 26,000 deaths, less than in 2014. This shows that strict workplace
safety demands, although excessively enforced against Taiwanese and foreign
investors´businesses, have produced a certain level of improvement.
The rise of the private Da'ai Qing Chen foundation demonstrates the
spontaneous solicitude of society. However, it is noteworthy that in the
Provisions of the Supreme People's Court on Several Issues concerning the Trial
of Administrative Cases on Work-Related Injury Insurance promulgated by
CPC ofﬁcials in 2014, only 25.72% of farm workers with pneumoconiosis (an
occupational lung disease) had applied for compensation. This can be attributed
to their relatively low education level as well as the sluggishness and dereliction
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of duty of government agencies. The same problems can be seen in the matter
of back wages for farm workers, demonstrating the privation of social rights as
common people are left to fend for themselves.
With respect to medical care, the year 2013 already saw gradual assertion
of control over fake medicines and underground clinics, and in 2014 the
conversation turned to poor medical quality and falsiﬁcation of health records.
In 2015, besides poor medical quality, the tenseness of the relationships between
medical staff and patients became a new topic of conversation. Several cases
showed that medical staff professional standards and work attitude, payments,
and unreasonable demands from patients all inﬂuence these relationships.
With respect to care for the elderly, this year focus was narrowed from four
items (care funding, retirement age, at-home care, and services for the elderly)
to three (care funding, retirement age, and services for the elderly). Besides a
policy to extend the retirement age, reform of the four major senior-citizen health
insurance systems is also a must. Gradual reform is hoped to increase the number
of recipients of elderly care funds and reduce the wealth gap.
China's women's rights are worthy of scrutiny. Although it is said on the
mainland that women hold up half the sky, the persistent frequency of domestic
violence and harsh reductions in maternity leave show that amidst the many
social changes in mainland China in recent years, the concept of equality has
become a mere slogan, and the contradictions between systems and reality are
being rapidly exposed. These cases explain that under mainland Chinese society's
rapid economic development, because political reform has led to social problems,
rights violations have not only explained the importance of systems, but also
revealed the gap between legal systems and rule of law: the former is a mere
form, while the latter is the mastery of the spirit of law.
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5. Political Human Rights Observations
Developments in China's political rights in 2015 followed up on 2014 trends
and revealed a tense situation. Legal system innovation, political corruption, and
media and Internet muzzling alike illuminated the infringement of political (and
civil) rights. Even though ﬁgures like Zhou Yongkang and Xu Caihou were“hit
by arrows and knocked off their steeds.＂Ever since Xi Jinping took power, in
the name of making China a“strong Internet nation＂the freedom of expression
of over 600 million netizens has been restricted. Under the slogan of wiping out
vice, over 2,000 websites have been shut down, 300 channels shut off, and 20
million messages erased. There are several cases of netizens being arrested and
detained without cause, and many foreign journalists stationed in Taiwan have
had their interview contents, work visas, and freedom of movement restricted.

26

The political rights observer indicates that international society's discussions
of mainland China's political rights mostly start out with differences in rights
concepts. Hence, he tries to enter the discussion from a different angle: the
changing political system. He believes that a human rights regime is a kind of
system, and the overall pattern of the new economic normal and the new political
reality is leading to a change toward authoritarianism. He analyzes mainland
China's and North Korea's human rights situations from two axes—political
change, and revolution—and focuses on developments in freedom of speech, the
right of political participation, and the autonomy of ethnic minorities.
On freedom of speech, the observer opens with three aspects: arrests and
detentions of human rights defenders, the daily tightening of online freedom
of speech, and pressure on non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Besides
discussing policy statements within the Chinese Communist system, he explains
officials' rejection of internationalism. International NGOs have no way of
interacting with NGOs within mainland China (the Transition Institute case),
not to mention their dialogues with officials. Besides that, CPC officials have
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tried to establish party cadres within NGOs, making a mockery of them and
demonstrating the CPC's ignorance of controls on an authoritarian system or
even the very concept of an NGO.
Regarding political participation, the third chapter of Progress in China's
Human Rights in 2014 emphasizes the number and passage rate of concrete
proposals is the standard of governmental participation. It explains the spirit
of deliberative democracy and difference between its standard of political
participation rights and international standards.
Regarding ethnic group self-determination, the observer focuses on Tibet
and Xinjiang, describing the protests there and the meaning of relevant white
papers. Basically, the political rights observer declares that the CPC's authority is
continuing to strengthen, so political rights will continue to take a different path
in China than elsewhere in the world.
Looking at these developments from the perspective of Western democracy,
rather intense criticisms can be made. The International Federation of Journalists
has recommended China's central government implement the following 14
reforms, for example:
(1) Revise national laws and regulations to meet human rights standards.
(2) Implement open government information regulations.
(3) Immediately release all imprisoned journalists.
(4) Cease arbitrary and unexplained terminations, punishments and detentions of
journalists.
(5) Establish an independent body to investigate incidents of violence against
media personnel.
(6) Order law enforcement personnel at every level to cease intimidation and
silencing of journalists.
(7) Cease interception, harassment, and punishment of news personnel.
(8) Grant journalists freedom to travel to any region to conduct interviews.
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(9)

Ensure freedom of movement and freedom of access to information for
news personnel.

(10) Make visa application processes consistent, timely, and transparent.
(11) Grant Hong Kong and Macau journalists freedom to travel to China for
interviews.
(12) Carry out consultation with the public before implementing Internet
monitoring and restrictions.
(13) Open up publication channels for news media.
(14) Do not influence citizens' right to freely access information by blocking
communication networks.
In other words, in recent years political rights in mainland China have
systematically been further restricted and twisted by the CPC. The party has
sought to use protection of national security as a blanket explanation for all
additional inhibition and suppression, not only showing the importance of open
information but also explaining infringements on political rights. The anticorruption campaign to“take down tigers＂in recent years has quietly become
posturing used to roll up the whole country.

6. Judicial Human Rights Observations
In recent years mainland China has reduced the number of capital offenses
by nine, but there are still 46 crimes for which capital punishment can be
given. This year's judicial rights chapter mainly focuses on systemic structural
reform, particularly through analyses of four levels: police and prosecutorial law
enforcement and investigations, court hearings and trials, protections of lawyers'
work, and human rights cases that received society's attention.
With respect to police and prosecutorial law enforcement and investigations
forced confessions, illegal evidence collection, and disregard for defense
attorneys are problems that are still surfacing. The Decision of the CCCPC
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on Major Issues Pertaining to Comprehensively Promoting the Rule of Law
emphasizes that advancing trial-centered litigation system reform will guarantee
that the actual evidence from investigations and subsequent indictments and
suits stands up to legal testing. However, there is a relatively large gap between
slogans and reality. Hence, the observer indicates that trial-centered litigation
system reform is the important step to take for the time being.
As for court hearings and trials, the observer discovered that although
judicial independence is meant to guarantee the system's fairness, in mainland
China it has instead been made a weapon to impede fairness. The main reasons
for this are twofold: the proactive guidance of judicial bodies by party cadres,
and the executive and judicial authority enjoyed by local governments at every
level. In the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th CPCCC, a demand was made
to deepen judicial reform; as a result, authority over the formerly horizontal
development of personnel orders and budget allocations has gradually been
converted into vertical management. This is truly worthy of praise. Nevertheless,
under one-party governance, although judicial independence and even court
reform correspond with the current governing philosophy, the powerful inﬂuence
of politics on the court cannot be ignored. Hence, all that can be done for now is
the promulgation of judicial documents.
The promulgation of judicial documents is actually not guided by CPC
officials and is restricted by many factors, such as the upsurge in the right to
know, the social structure, the continuation of protests, and the difficulty of
restraining information.
Following the early 2014 promulgation and implementation of the
Provisions of the Supreme People's Court on the Issuance of Judgments on the
Internet by the People's Courts, the number of judgment documents uploaded by
mainland Chinese courts of all levels by the end of 2014 was 5,685,491. Critics
point out that many judgment documents have incomplete information: the facts
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of the cases are not clearly identiﬁed; the reasoning is insufﬁcient; and laws are
even invoked incorrectly. However, the opening of these documents can be called
a breakthrough in the protection of judicial human rights in mainland China.
Likewise, the quantity of legal aid has gradually risen. In 2014 more than
80,000 people received legal aid, and there were 1.39 million cases of such aid
being given. In the ﬁrst half of 2015, mainland China processed about 574,000
judicial aid cases, and aid was given 659,000 times.
Besides systemic reform, a highlight of 2015 was the insufﬁcient protection
of lawyers' work. The annual review system and protections of lawyers' personal
freedom were both objections of scrutiny and criticism. Though there were
instances where miscarriages of justice were mitigated (such as the reversal
of the Huugjilt case) there were even more examples of injustice revealing the
chaos of the judicial system.

7. Economic and Environmental Human Rights Observations
Besides personnel changes, a major focus during the Third Plenum of the
18th CPCCC was the weak growth of the economy. The 13th Five-Year Plan
clearly defined the direction of development for the coming five-year period.
Substantive progress was made on the establishment of the tripartite separation
of powers with respect to land (land's ownership rights, contracting rights, and
operations rights). Hence, the economic and environmental rights observer adopts
a macro view and reviews the past 30 years of reform and opening, including
the many costs paid for vigorous economic development. Even though mainland
Chinese officials have constantly pushed reform, several problems have had a
strong relationship with economic development, including market management,
income distribution, and labor rights issues.
Likewise, social rights cases have increased day by day, and the rise of
civic groups and public opinion has impacted mainland Chinese officials and
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quickened the pace of their environmental reforms. The problem is that the
economic structure and environmental pollution built up over past decades—
when the right to develop was emphasized as the most important of all China's
human rights—cannot be visibly changed in a short period of time to ameliorate
its various infringements on human rights.
To put it more speciﬁcally, the economic and environmental rights observer,
acknowledging China is a developing country, believes its chief economy-related
human rights issues involve the economy's new normal, finance and credit,
consumers' rights, anti-corruption efforts, the wealth gap, and labor rights. The
“new normal＂economic theory indicates that mainland China's economic
growth deceleration is a response to the long-term distortion of producer prices
and the exchange rate, and the government should propose policies to stimulate
technological upgrading and resolve the“zombie industry＂problem. The
observer also foresees monetary easing.
Business transformation and upgrading aside, the real estate issue has
influenced mainland China's debt level, with families, non-finance companies,
and the government all among those involved in the market. 2015 was the ﬁrst
year with over 2 billion RMB in short-term debt default, and this is considered
just“the tip of the iceberg＂of a real estate bubble. Under the long shadow of
shadow banks, many banks are at risk of collapsing in the future, which would
instigate full-scale anti-corruption activity in response. Hence, in the future
besides gathering focus on state-owned enterprises the government will continue
to demand the repatriation of economic criminals. It will also gradually turn anticorruption activity toward private and foreign companies, making anti-corruption
actions a new risk for businesses in China.
Besides that, consumers' rights problems are proliferating, including food
and consumer safety, counterfeit goods, online ﬁnance security, sharing economy
product and service rental and credit issues. Given the wealth gap labor rights
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protection issues, including the insufﬁciency of environmental safety and labor
organizations, are all worthy of attention. For example, one of Apple's best
contract work factories, the Shanghai Pegatron Corp. factory, was found to have
only made improvements in 4 of 21 labor rights indicators.
As for environmental rights, this year's report continues the tradition of past
years in discussing three aspects—soil, air, and water—as well as the pollution of
and ofﬁcial response to the massive Tianjin explosion.
Air pollution is severe: 17% of China's deaths are air quality-related. The
observer reports that two thirds of mainland China's underground water and one
third of is aboveground water are not suitable for human contact. There is no way
to resolve problems like industrial pollution, over-mining, oil spills, or garbage
issues. An official even stated that China's pollution problems are still getting
progressively worse rather than better.
About one fifth of China's arable land is thought to be polluted, showing
the severity of that problem. CPC ofﬁcials have begun to promulgate sensitive
information about environmental issues and open up environmental remediation
and environmental lawsuit systems to participation by non-governmental bodies.
Although this public participation has strengthened environmental remediation, it
has also posed other risks. In places like Inner Mongolia and Guangdong where
there are tens of thousands of protests, open information will undoubtedly be a
double-edged sword for ofﬁcials.
It's undeniable that laws and policies like the New Environmental Protection
Law, Action Plan for Water Pollution Prevention and Treatment, Environmental
Planning Thoughts for the 13th Five-Year Plan (2014-2015), and Opinions
of the State Council on Advancing Environmental Pollution Management by
Cooperating Factories have been continuously rolled out, showing the CPC's
effort. However, given the crossﬂow of hot (or illusory) money in the economy
and structural factors with respect to the environment, adjusting different parties'
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thinking and striking a consensus on a win-win situation for economic and
environmental development is a difﬁcult task indeed.

8. Ethnic Minority Cultural and Educational Rights
Observations
Xinjiang and Tibet, and all regions where ethnic minorities live, have
always presented problems for the government. CPC ofﬁcials have long aspired
for speedy unification and hoped to use regional integration as a model for
future cross-strait development. However, decades of Han-ization have failed to
eliminate ethnic minority resistance, showing the severity of the issues on the
ethnic frontier. In order to ﬁnd solutions, this report uses cultural and educational
rights observations to clarify rights protections and infringements.
The Decision on Accelerating the Development of Ethnic Minorities'
Education states that“in 2020, ethnic minority regions' overall education
development standards and major indicators will approach or reach the national
average, gradually realizing the equalization of basic public education services.
Gross preschool two-year and three-enrollment rates in these regions are 80%
and 70%, respectively. Compulsory schools' conditions are basically being
standardized. The retention rate of nine-year education has reached 95%. Efforts
have been made to eliminate dropouts from school. Balanced development among
counties and areas has been realized. Secondary education is being universalized.
The ratio of normal and vocational education is roughly appropriate. Secondary
vocational education has basically been made free of charge. Higher education
admissions opportunities are constantly increasing, with college entrance
exam acceptance rates constantly rising. The science and technology education
structure is basically sound. The ability levels of talents in applied and complex
technology and technical skills have clearly risen.＂This statement shows that the
CPC realizes that the key to cultural and educational development is in ethnic
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minority regions. Hence the 2015 report adds a chapter of analysis on changes in
this area.
In addressing cultural and educational rights, the observer commences with
their broad definition, difficulty of implementation, sovereignty disputes, and
the different perspectives of different ethnic groups, and discusses in depth the
numerous theoretical and practical challenges of cultural and educational rights.
Applying these concepts to monitor the CPC's governance of Xinjiang and
Tibet, he explains that in educational, cultural, and even religious development,
CPC officials adopt two political strategies to govern: economic development,
and anti-terrorism to maintain stability. Examining these rights as rights, one
discovers that the CPC still does not understand that cultural and educational
rights are examples of the“collective rights＂the CPC advocates. When China
faces the Western model of rights, it uses an“individual rights vs. collective
rights＂framework as self-justification of its own rights regime, but if one
sincerely looks at mainland China's development from a collective rights
viewpoint, one sees numerous loopholes and inconsistencies, proving these two
strategies still do not pass theoretical muster.
It is worthy of notice that when one analyzes Uyghur youths' selfidentiﬁcation from a political and social angle, one ﬁnds these minorities believe
“Chinese＂is a political concept and“Uyghur＂is an ethnic identity; however,
they do not have a uniform view on a“Chinese race,＂showing that the concept
of a“national ethnicity＂has not yet been substantively accepted by ethnic
minorities.
In short, the CPC's political and social work has not yet succeeded, and
its policies in Xinjiang and Tibet can be called high-cost and low-reward, and
can even be said to have backﬁred. Hence, the observer recommends that work
instead start with increasing ethnic minorities' conﬁdence, proactively promoting
bilingual education and teaching history about ethnic minority heroes while
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emphasizing that they are also heroes of the Chinese people. This would establish
ethnic equality and solidarity. This perspective is also suitable for Taiwan's
educational and cultural development to protect its own indigenous peoples.

9. Taiwanese Businesspeople’s Rights Observations
Amidst mainland China's decelerating economic growth and international
integration, and its judicial system that is ruled by men rather than laws, outside
observers have constantly questioned the CPC's protections of foreign investors
and the fairness of its handling of business and trade disputes.
Cross-strait economic relations have come ever closer, and in recent years
the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) and Association for Relations Across the
Taiwan Straits (ARATS) have signed 23 agreements and two consensuses. On
August 25, 2015, they signed a cross-strait tax agreement which provided better
protections and incentives for Taiwanese businesses' investment in mainland
China. However, in recent years Taiwanese businesspeople investing in mainland
China have had a number of incidents where their investment rights were not
protected, involving factory explosions, insurance and pension systems, labormanagement disputes, the“red supply chain,＂and cross-strait tax disputes, and
these have drawn a high level of concern.
With the investment environment and policies changing in recent years,
Taiwanese businesspeople's investment has gradually extended from the Pearl
River Delta toward the Yangtze Delta, Bohai Economic Rim, and western China,
and from traditional manufacturing toward high-tech and service industries.
Moreover, their investments have localized, increasing Taiwan's economic
dependence on mainland China and influencing Taiwan's future economic
development.
Basically, the observer uses national risk analysis to investigate mainland
China's economic soundness and its policy and political stability. The Taiwan
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Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers' Association has analyzed seven major
aspects of mainland China's overall economic environment and risks: (1) natural
environment, (2) basic infrastructure, (3) public utilities, (4) social environment,
(5) legal environment, (6) economic environment, and (7) entrepreneurial
environment. It found that Taiwanese businesspeople are most satisfied with
mainland China's national environment, followed by basic infrastructure, and
least satisfied with its legal environment. This indicates that mainland China's
legal environment urgently needs improvement.
In 2015, the biggest incidents Taiwanese investors in mainland China faced
were infringements of legal system policies. For example, the Kunshan dust
explosion of 2014 influenced nearby factories and personnel, and casualties
reached 146. The Kunshan government then strictly enforced workplace safety
inspections and formulated relevant policies, and Kunshan City Party Committee
Secretary Guan Aiguo stepped down. A series of anti-corruption efforts to
“bring down the tigers＂not only resulted in the transfers of Taiwanese business
Zhongrong Metal Products Co.'s chairman of the board Wu Chi-tao, general
manager Lin Po-chang, and manager Wu Sheng-hsien, but also led to quick
alterations of environmental protection and production safety inspection laws and
regulations; hence Kunshan is no longer the best mainland Chinese city in which
to invest.
A similar situation happened in Fujian. In 2015 in Gulei, Zhangzhou, there
was a big explosion at a refining plant because of an oil leak, leading to the
commencement of implementation of mainland China's Environmental Impact
Appraisal Law. Although this could be seen as implementation of environmental
human rights, it has not had any substantive impact on preventing pollution or
restoring the environment. The new law's retroactivity abuses the ex post facto
principle. It not only inﬂuences Taiwanese businesspeople's rights and interests
but also fails to substantively protect laborers and employers. Its selective
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enforcement has indeﬁnitely postponed Taiwanese factories' return to work.
The introduction of environmental assessment concepts into economic
development by local officials also includes ongoing changes in local
governments' benefits policies for Taiwanese businesspeople. The retroactive
policy with the most dramatic impact on Taiwanese investments is the Notice on
Reviewing and Regulating Preferential Policies for Taxation and Other Aspects.
It shows that while these beneﬁts policies are continuing, they are being limited
by local governments' ﬁscal capabilities. Reports indicate that local governments
of cities like Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, and Guizhou believe that when
ﬁnances are tight beneﬁts for Taiwanese businesses should not be implemented.
This shows central and local governments take the same tone on Taiwanese
business policy.
The rise of labor rights also endangers the protection of Taiwanese
businesspeople's rights. Although the two kinds of rights theoretically should
not be in conflict with each other, the selective enforcement of insurance and
pension policies has caused great dissatisfaction. Says one source,“We paid our
premiums legally; why are they treating us like this? These people speciﬁcally
sought out foreign bosses to operate on, because the government's scrutiny of
foreign investments is strict, while it turns a blind eye to mainland businesses.＂
Under rigid policy, every two years each regional government has adjusted
its minimum wage conditions at least once, not to mention its ﬁve insurance and
One fund policies. Worker compensation in many places in China is similar to
Taiwan's or even higher.
The most clearly deﬁned protections of Taiwanese businesspeople's rights
start with the Cross-Strait Bilateral Investment Protection and Promotion
Agreement signed in 2012. It clearly states its purpose is to guarantee the safety
of Taiwanese investments in mainland China, and its four spirits are the lowest
standard of treatment, guarantees of personal freedom and safety, treatment of
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citizens, and most-favored-nation treatment.
Nevertheless, in 2015 Taiwanese businesspeople faced threats to their
personal safety, selective enforcement of laws with respect to their investments,
violations of their physical and intellectual property rights, selective law
enforcement by local governments, and the lack of an effective and immediate
appeal channel, all of which inspired protest. Laws, regulations, and policies
did not match reality. All these shortcomings can be attributed to transformation
of the overall economic structure. Even though Taiwanese businesspeople live
within China and are officially considered“Chinese people,＂the evidence of
various kinds of violations of their rights shows that there is still a difference
between them and locals. This unfairness has continued to develop, and it is
becoming ever fiercer amidst the various kinds of systemic transformation
underway.

10. Conclusion
The China Human Rights Report, now in its 11th year, uses diverse sources
to be objective and comprehensive. It has also continually expanded in scope:
after starting out with observations on political, judicial, social, and economic
rights, it expanded to include topics like Taiwanese businesspeople and ethnic
minority culture and education. Its tireless efforts have expanded the outside
world's understanding of mainland China and are hoped to strengthen cross-strait
familiarity and understanding.
Mainland China's decades of transition to market operations have inspired
various conversations about systemic human rights protections. As the circulation
of information has become ever harder to control, and education levels have
risen, the citizens' thirst for rights and dissatisfaction with their reality has
gradually led to conﬂict with the system. The many kinds of reforms put forward
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are responses to these questions. The CPC published its first white paper
speciﬁcally dedicated to human rights in 1991, and in recent years it has released
human rights action plans as well. Although mainland China declares that it's
doing everything it can to fulﬁll the duties given it by international human rights
conventions,

28

each chapter of this report reveals that in both theory and practice

there is still a ways to go between Chinese and international human rights, and
the number of cases where rights are threatened is not diminishing.
As times have changed, numerous emergent questions have challenged
countries' understanding and interpretation of human rights. China's political
and civil rights regimes have continually taken criticism. Its economic and
social rights have amidst incidents of change and turmoil continually challenged
officials' original red lines. The differential treatment given to Taiwanese
businesspeople, Xinjiang, and Tibet have brought the nature of rights into the
spotlight. This year's minority cultural and educational rights are even more
distinct. The meaning, practice, violation, and protection of rights alike have all
gradually elaborated and enriched mainland China's human rights discourse, but
they have revealed areas where concepts and systems are not sound. Loitering
at the outskirts of international turmoil, where are China's human rights going to
go? This is what we must be vigilant of.
(Translated by William Franco; Reviewed by the Author)
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Social Rights
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Abstract
This chapter covers observations on social rights status in China during
2015, roughly following the layout in the 2012~2014 reports, with necessary
adjustments for new events or emerging trends. On this approach, this year's
report covers seven subjects: (1) worker safety, (2) medical care, (3) elderly
care, (4) children's rights, (5) women's rights, (6) food and consumer goods
safety, and (7) land expropriation, housing demolition, and resident relocation.
Descriptions are expanded or trimmed down from previous years depending on
latest developments and level of public attention in each category. China has seen
a slowdown in economic growth, but its relatively robust prosperity has enables
public and private sectors to devote ample resources to tackle the tasks at hand.
Overall speaking, China has shown continued progress in upholding social rights
in 2015. Meanwhile gradual implementation of the“Decisions on Deepening
Major Reforms in a Comprehensive Way＂, under the overarching“inclusiveness＂
guideline in the“Suggestions for the 13th Five-Year plan on Economic and Social
Development＂, both decreed by the Communist Party of China (CPC), we
look forward to seeing a Chinese society with the potential to foster continued
promotion on social rights.
Keywords: mainland China, social rights, worker safety, elderly care, children's
rights, women's rights

*Chien-Kuo Pang, Professor, Graduate Institute
for Sun Yat-sen Thoughts and Mainland China
Studies, Chinese Culture University
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1. Introduction
This chapter covers social rights watch in China during 2015. It essentially
follows the layout in the 2012~2014 editions with necessary adjustments where
new events or emerging trends arise. We have taken the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) that China has ratiﬁed

1

as

a framework for analysis to keep account of observations. In the 2012 report, we
looked at ﬁve initial areas: (1) worker safety, (2) elderly care, (3) care of leftbehind rural children, (4) land expropriation, housing demolition and resident
relocation and (5) food safety. Subsequently in the 2013 edition, the report was
expanded to cover six areas: (1) worker safety, (2) medical care, (3) elderly
care, (4) children's rights, (5) food and textile safety and (6) land expropriation,
housing demolition and resident relocation.
This watch report for 2014 continued to monitor these six aspects but added
a new angle on women's rights with relevant media reports shifted from the
Social Rights Journal, a depository of media reports routinely collected for the
on-going China Human Rights Watch project. Social rights watch for the year
2015 continues on the 2014 scheme of seven domains: (1) worker safety, (2)
medical care, (3) elderly care, (4) children's rights, (5) women's rights, (6) food
and consumer goods safety, and (7) land expropriation, housing demolition and
resident relocation.
It is worth noting that the lasting impact of the“Decisions on Deepening
Major Reforms in a Comprehensive Way＂(hereinafter the“Decisions Paper＂),
announced at the third Plenary Session of the Politburo Standing Committee of
the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC's 3rd PSC of
18th NC) in November 2013. This Decisions Paper decreed long-term guidelines
for addressing issues in family planning, urban-rural polarity, household
registration system, social security programs, medical health care, food & drug
safety etc. Such reform tasks, if fully accomplished, certainly will be conducive
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to upholding social rights in China.
To a certain extent, projects in the Decision Paper are already being
implemented through the 13th Five-Year Plan, China's social-economic blueprint
for 2016-2010, passed at CPC's 5th PSC of 18th NC in October 2015. The Plan
highlights ﬁve corner stones - innovation, coordination, green growth, openingup and inclusiveness. Under the headline of“standing firm on inclusive
development, striving for people's welfare＂, specific tasks include improving
public services, lifting people out of poverty, raising quality of education,
facilitating job creation, shrinking income gaps, building a more equitable and
sustainable social security system, forging a healthy China, promoting balanced
population growth. If such tasks are effectively accomplished, we can anticipate
a Chinese society where social rights are generally upheld.

2. Worker safety
In the realm of worker safety, this report in its 2012 to 2014 editions focused
on three aspects: (1) workplace condition, (2) labor dispatch service and (3)
minimum wages.
About labor dispatch service, things have improved after the Ministry
of Human Resources and Social Security (MOHRSS) implemented a set of
provisional regulations in March 2014 stipulating that (1) only positions of a
temporary, auxiliary and substitute nature could be ﬁlled with dispatched workers;
(2) the number of dispatched workers is capped at 10% of the employer's total
workforce; employers over the limit have a grace period of two years to comply;
and (3) in the case of work-related injury, the dispatcher, while responsible for
obtaining the injury report in collaboration with the employer, shall be liable for
workers' insurance policy for which the dispatcher and employer shall work out
a compensation plan.

2

Now the levels of public concerns have dropped because

dispatched workers have been better protected by such regulations, we shall turn
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our attention to back wages owed to migrant workers, another hot-button issue in
China. Therefore, we look into three subjects this year: (1) workplace conditions,
(2) migrant workers' unpaid wages, and (3) minimum wages.
2.1 Workplace condition
Looking back in the 2012~2014 editions of this watch report and media
coverage, we saw two glaring issues in 2015 regarding workplace conditions:
First, the safety of mining operations, as reported in previous years; and the
second, the Tianjin Port explosion. The latter -- widely reported around the
world, and shocked the Chinese leadership -- warrants our discussion ﬁrst.
Late night of August 12, 2015, a huge explosion blast through the BinHai
New District of Tianjin Port. As of 09:00 of August 16, there were already 112
deaths, 722 injuries and 95 (including 85 ﬁreﬁghters) unaccounted for. Only 24
of the deaths could be positively identiﬁed, the rest were pending DNA test.

3

Ofﬁcial accounts of the incidents came too little and too late, provoking concerns
over shoddy industrial practices of worker safety in China's workplaces.
In fact this was China's fifth major industrial explosion in the year 2015.
The first one happened on April 6 in a paraxylene (PX) chemical factory in
Zhangzhou of Fujian province, jolting a vast area as far as 50 km away. Two
weeks later on April 21, Yangze Petrochemical, a state-run company, in Nanjing
ﬂared up again within one year of a previous incident. On June 12 a ﬁre broke
out in Dynai chemical plant in the Nanjing Petrochemical Park and triggered
a series of explosions. On July 16, Shida petrochemical plant in Rizhau of
Shangdong province saw a leak of liquid hydrocarbon that burst into a fire
blasting through storage tanks.

4

This year saw many more devastating incidents

than the previous two years. In 2013, a reﬁnery pipe blew up in Qingdao claimed
62 lives and injured 136 people. A blast at a poultry processing plant in Jilin
province took 120 lives. During the year 2014, dust explosion at a metal work
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in Jiangsu province killed 146 workers. Industrial experts said poor enforcement
of safety regulations – though plenty of those had been promulgated – was to
blame for such high casualties. People knowledgeable about the industry claimed
that many factory owners, bent on cutting costs and boosting proﬁts, resorted to
bribery to avoid or by-pass government safety checks.

5

Despite frequent shocks from industrial incidents, statistics indicate a
definite progress in industrial safety in China. Numbers disclosed by the State
Administration of Work Safety, a supervisory agency, show 139,000 workplace
incidents with 26,000 deaths during the first half of 2015, a drop of 7.5% in
number of incidents and 5.5% in deaths compared to the same period of 2014.

6

From the perspective of evolution of workplace safety, China has shown positive
progress, though there is still plenty room for improvement.
In terms of labor health and safety in the mining industry, the 2013 edition
of this report indicated a signiﬁcant decline of annual incident rates over the last
decade since the State Administration of Work Safety was inaugurated in 2001
and a sophisticated surveillance program of mining operations was launched.
Nevertheless, the year 2015 still saw incidents with heavy casualties. A flood
in an Anhui mine resulted in 7 deaths.
claimed 8 lives.

8

7

Gas pocket extrusion at a Hunan mine

Carbon monoxide killed 9 at a Fujian mine.

explosion at a Liaoning mine led to ﬁve deaths.
death by a gas blast in a Jiangxi coal mine.

10

9

Partial gas

Ten miners were trapped to

11

There are more mining hazards than accidental deaths – pneumoconiosis,
also known as“dust lung＂, caused by long term exposure to industrial dust. The
2012 to 2014 editions of this report have looked into prevalence of occupational
diseases from poor working conditions in China's mines (for coal or other
minerals). As early as 1987, China enacted the“Regulations for Control and
Prevention of Pneumoconiosis＂for the purpose of keeping this disease in check,
but people suspect the regulations had not been effectively enforced.
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It was not until intense media coverage and overwhelming public concerns
directed a beam of spotlight on this issue did the government took positive
actions to help dust-lung patients. The China Coal Miner Pneumoconiosis
Treatment Foundation was founded under the joint auspice of the State
Administration of Work Safety, and the State Administration of Coal Mine
Safety, to provide occupational health service and technical support to serve the
community of 5 million miners. As of the end of 2014, the foundation tallied
over 720,000 patients suffering from the disease, with over 440,000 (62%) in
the coal mine industry. A total of 125,500 have visited any of the 41 designated
hospitals for treatment. However, the number of coal miners deaths from dust
lung is higher than that from other work-related accidents every year.

12

Besides government efforts, China's civil society has jumped on the band
wagon. Clean up the Dust Fund was launched to channel social resources into
prevention and control of pneumoconiosis. As of May 30 of 2014, a fund of
$15,025,806 RMB was raised to help1030 patients, subsidize schooling of 600
children of miners, and distribute 380 portable oxygen devices. Compared to
the magnitude of this scourge in China, such efforts may seem like“throwing
a cup of water in an attempt to douse a huge ﬁre＂as the Chinese saying goes,
but the fund's action has effectively garnered attention from the society and
government.

13

As pneumoconiosis has been designated as a vocational hazard, patients
are entitled to receive work-injury compensation, free-of-charge medical care
and minimal living expenses. However, according to Clean up the Dust Fund,
only 25.72% of patients have ﬁled for compensation, and only 17.3% eventually
got paid. On the one hand, widespread illiteracy limits their awareness about
available redresses; on the other hand, bureaucratic red-tapes hinder the pursuit
for compensation. The major obstacles are: uncertainty about which agency to
seek compensation from, absence of employment contracts, employers dodging
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responsibility, and civil servants passing the buck around.

14

All in all, social

rights of dust-lung patients have yet to be upheld.
Luckily, a silver lining is shining through from behind the cloud. In
August 2014, People's Supreme Court announced the“Guidelines for hearing
administrative cases on work-injury insurance＂to clearly delineate specific
situations in which the employer shall be liable for work-injury insurance, and
how to determine the cause, deadline and venue to ﬁll out the work-related injury
report. The Guidelines also identify parties involved in ﬁve special employment
modes: two employers, dispatch, assignment, subcontract, free-lancing under
an agency. Also stipulated are (1) which party is liable for buying the insurance
policy, paying compensation, or underwriting such insurance policies; and (2)
the work-injury fund, after paying out compensation, may seek reinstitution from
which parties. The Guidelines clearly specify the rights and duties of all parties
to bolster workers' rights.

15

State-owned media outlets, like People's Daily and

CCTV, have taken the initiative to cover patients' predicament in seeking redress,
indicating government's commitment to a high level of rights protection for dust
lung victims.

16

2.2 Migrant workers’ unpaid wages
China's decades-old dual system of household registration (hukou) has
resulted in widespread hardship for migrant laborers in cities: their residence
on the record remains in the countryside, keeping them from getting formal
employment but dispatched odd-jobs. They and their families are left out of
social services in cities: schooling, health benefits and elderly care. The longdistance travels to and from rural homes for holidays are extremely onerous for
everyone involved. Migrant workers' social rights, after amended legislations
and modiﬁed policies, have signiﬁcantly improved, as described above. Yet, the
issue of unpaid wages is serious enough to warrant a look, as frequently media
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exposure during 2015 seemed to indicate a widespread scourge preying on
migrant workers.
Late or no payment of wages happens throughout the year, but the disputes
intensify around the end of calendar year and before lunar new year when
migrant workers are anxious to get paid for a trip back to far-away rural homes.
There are two typical scenarios: the employer goes into hiding leaving workers
out in the cold; or the abusive employer inﬂicts psychological or physical agony
on workers demanding payment. Around late 2014 and early 2015, there were
several incidents in Shanxi,

17

Jiangxi provinces

18

and Harbin city

19

where

migrant workers sustained injuries, some even died, from urging the employer to
pay up.
Fortunately, mainstream media began to lend a patient ear, thus prompting
large-scale intervention from the government and civil society.

20

The central

government initiated an extensive survey about the overall situation of wages
owed to migrant workers.

21

distressed workers to offer help.
23

to this“epidemic＂.
employers.

24

Provincial authorities started to track down
22

Elected ofﬁcials called for leadership attention

The court imposed severe penalties on unscrupulous

Human rights lawyers provided pro bono services to seek justice.

25

Such endeavors may not solve the entrenched problem completely, but media
attention and multi-sector effective intervention certainly helped to mitigate the
crunch.
2.3 Minimum wages
In China's efforts to boost worker remuneration, consistently raising
minimum wages has been a prominent move. It was reported that, 24 provinces/
cities lifted the base pay by an average of 22% in 2011, then 25 areas by 20.2%
in 2012, and 27 areas by 17% in 2013.

26

The year 2014 saw a slowdown of

economic growth, hence the magnitude of base wage markup has shrunk. As
of October 2014, among the 21 provinces/cities declaring new wage standards
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with an average rise of 12.4% of the baseline,

27

Henan and Xinjiang topped the

chart by a 15% hike; while Guangdong bottoms at 9%, the only area under 10%.
These numbers are the lowest in four years, reﬂecting an economic leveling-off.
However, an ILO (International Labor Organization) report indicates that China,
compared to economies around the world, commands a faster pace in raising the
baseline wages, much faster than developed countries.

28

In a follow-up plan, China's State Council in“Opinions for deepening fair
income distribution＂declared in 2013 the plan to incorporate crucial factors (like
economic growth rate and consumer price index) when adjusting the minimum
wage level, to be on a par with or above 40% of average salary of local city/town
workers in most of the region in 2015.

29

This policy complements government's

drive to build“new type of urbanization＂from villages, with a long term vision
to boost the income and uphold the rights of the vast labor force in China.
In terms of real actions, Hunan, Hainan and Tibet authorities announced
their base wage markups on January 1 of 2015, followed by Tianjin, Beijing and
Shenzhen.

30

Came the month of May, Shanghai, Guangdong, Shandong, Shaanxi

and Gansu made their corresponding announcements,

31

followed by Inner

Mongolia, Shanxi and Sichuan in July. Public data show that Shenzhen leads the
pack with the highest wage level in China: a monthly baseline of $2030 RMB,
surpassing Shanghai's $2020 for the ﬁrst time. Next on the list are Guangdong
$1895, Tianjin $1850, Beijing $1720, Inner Mongolia $1640, Shanxi $1620,
Shandong $1600, Sichuan $1500, Shaanxi $1480, Gansu $1470, Tibet $1400,
Hunan $1390, and Hainan $1290.

32

Overall increase is about 10% in 2015, less

than that in 2014, reﬂecting the slack in economic growth.
Despite the overall tapering of growth momentum, we could still discern
some subtle difference between the magnitudes of upward adjustments in coastal
provinces versus that of inland areas (Central and Western China). Latest ﬁgures
show an ever-narrowing gap between the coastal and inland regions. Such a
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tendency helps the inland to retain labor forces for its own development, but
perpetuate the coastal labor shortage.

33

In response, coastal businesses should

either augment remuneration packages to retain/entice workers, or relocate
to places where wages are lower, even to inland provinces. China's policy on
minimum wages has proven to shrink income gaps towards an eventual urbanrural balance. If it is carried out prudently, workers' rights will be enhanced.

3. Medical care
“It is difﬁcult to ﬁnd a dwelling, see a doctor or secure a place in school＂.
Thus go the three major complaints of China's populace. The difﬁculty in seeing
a doctor reflects the severe shortage of proper medical care. This situation
warrants a continued and close examination.
As reported in the 2013 edition, the State Council, China's highest executive
organ, in response to people's complaint about medical care shortage, on June 11,
2012 published medical care schemes in the“National Action Plan on Human
Rights 2012-2015＂to: (1) Expand basic medical care to cover not only city
dwellers but also rural residents. (2) Sign up 60 million new/more policy holders
in any of the three schemes (policies for public/private entities' employees, for
urban dwellers and for rural residents) compared to the 2010 baseline level. (3)
Achieve the target of comprehensive coverage, namely totally 1.32 billion policy
holders regardless where they live. (4) Raise financial subsidy level in basic
policies (for urban and rural residents alike). (5) Pay up to 75% fee for hospital
stays in all three schemes. (6) Elevate co-payment to 50% for outpatient visits
in all areas under a centralized management. (7) Enhance government subsidy
to $360 RMB per capita per year by 2016 for all urban/rural policy holders and
to maintain a penetration rate of 95% among rural residents. Ever since the
Human Rights 2012-2015 Action Plan was announced, all relevant ministries and
governments at various levels have been working hard to implement the Plan.
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One could say Chinese people's right to medical care has been improving.

34

Another front of attack was“fake drugs＂and“black (seedy) clinics＂
as mentioned in the 2013 report. Chinese authorities have vowed to launch
more pilot sites to serve patients on rural and urban health plans, improve
drug dispensing networks and roll out a general doctor system.

35

Among

2014 media reports the number of stories about fake drugs and black clinics
dwindled significantly. It was assumed that, the scope of problems has shrunk
thanks to media exposure, thus less news worthy. Therefore, the 2014 report
looked at medical service quality and bogus health data. The latter was probably
resolved because it ceased to appear in the 2015 media database, hence no
longer discussed here. But there were still incidents of poor medical service, and
patients' abusive behavior at hospitals. They are explored here along with some
medical insurance reform measures promoted by the government.
3.1 Poor medical service
The root causes for shoddy medical care in some regions or hospitals
include: (1) medical professionals' low level of expertise and poor work ethics;
and (2) lack of integrity or competence on the part of hospital management.
There was a high-proﬁle case about a woman left to die from massive bleeding
on the operation table after a cesarean section at a Hunan hospital with no
medical staff attending. Another hospital allowed hazardous medical waste
devices to be collected and resold. These were only a few examples of poor
hospital management.

36

In 2015, a young girl in Fujian was infected with HIV virus from blood
transfusion. Investigation by the local health authority showed the girl went
through a surgery and was given blood donated during the window period (the
period between infection and detection of the virus by lab test). The virus of that
HIV-positive blood donor, unaware of his infection, was transmitted to two more
transfusion recipients.
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According to China's tort law, and regulations governing medical accidents,
blood bank and medical facility are not liable for HIV transmission from
window-period blood. Fujian province health authority said it would offer
the child“humanitarian aid＂despite no legal liability.

37

The victim's lawyer

disagreed with a proposal that, instead of“humanitarian aid＂, a“no-fault injury
compensation＂scheme be put in place, for each public-sector agency involved
to shoulder a fair share of responsibility.

38

This proposal implies further

deliberation to set up a sophisticated medical injury compensation plan is in the
horizon. The girl eventually received $770,000 RMB in compensation.

39

The incident garnered nationwide attention on a fatal loophole in blood bank
administration. Out of the 780,000 HIV-carriers in China, incomplete statistics
suggests over 60,000 were infected from medical transfusion (including blood
products), or commercial blood drawing-and-supply channels. Such an alarming
number points to serious flaw in China's blood-handling practices. Since
transfusion has become a common medical procedure, a mechanism to reduce
constant fear should be put in place soon.
3.2 Doctor-patient relationship
Emotional tensions are expected between the party giving (the doctor)
and the one receiving (the patient) medical attention. But in recent years China
has seen too many incidents where that tension escalates into ﬁerce disputes or
physical violence.
Controversies have arisen from exorbitant medical fees. A patient in Hunan
province was offered a surgery to treat infertility at $3400 RMB. During the
operation, the patient was informed to the need to pay another $13,000 RMB to
remove cysts.

40

Another patient in Shaanxi province was asked to pay $5000

RMB extra in the middle of a circumcision operation.
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Monetary disputes aside, some patients and family members have resorted
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to physical force to vent their frustration causing emotional and bodily injury
on medical staff. A Hubei-province judge inﬂicted serious wounds – vision and
hearing loss, broken eye socket, vitreous hemorrhage (bleeding in the eye), and
facial contusion – on a female doctor who failed to save his wife's life.

42

Family

members of a Hunan-province patient ganged up on a doctor, and forced the
doctor to drink urine.
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In Guangdong province, a male patient brandished a

cleaver and hacked a female doctor, who could not see him until after ﬁnishing
the ward rounds.
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A high-ranking provincial ofﬁcial in Guizhou verbally and

physically abused the doctor who had declined to prescribe painkillers pending
lab report after examining his wife. The doctor suffered from concoction and
post traumatic headache.
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Staff members at a Henan-province hospital were

forced to take turns holding a baby's body in public after the infant died there.

46

The above incidents may be isolated, but they point to a high level of tension
between the doctor and the patient, and a need to overhaul the health care system
to safeguard the rights of everyone involved.
3.3 Health insurance
As indicated in the beginning of this Section 3,“National Action Plan on
Human Rights 2012-2015＂targeted to provide health insurance coverage of
urban dwellers as well as rural folks for major diseases. (These two programs
aim to extend health care to members of the general public not covered by
employment afﬁliation with government or private entities.) In March of 2015,
MOHRSS announced its plan to achieve that comprehensive coverage across the
nation by the end of the 2015.
The funding comes from premiums collected from the two groups of policy
holders of the New Rural Cooperative Medical Care (NRCMC) and Urban
Residents Basic Medical Insurance (URBMI) programs. Copayment for major
diseases will be paid out by commercial insurance carriers. Both measures
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require proper institutional frameworks, from the provincial-level policies to
their implementation.

47

At a State Council meeting on July 22, 2015, China's

Premier Li Keqiang, reiterated the government's commitment to implement the
policy about comprehensive coverage on major diseases. Such a declaration
could be considered one major step in the direction of upholding people's social
rights.
Before the CPC 5th PSC of 18 th NC held on October 26-29, 2015, the
MOHRSS announced its plan to draft a directive regarding off-site medical
costs settlement to streamline accounting complications associated with a
policy holder insured at one place but receives medical care at another location.
Essentially, there will be a clearinghouse at the city administration level to do
intra-province settlement, and an inter-province settlement scheme primarily to
serve retirees [reinstating their household registration at hometown after decadeslong employment outside the home province]. Improving service quality is also
on the agenda.

48

With this policy enforced, health beneﬁts becomes“portable＂—

a crucial incentive for rural dwellers to move into town along with China's
progress in urbanization, and for former city residents to return home to work or
retire. Eventually, this will shrink the gap between social welfare beneﬁts enjoyed
by urban dwellers and those by their rural counterpart. This is tantamount to
betterment of social rights in China.
In the“Suggestions for the 13th Five-Year plan on Economic and Social
Development＂, the CPC party has decreed nine speciﬁc objectives about health
care. (1) Sustainable and ﬂexible mechanism to adjust the ratio between premium
and reimbursement, including those for retirees, (2) Comprehensive coverage
of major diseases for urban and rural people alike, (3) Payment scheme reform
to achieve budget governance, (4) Personal accounts to regulate outpatient
expenses, (5) Streamlined accounting for relocated retirees to settle hospital bills,
(6) Integrated urban-rural administration of medical-care policy and execution,
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(7) Incentives for supplementary and commercial health insurance options, (8)
Incentives for commercial health insurance entities to operate medical-carerelated services, (9) Merging childbirth insurance with basic insurance plans.
People's social rights situation will see substantial improvement as China moves
toward these targets. However, it remains to be seen how soon and what speciﬁc
measures are launched to these ends.

4. Elderly care
The 2013 edition of this report covered annuity, retirement age, reverse
mortgage (home equity for old age care), and elderly care. Despite heated
debates during 2014, it remained inconclusive whether to raise retirement age.
Meanwhile, the fever about reverse mortgage was over after pilot programs
trading home equity for old-age care saw little enthusiasm. Therefore, these
two topics were left out in the 2014 report that covered only annuity and elderly
services. With new developments about raising the retirement age, we put the
subject back into this 2015 edition.
4.1 Retirement age
In China, retirement age used to be 60 for men, 50 for women workers, and
55 for female clerks. With an aging society and shrinking labor force, Chinese
youth find their burden getting more and more onerous with more elderlies
to care for. It has led to a persistent call for deferred retirement, but opposing
voices have been loud too for fear of depriving young people's job opportunity
and bumping up jobless rates.

49

Employers, in public and private sectors alike,

have also evaded pension payments under the pretext of pushing back retirement
age.
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As early as November 2013, the CPC party already indicated its intention
to formulate a Step-by-step Deferred Retirement policy. A general take on that
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policy has been: the government wants to do it, but not overnight, gradually over
several years.

51

Public consultations and surveys conducted in 2014 have helped

to shape a policy direction in 2015.
In March of 2015, Yin Wei-Min, China's MOHRSS minister, announced
at the third assembly of the 12th National People's Congress (12th NPC) that a
“delayed retirement＂program would be formulated by the end of the year,
ready for promulgation in 2017, and initial implementation in 2022.

52

In October

2015, Minister Yin further noted: China being the nation with the youngest
retirement age at under 55, MOHRSS would, upon central government approval,
set forth retirement reform programs to postpone retirement age by a few months
at a time, until reaching a reasonable target age.

53

We look forward to seeing the

program speciﬁcs in next year's MOHRSS report to the State Council.
4.2 Annuity/Pension
There are four types of pension recipients in China: (1) Former government
employees (in the civil service or state-owned enterprises SOEs), (2) former
corporate employees, (3) urban elderlies, and (4) rural elderlies. The amount they
get decreases in that order. The differences are primarily in penetration (coverage)
rate and payment scales. According the Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) as of
the end of 2013, the minimum-living-standard insurance programs pay urban
dwellers an allowance of $373 RMB plus subsidy of $252 RMB (a total of
$625 RMB) per person per month. Their rural counterparts get $202 RMB in
allowance and $111 RMB in subsidy (a total of $313 RMB). In contrast, the 2013
payment to those in the urban/rural elderly basic program was only $81 RMB,
obviously too low. How to reform and narrow the gap among various old-age
insurance schemes is a task requiring signiﬁcant endeavor.

54

However, an across-

the-board reform is unlikely too soon because the four systems vary widely in
terms of number of recipients and payment scales. The only sensible approach
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is to pursue a comprehensive reform one step at a time. Specific government
actions have shown a gradual but steady progress.

55

In the“Decisions paper＂of November 2013, the government reiterated
the pledge to enhance penetration rates of pension programs, and to shrink the
urban-rural gap. In March 2014 MOHRSS proposed to merge pension schemes
for employees of public (government & SOEs) versus private entities, and reduce
the payment gap between them. Detailed discussion is in progress.
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One core

concept is to determine the years of seniority of each public employee, then
accordingly set aside annual budgets toward ﬁlling up discrepancies (in old age
pension and annuity) between public- and private-sector employees. Eventually,
government and SOE employees will, like their private sector cohorts, have to
contribute an insurance premium from their monthly salary into a pool fund from
which to collect future pension, no longer out of the national coffers.
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This

policy is justified because it is consistent with the spirit of insurance system,
namely sharing obligations and beneﬁts collectively.
Regarding the other two groups, urban and rural elderlies, the State Council
announced in early 2014“Opinions on Building a Uniform Basic Old Age
Insurance System for Urban and Rural Residents＂to merge current schemes
for urban and rural elderlies. As of March 2014, there were 486 million policy
holders of the New Type Rural and Urban Resident Social Old Age Insurance in
the entire China. Meanwhile, there were over 133 million elderlies in urban or
rural areas already receiving monthly old-age allowance. However, the amounts
are still far less compared to the pension of those who have had employment with
public or private entities.
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In the October 2015“Suggestions for the 13th Five-Year plan on Economic
and Social Development＂, the government pledged to pursue the following for
a robust pension program: (1) A sound program of personal job-pension accounts
to encourage contribution during employment years. (2) A nationwide centralized
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management of baseline job-pension with a mechanism for timely adjustment.
(3) Expansion of investment channels for social insurance funds to minimize
risks while maximizing return on investment rates. (4) Gradual increase
contribution rates into public finance from capital gain of state-owned capital,
partial conversion of state-owned capital into social funds. (5) Promulgation of
Progressive Delay Retirement Age policy. (6) Encouraging development of oldage insurance policies for corporate annuity, vocational annuity and commercial
insurance policies. These declarations are more or less along the line of the
CPC 3 rd PSC of 18 th NC Decision Paper. We could anticipate a discernable
improvement in China's annuity program when the policies are rolled out.
4.3 Elderly services
With the one-child policy into its fourth decade, China's elderly service
system has been groaning under the weight of a rapidly ageing society. Take
nursing home for example, 17 beds were available to every 1000 senior citizens
in 2011, and 28 beds in 2014. The number, despite the rapid increase, is still
in stark contrast to their Western cohorts who had 50~70 beds.
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But Chinese

people prefer to age at home rather than in an institution, therefore not eager
to increase the number of beds according to Western standards. Starting with
China's 11th Five-Year Plan (2006-2010) for National Economic and Social
Development, the target of“90,7,3＂has been set to have 97%, 7% and 3%
of elderlies placed at one's own home, in community care and institutions
respectively. This vision gained further affirmation in the State Council's
Opinions on Speeding up Development of Elderly Service Industry published on
September 13, 2013.
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In some more well-off cities, the 9073 scheme have been

revised to 9063, namely 6% elderlies in community and 4% at nursing homes.
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Regardless 9073 or 9064, the number of nursing homes is never enough for this
fast aging society.
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Besides the shortage in care facilities, existing nursing homes in China,
especially private ones, were criticized for hardware deﬁciency, grumpy staffs,
and shoddy management. A ﬁre at a senior home apartment in Henan province
caused 38 deaths and 6 injuries. This incident sent a shock wave across the
nation; top figures in the Beijing leadership Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang each
instructed Henan authorities to properly and promptly take care of injured
people, compensate the dead and console their families, also quickly assign
liabilities.
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The attention from the high-up certainly helped to speed up judicial

investigation

63

which exposed the shoddy fire safety compliance and the

negligence of local supervisory agency.
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The 2014 edition of this report indicated that besides addressing the seniorhome shortage, Hefei city of Anhui province has begun a pilot run of in-home
services with coupons that can be redeemed for various assistance in the elderly's
household. Lessons learned from the pilot run include: (1) The scope of services
is too narrow; (2) Service specifications are too rigid to satisfy each elderly's
individual needs.
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Therefore, some agencies are considering more sophisticated

design to evaluate each recipient's self-care capability and specific needs to
customize the service package. This approach serves to show, the government is
beginning to consider the quality of elderly care beyond the quantity.
In the“Suggestions for the 13th Five-Year plan on Economic and Social
Development＂, China has declared its intention to respond to population ageing:
“(1) actively promote a society that respect, care for, and assist the elderly;
(2) forge a multi-layer elderly care system based at home and supported by the
community; (3) explore the possibility to combine health care with elderly care
through long-term care insurance, (4) liberalize old-age care to allow marketoriented services and products be available through commercial channels or
equity mergers.＂This author anticipates to closely watch human rights status of
China's elderly populations along the visions set out in this policy declaration.
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5. Children’s rights
In the 2012~2014 editions of this report, we discussed the life of“left-behind
rural children＂and“urban-rural migrant children＂as well as sexual violation
against children. Migrant children – those who travel long distances back and
forth to spend the summer vacation with their migrant-worker parents in the city
– have garnered great attention in the media, and consequently receive abundant
assistance from the public sector and the civil society. Their problems have been
substantially resolved, hence dropped from this year's report. Nevertheless, we
continue to follow the other two topics.
5.1 Left-behind rural children and urban-rural “drifting” children
The wide-spread phenomena of left-behind rural children and urban-rural
“drifting＂migrant children are the consequence of China's urban-rural dual
household registration [called“hukou＂] system. A May 2013 study report by All
China's Women's Federation (ACWF) on their status put the numbers at 61.02
million (22.88% of all children in China) and 35.81 million respectively.
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For

left-behind rural children -- typically cared for by grandparents and occasionally
by relatives for short-term periods – it is hard to get proper supervision in
everyday life and schooling. Shortage of educational resources in rural areas
67

further perpetuates the problem. “Drifting＂children – those living in the city
with their migrant-worker parents without proper hukou -- on the other hand,
have difficulty getting into kindergarten due to their household registration
status. They are likely to fall behind once they enter primary schools due to lack
pre-school acculturation. Meanwhile, these children -- whose parents tend to be
migrant workers of lower socioeconomic status – are more vulnerable to negative
inﬂuences driving them to misbehave.

68

In addition, a 2015 survey shows that,

left-behind rural youngsters tend to have more mental health problems compare
to their urban cohorts.
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The ACWF report recommends three policy options: (1) Speeding up
development of new villages and small townships to entice former rural residents
to return to work or even start new businesses. (2) Encouraging and supporting
qualiﬁed migrant workers to move the entire household to the city. (3) Merging
urban and rural administration to eliminate the disparity.
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In January 2013 the

Ministry of Education in collaboration with other agencies issued the Guidelines
for Better Care and Education of Left-behind Rural Children during Compulsory
Schooling, demanding comprehensive documentation of such children's status,
ensuring they get priority in school lodging, meals and commute.
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Regarding drifting children, the State Council in the July 2014“Opinions on
Further Promote Household Registration Reform＂decreed on upcoming issuance
of resident identification to rural-origin migrants working in cities. Holders of
resident ID will enjoy equal public services as locally-registered residents in
employment, basic public education, basic medical/health care, family planning
and child-birth, public cultural activities, and obtaining ofﬁcial documentation.
According to this Directive, resident ID holders' children will be eligible to take
entrance exams to local high schools and universities depending on how many
consecutive school years the child has already spent there.
The most effective way to help these children would be to relieve them from
the perverted shackles imposed by the hukou system -- allowing rural residents
to enjoy the same public services in work and life as urban dwellers.
At the Two Conferences (CPPCC & NPC) in March 2015, delegates in the
education groups expressed their concerns over left-behind children.
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Soon

th

after, the“Suggestions for the 13 Five-Year plan on Economic and Social
Development＂was published to declare commitment in urbanization and hukou
system reform: (1) promoting people-centered new urbanization, (2) Elevating
urban planning, development and administration standards, (3) Deepening hukou
system reform to allow rural residents capable of maintain a stable job and
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life to move the entire household to the city, and to enjoy the same rights and
obligations as urban dwellers, (4) Issuing resident ID's to provide essential public
services to cover all rural residents living in the city on a long-term basis.＂
This author looks forward to seeing effective resolution of predicaments of
left-behind and drifting children as the 13th five-year plan rolls out along with
urbanization and hukou system reforms. We shall closely monitor the efﬁcacy of
related programs.
5.2 Sexual violation against children
Absentee parents contribute not only to poor guidance in life and schooling,
but also a higher risk in personal safety for left-behind children. The 2013
edition of this report talked about media coverage grabbing nationwide attention
on sexual violation against children, in particular left-behind youngsters. We
continued to look into this issue in the 2014 edition because it still happened.
Reports of sexual assault against children continued to pop up in the media
during 2015. An Anhui-province primary school headmaster over 60 years old
was found to have violated young girls for many years.
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A moped-taxi driver

in Fujian province, under the pretense of taking the child home, tricked a girl to
a remote place and raped her.
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A man in Henan province distracted the parents

away from a girl who was lured by his food and money into being molested.
Using this ploy, he violated ﬁve girls in four months.

75

According to statistics of the Girls Protection, an NGO founded by over
100 female reporters and media entities like Jinghua Times in June 2014, sexual
violations against girls have persisted year after year at high frequency. A 2014
prosecutor's report showed, from 2010 to 2013, 8069 persons were charged with
child molestation in 7963 cases, 255 persons were indicted for sex act with minor
girls in 150 cases, another 121 prosecuted for luring girls into prostitution in 68
cases.
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And the numbers grew year after year. During 2014, the media disclosed
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503 cases of rapes involving children, an average of 1.38 per day, and a fourfold
increase from 2013.

77

The alarmingly high number could be partially attributed

to a more vigilant public to expose what used to be covered up. Nevertheless,
cases uncovered would definitely represent only the tip of the iceberg. One
cannot overlook the magnitude of the problem.
Besides the civil society campaign, legislation efforts have started. In
China's existing law,“sex act with an under-aged girl＂crime receives less
penalty (5 to15 years in prison) than statutory rape (maximum sentence of
death). Yet, United Nations´Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), and Convention on the Rights of the
Child both stipulate that sex with someone under 14 years of age -- voluntary or
not, with or without money changed hands -- is construed as sex with a minor.
China, being a signatory party to both conventions, is supposed to follow that
stipulation. Yet, for the purpose of imposing strong deterrence, Chinese activists
are calling for abolition of the crime of“sex with a minor＂and construe all such
offenses as a statutory rape. In the March 2015 NPC, the proposal has gained
momentum.
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The court also set a precedent in a ruling to convict two men of

raping a 13-year-old girl.
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It is anticipated that, with progresses in legislation and more rape
convictions, children will be less vulnerable to sexual violations as the result of
the deterrence power of heavier penalty for rape.

6.

Women’s rights
The 2014 edition of this report began to include women's rights in this

social rights watch. During China's Cultural Revolution in the 1970s, Jiang Qing,
wife of Mao Zhe Dong, was so powerful that she dominated the political scene
– as described in the Chinese expression“Women uphold half of the sky＂.
The All China Women's Federation (ACWF) has wielded signiﬁcant power and
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exerted collective inﬂuence on China's politics since its inception in March 1949,
suggesting that China has exceled among developing countries in safeguarding
women's rights. However, in the real world, women tend to have lower status
than men, and their rights are often compromised. China is no exception. In
the 2014 report, we covered domestic violence, curtailed maternity leave, and
abduction for rape – the three topics that featured prominently in the press. We
also dabbled in the subject of the policy allowing a second child when either
spouse has no sibling, also known as the“Dandu Ertai＂policy.
During the 2015, either because women were more prudent about getting
into strangers' cars, or taxi-dispatch services had better supervision over their
drivers, number of reports about abduction for rape diminished signiﬁcantly in
the media in 2015. Thus, this topic is no longer discussed here in order to devote
more space to China's new second-child policy that saw substantial breakthrough
in 2015.
6.1 Domestic violence
The 2014 report cited a survey that indicated up to 24.7% of Chinese
women suffer various forms of violence in the hand of their spouses, worse in
rural areas than in cities. In view of this, the Standing Committee of the National
People's Congress put legislating Anti-Domestic Violence Act on the 2014
agenda.
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At a State Council press conference on gender equity and women's

development on September 22, 2015, Sung Xiuyen, a leading ofﬁcial in women's
affairs, conﬁrmed that an Anti-Domestic Violence Bill had been reviewed by the
16th meeting of the 12th NPC, and was seeking public inputs.
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Sung identiﬁed the four focal points of the bill: (1) Prevention of domestic
violence: the core to eradicate violence, complemented by education and penalty.
Speciﬁc programs are sketched out -- like public awareness campaigns, training
for civil servants and community groups at various levels, and mediation
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organizations. (2) A compulsory reporting mechanism. The victim, his/her legal
representatives, and relatives are all eligible to file a report with the police.
Staffs at primary or middle schools, kindergartens, and hospitals should report
to authorities when there is domestic violence, or a suspicion of such act, against
anyone legally incompetent or with restricted competence. (3) Admonition
measures: while perpetrators of serious violations are subject to corrective
punishment, those with lighter offenses are to attend courses of critical pedagogy,
or to receive an admonition notice. (4) Protective orders to safeguard the physical
safety of a would-be-victim (applicant) from further stalking, harassment, or
violence, and to evict the perpetrator from the victim's household, with speciﬁc
conditions, time period and legal consequences if the court order is breached.
The formulation of the Anti-domestic Violence Act surely marks a milestone
in China's history in protection of women's rights. We shall keep a close eye on
its promulgation, implementation, and efﬁcacy in the years to come.
6.2 Curtailed maternity leave
The issue of reduced maternity leaves came to light after judges at Beijing's
Second Intermediary Court analyzed civil cases before them seeking childbirth beneﬁts in the past three year. They found, it was a common practice for
employers to withhold or deduct wages during a worker's maternity leave. The
survey also shows, in case of any dispute, less than 10% of workers get the job
back after child birth. The rest of new mothers (1) resigned, saying they were
paid late or short of entitlement, (2) were ﬁred on excuses of long absence from
work, or (3) were dismissed after the employment contract expired.
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Namely,

women are very likely to lose their jobs for pregnancy and childbirth.
The report triggered widespread concerns, causing some Beijing NPC
delegates to suggest that the current 98-day maternity leave be gradually
extended to three years.
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However, detractors feared this move may hinder
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women's job opportunity: employers will be reluctant to hire women, or they
may deduct the to-be-paid beneﬁts upfront from the wage. Thus others suggested,
instead of a longer leave, why not provide infant and toddler care to relieve
mothers' burden, and get fathers more involved in child care.

84

Besides a longer

maternity leave, a baby-care leave for both parents was also proposed at the 2015
NPC and CPPCC meetings, the two major annual conferences in China for policy
setting and declaration.

85

Women's issues may have received much spotlight at the two events,

86

but

mostly were unrefined suggestions, far from well-defined legal frameworks or
policy. It remains to be seen what specific measures will be adopted to tackle
problems like curtailed maternity leave or unfair treatment of women employees.
6.3 Relaxation of one-child policy
China's one-child policy may have effectively curbed the population growth,
and contributed to impressive economic development, but negative impacts are
becoming obvious: (1) gender imbalance,

87

(2) an ever shrinking labor force,

(3) an escalating dependency ratio, (4) the insolent only child in the family
and (5) the dubious legal status of“excess＂children.

88

There has been calls

rd

for relaxation of child-birth policy. The CPC's 3 PSC of the 18th NC held in
November 2013 ﬁnally declared a policy adjustment in the“Decisions Paper＂.
The proposed“Dandu Ertai＂(couples may have a second child if either spouse
has no sibling) was quickly put to review at the Standing Committee of the 12th
NPC.

89

In fact since 1984, one after another province had begun to allow a

second child if both spouses have no sibling.
After the Dandu Ertai policy was announced, calls for a“comprehensive
two-child＂policy are heard to allow couples at child-bearing age to have two
children, aiming to slow down the population aging in China. The authority used
to think that may lead to fast population growth and strain the economy.
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in reality, not all couples eligible for one more child are eager to do so.

91

That's

th

why at the CPC 5th PSC of 18 NC, the comprehensive two-child policy was
finally announced. It is worth watching how much this policy will impact the
birth-rate.

7.

Food and consumer goods safety
Food safety has been a focal point under our social rights watch since 2012.

The 2015 media database shows a continued attention on this subject. Safety of
consumer goods has persistently invoked public concerns since 2013. These two
topics are featured again in this year's report.
7.1 Food safety
During 2014 there were two most glaring food-safety scandals in China:
(1) Expired meat -- OSI Group in Shanghai, former meat supplier for fast-food
brand names like McDonald's, KFC, and Pizza Hut in China, was found to have
included huge quantities of expired meat in its supply to restaurants. (2) Tainted
edible oil -- A subsidiary of the Ding Hsin International Group was charged
in Taiwan for adulterating cooking oil with inferior or non-edible ingredients.
The allegation quickly sparked public resentment against the group's food-stuff
business in China where it has substantial presence.
Afterwards, products of both companies were scrutinized, and OSI also
received a heavy penalty. According to a follow-up media report, OSI changed
the Chinese company name to Ouxi, and suffered a direct financial loss of $6
billion RMB from productions suspension, zero new orders, and employee bowout.

92

The 2013 edition of this report indicated, responding to public outcry over
food scares, China authorities overhauled the government structure to launch the
new China Food and Drug Administration embarking on the following reforms.
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(1) Consolidating food safety task teams and lines of commands (previously
scattered in various agencies) into one organizational hierarchy for unified
inspection and supervision practices over food production, distribution and
consumption. (2) Clearly delineating scope of responsibility and holding local
governments accountable for food safety. (3) Focusing on capacity building, in
particular beeﬁng up competency of front-line inspectors.

93

Media reports in 2015 shows food scares continued to haunt Chinese people
in their everyday life, thus a violation of their social rights. Questionable foodstuffs popped up frequently. For examples, expired frozen meat – pork legs
allegedly dated back to the 1970s, chicken wings supposedly from the 1980s,
and zombie meat -- were imported for sale in China,
to be fresh ones,

95

94

old rice grains purported

ginseng scraps glued onto the stem,

formaldehyde as a“preservative＂,

97

in chemicals to“look fresh＂,
banned from use in food),

100

clam meat soaked in

presumably“freshly-squeezed＂peanut oil

tainted with alarmingly high levels of carcinogens,
99

96

98

bamboo shoots preserved

Turbot fish kept in Furacilin (a preservative

shrimp products with excessive additives,

medicinal liquor containing substances to boost male potency,
powder with dubious ingredients,
to dinner tables around China.

103

102

101

baby milk

and beef from sick/dead cattle found the way

104

The authority has taken steps to deal with the whole safety issue of food
and drug. Operation Saber, a full-ﬂedged inspection campaign led by the public
security authority, set out to crack down on a network hawking illicit beef,
a syndicate selling bogus salt,
drugs.

107

106

105

and a multinational ring peddling counterfeit

Generally speaking, China has shown its commitment to regain people's

confidence with more stringent standards and more rigorous inspections.
However, with China's vast territory and an enormous population, the road to
success could be long and treacherous.
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7.2 Consumer goods safety
In the area of consumer goods, the 2013 edition of this report covered fabric
tainted with toxic pigments made into school uniforms. The incident triggered
government efforts to ensure safety of products for children. The 2014 report
portrayed how China's quality watchdog Administration of Quality Supervision,
Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ) launched a quality-raising campaign for
children's products, and an unprecedented 13-province inspection campaign
on children's clothing. This was followed by a safety survey of children's toys,
equipment and amusement rides, an indication of heightened due diligence from
both the civil society and the public sector.
During 2015, defective products in two categories put consumers on alert.
First, Police in Shanghai uncovered a syndicate making counterfeit name-brand
condoms from inferior materials with dubious processes. Police took advantage
of the media attention to educate the masses about stringent standards in quality
and safety of condoms, because they are designed to be in close contact with
human body for disease prevention and birth control. The shabby condoms
consumed may have led to pregnancy, male infertility and sexually transmitted
diseases.
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Second, runway materials in four schools in Jiangsu province were

found to be toxic causing nose bleeding, dizziness, and skin rashes.

109

Later, the

plastic pavement of a Shanghai kindergarten's playground runway caused 61
young children to show allergic symptoms, bleed in the nose and vomit.

110

The

news about“toxic runways＂raged on for a while. Further examination revealed
that, the pavement material may not be entirely the problem. There were other
issues about quality and safety of playground equipment to deserve authorities'
attention.
The above incidents show, while China's consumer goods quality and safety
need further improvement, Chinese government has begun to ﬂex its muscle and
take necessary actions.
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8.

Land expropriation and housing demolition/eviction
For many years Chinese media have continually followed controversies

over land expropriation and eviction/demolition actions. The authorities have
acknowledged such actions do infringe upon people's rights; hence put forth
the“Regulation on Expropriation of Housings on State-owned Land and
Compensation＂in January 2011. The Regulation essentially set the ground rules:
(1) Compensation before land grab; and (2) Judicial -- rather than administrative -agencies are the authority to rule on forced demolition/eviction, thus reducing the
scope of land subject to government grab.

111

Moreover, at CPC's 18th NC held in

November 2012, the ofﬁcial report called for reforming land-expropriation legal
framework and boosting farmers' share in land value appreciation. This was the
very ﬁrst time that“land appropriation legal framework＂was mentioned in such
a high-level document.

112

The 2013 edition of this watch report indicated that,

as a result of regulatory change and policy adjustments, Chinese media began to
look in a positive light about land expropriation and demolition/eviction, citing
government's refined approaches and more equitable compensation packages.
However, despite adjustments in policy and regulations, there were still deceitful
techniques, or poor compliance on the government side, according to 2014 media
reports.
During 2015, more disputes about land expropriation and eviction grabbed
media attention. A Henan province developer formed a demolition team with
HIV-carriers to scare away“stubborn＂residents in the way of development
projects.
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Another Henan developer hired middle-age women to harass

residents into leaving.
Guangdong,

118

114

Shaanxi,

Guizhou,

117

provinces -- to Shenzhen city,

121

In many cities -- of Guangxi,
119

and Shandong

120

115

Jiangsu,

116

verbal disputes escalated into physical brawls, and some ended with casualties.
The leadership has been positive and responsive in rooting out malfeasance
involving civil servants. For example, a citizen publicly accused Nanjing City
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party chief Yang Weizhe of hiring thugs to demolish properties for $350 million
RMB in illegal gains. Subsequently, CPC Central Commission for Discipline
Inspection (CCDI) website showed that Yang was under investigation for alleged
breaches of disciplines and laws.

122

Beijing city began to call municipal meetings

to evaluate the impact on social stability before enforcing expropriation. A
slogan was born to caution the city ofﬁcials: No decision and no action without
assessment.

123

New-type urbanization is a major driving force behind China's social
economic development. Land expropriation and people relocation are bound to
become widespread. How to ensure equitable compensation to displaced people
certainly is a worthy subject of social rights watch.

9. Conclusion
It can be concluded from the 2015 watch of China's social rights status that,
as in the years from 2012 to 2014, the relatively fast economic growth has offered
China, in public and private sectors alike, abundant resources to address issues
at hand. We have seen progresses in many aspects. (1) Labor safety and health:
the number of mining incidents has diminished; dust-lung patients are getting
better care; minimum wages have positive growth; migrant workers are getting
government assistance in retrieving back wages owed to them. (2) Health care:
medical insurance programs have improved though service quality still gets valid
criticism, and tensions in doctor-patient relationship are still common. (3) Elderly
care: retirement age will go up gradually; more people are covered in annuity/
pension plans; in-home care begins to cater to individual needs. (4) Children's
rights: Left-behind rural kids and drifting children are getting more supports;
sexual assaults against children will get harsher penalty. (5) Women's rights:
The bill of anti-domestic violent act has passed ﬁrst review; curtailed maternity
leave is being debated; family planning policy has shifted to a comprehensive
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two-child option. (7) Food and consumer goods safety: the government has been
more responsive and thorough in safety inspections. (7) Land expropriation
and demolition/relocation: the central authority already decreed the“human
centered＂approach, though front-line practices have yet to fulﬁll that promise.
Overall speaking, social rights status in China has seen continued progress.
After Xi Jinping took the helm of China's leadership, the often-cited
“Decisions paper＂has provided effective directives on family planning, urbanrural polarity, household registration system, social security, medical health care,
and food & drug safety. As mentioned in the Introduction section of this report,
the“Decision Paper＂pretty much reﬂected the“Suggestions for the 13th FiveYear plan on Economic and Social Development＂, at the CPC 5th PSC of 18th
NC in October 2015. The Suggestions identiﬁed ﬁve corner stones - innovation,
coordination, green growth, opening-up and inclusiveness. The inclusiveness
guideline includes improving public services, lifting people out of poverty,
raising education quality, facilitating job creation, shrinking income gaps,
building fairer and more sustainable social security system, promoting healthy
China, promoting balanced population growth. Progresses of these projects will
allow, directly and indirectly, the masses to enjoy enhanced social rights.
Regarding social-economic development, Xi Jinping has projected the
vision to achieve a well-off China by 2020. Though economic progresses have
slowed down, as long as China maintains a medium-to-high growth rate in the
next few years, more and more resources in a well-off China will bolster solid
improvement in people's social rights. We anticipate to continue the watch and to
document related advancement.
(Translated by Charlene Huang; Reviewed by the Author)
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Notes
1

China has so far ratified 18 international conventions on human rights,
including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Relevant
information could be found in the tab named China's Human Rights at the
Xinhua Net website, China's official electronic news outlet: http://news.
xinhuanet.com/ziliao/2003-01/22/content_702907.htm.
The ICESCR encompasses women's non-discriminatory and equal right in their
economic and social life, the right to work freely and to have the opportunity
to gain a living, the right to good working conditions and reasonable pay, the
right to form trade unions and to strike, the right to social security beneﬁts, the
right to special protection for mothers and children, the right to adequate food,
clothing and housing, the right to health services, the right to education, the
right to participate in cultural life and enjoy the beneﬁts of scientiﬁc progress.

2

China's Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security (MOHRSS)
proclaimed for the Interim Provisions on Labor Dispatch to become effective
on March 1, the China Labor Bulletin, March 3, 2014. http://www.clb.org.hk/
schi/content/%E4%BA%BA%E7%A4%BE%E9%83%A8%E5%85%AC%E5
%B8%83%E3%80%8A%E5%8A%B3%E5%8A%A1%E6%B4%BE%E9%81
%A3%E6%9A%82%E8%A1%8C%E8%A7%84%E5%AE%9A%E3%80%8B
-3%E6%9C%881%E6%97%A5%E8%B5%B7%E6%96%BD%E8%A1%8C

3

Tianjin blast death toll rises to 112; ofﬁcials assert no cyanide contamination,
the Storm, August 16, 2015, http://www.storm.mg/article/62729

4

Tianjin harbor explosion: what went wrong with China's labor safety, the
Storm, August 15, 2015, http://www.storm.mg/article/62687

5

Tianjin harbor explosion; what went wrong with China's labor safety, the
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Storm, August 15, 2015, http://www.storm.mg/article/62687
6

Tianjin harbor explosion; what went wrong with China's labor safety, the
Storm, August 15, 2015, http://www.storm.mg/article/62687

7

Seven deaths seven injuries in flood at an Anhui coal mine; 13 disciplined,
People Net, March 11, 2015, http://society.people.com.cn/n/2015/0311/c100826675541.html

8

Hunan coal mine gas pocket extrusion led to four deaths, Xinhua Net, May 31,
2015, http://news.xinhuanet.com/local/2015-05/31/c_127860273.htm

9

Nine deaths at a Fujian coal mine; owner is NPC bigwig, Wenweipo, June 30,
2015, http://news.wenweipo.com/2015/06/30/IN1506300046.htm

10

Five deaths at a Liaoning coal mine blast, Epoch Times, November 2, 2015,
http://www.epochtimes.com/b5/15/11/2/n4564002.htm

11

Ten trapped to death at a Jiangxi mine, Phoenix Net, November 5, 2015, http://
news.ifeng.com/a/20151105/46114651_0.shtml

12

Over 720,000 with dust lung disease; 60% in coal mine trade, People's Net,
February 7, 2015, http://politics.people.com.cn/n/2015/0207/c1001-26524499.
html

13

NGO status report of dust-lung migrant workers, China Net, July 7, 2014,
gongyi.china.com.cn/2014-07/07/content_7038041.htm

14

Over 80% dust-lung migrant workers reportedly not compensated, Caixin Net,
July 7, 2014, http://china.caixin.com/2014-07-07/100700545.html

15

Supreme Court decrees assignment of liability in job-related injury, Xinhua
Net, August 20, 2014, http://news.xinhuanet.com/2014-08/20/c_1112156224.
htm

16

State media buzz on compensation ordeal for dust-lung patients; chain reaction
feared, the Paper, February 8, 2015, http://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_
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forward_1301970
17

Taiyuan woman died seeking back wages: lawyers demand police to justify
use of force, the Paper, January 12, 2015, http://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_
forward_1293680

18

Jinxi County: Migrant workers battered for seeking back wages, Jiangxi Net
TV, January 7, 2015, http://fa.jxgdw.com/tjxw/2688037.html

19

Migrant workers subsisting in harsh cold; beat up and injured for seeking
back wages, Dongbei Net, January 16, 2016, http://heilongjiang.dbw.cn/
system/2015/01/16/056271234.shtml

20

CCP media feature workers demanding back wages “with lives＂ before
lunar new year: it's their bottom line, the Paper, January 25, 2015, http://www.
thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1297464; Extent of back-wage-owed unclear;
worker grievances nowhere to vent, Net Ease News, January 18, 2015, http://
news.163.com/15/0118/22/AG99T0CB00014SEH.html

21

Five cross-ministry teams to probe back-wage disputes in six provinces, the
Paper, January 9, 2015, http://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1295757

22

$600 million RMB back-wage disbursed in Jiangsu in 2014; over half thanks
to criminal procedures, the Paper, January 21, 2015, http://www.thepaper.cn/
newsDetail_forward_1296457

23

Former migrant worker Liu Li: workers should be compensated for the time
stranded pending court decision, Fuzhou News, March 4, 2015, http://news.
fznews.com.cn/node/9735/20150304/54f69dcb1b201.shtml

24

Henan court imposes criminal penalty against stalled back wages; 41 convicted
in 40 cases last year, the Paper, February 6, 2015, http://www.thepaper.cn/
newsDetail_forward_1301508
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Fifteen regions announce 2014 minim wage standards, Shanghai highest, China
News, July 11, 2015, http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2014/07-11/6374042.
shtml

27

Twenty-one provinces disclose 2014 baseline wages; average growth dipped,
October 10, 2014, China News, http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2014/1010/6660508.shtml

28

ILO report: China wage growth rate surpasses developed countries, Huanqiu
Net, December 5, 2015, http://world.huanqiu.com/article/2014-12/5229272.
html

29

Twenty-four provinces raise minimum wages, Shanghai leads at $1620
RMB, Xinhua Net, September 1, 2013, http://news.xinhuanet.com/yzyd/
overseas/20130901/c_125291405.htm?anchor=1

30

Six affluent regions raise minimum wages, Shenzhen tops $2000 RMB
for the first time, Ten Cents News, February 14, 2015, http://news.qq.com/
a/20150214/002024.htm

31

Eleven regions discloses 2015 minimum wages; Beijing & Shanghai highest,
Ten Cents News, April 3, 2015, http://news.qq.com/a/20150403/000782.htm
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$2000 RMB, China News, July 3, 2015, http://www.chinanews.com/
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33

Central West hastens to up minimum wages; may perpetrate labor shortage in
coastal region, Hexun News, April 24, 2012, http://news.hexun.com/2012-0424/140717737.html

34

Health insurance programs in China used to cover only medical care of formal
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41
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43
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44
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Political Human Rights
Hans Hanpu Tung*

Abstract
Political rights situation in China has turned over a new leaf since Xi Jinping
took the helm. This report outlines the institutional reform initiated by Xi and the
rationales behind it, reviews developments of political rights status – in freedom
of speech, political participation, and minority self-governments – during 2015,
then examines such developments against the theoretical framework proposed.
Overall speaking, Xi's reform crusade in 2015 has gone beyond intra-party anticorruption campaign to the realm of extra-party social movement. Such a move
has further implications in China's political right landscape.
Key words: political rights, authoritarianism, freedom of speech, non-government
organization, right to political participation.

1. Introduction: the New Normal and the New Reality

1

As previous editions of this annual political right watch clearly showed,
Beijing government has maintained a different view of human right than that of
the West.

2

Be it a universal standard asserted by some theorists, or a context-

specific notion contended by other schools of thought, such abstract debates
would only obscure the point at issue. To avoid undue distraction, this report
adopts the rights deﬁned in the white paper ＂Progress in China's Human Rights
in 2014＂(the 2014 Whitepaper) published by the State Council on June 8,
2015.

3

This was the last of a series of white papers coming into existence in
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1996

4

with nine chapters: I. Right to development, II. Rights of the person, III.

Democratic rights, IV. Right to impartial trial, V. Rights of ethnic minorities,
VI. Rights of women, children and senior citizens, VII. Rights of persons with
disabilities, VIII. Right to a clean and healthy environment, and IX. Foreign
exchanges and cooperation. Some of the principles here are consistent with
international norms. Chapters III. (Democratic rights) and V. (Rights of ethnic
minorities) pertain to political rights, and will guide our watch of political rights
development in China during 2015.
While China's economy has moved into the so-called phase of New
Normal,

5

the landscape of political rights has also migrated into a New Reality,

as coined by Sophie Richardson of the Human Rights Watch, a non-profit
organization charged to defend the rights of people worldwide. Richardson's
New Reality refers to a profile of the overall political transformation after
Xi Jinping took over the reins of power in 2012. At first, Xi consolidated the
power through the anti-corruption campaign and creation of two supervisory
entities – the National Security Commission (NSC) and the Leading Group for
Comprehensively Deepening Reforms. Secondly, Communist Party of China
(CPC) decades-old collective leadership style quickly shifted to an individualistic
leadership climate, though short of an autocracy. Soon after, CPC instituted
the Disciplinary Sanctions Regulations at the end of 2015 with a negative
list of violations including“arbitrarily commenting on central government
policies＂and“undermining party unity＂to ﬂex the party's disciplinary muscle
-- pointing to the erosion of power-sharing elitist politics since the Hu Jintao era.
Consequently, Xi has gained abundant resources to carry out social governance in
China. Thirdly, along with the fast-shrinking space for intra-party power-sharing,
a newly enacted (Provisional) CPC Operation Regulations shows an attempt
to heighten control of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) inside China,
presaging a social governance regime. In summary, this report looks at political
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rights development from the perspective of a re-defined elitist power structure
and the emergence of social governance.

2. Development of political rights in China
2.1 Freedom of speech
Freedom of speech is the crux of political rights, safeguarding people's right
to express freely their opinions and political views. A number of international
historic document have elaborated on this. The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights adopted by the United Nations in 1948 set forth in Article 19
that“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.＂
Soon after, the United Nations in December 1966 endorsed the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),

6

one of the two documents

commonly referred as the“two covenants＂. Regarding the vehicle of expression,
ICCPR also stipulates“everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression
……in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his
choice.＂However, such freedom shall be subject to restrictions necessary to
protect people's honor and reputation, national security, public order, and public
health.
China's official definition about“freedom of speech＂in the 2014 White
Paper is consistent with the above international documents. However, as
achievements in upholding freedom of speech in China, the document cites only
the circulation volumes (of newspaper, books and periodicals), penetration rate of
the internet, and the growth of user base of cyber social media (such as WeChat).
When it comes to“the freedom to hold opinions without interference＂, there
were several 2015 events proved otherwise.
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2.1.1 Human rights advocates
Quite a number of human rights activists for various causes have been
arrested, interrogated, or detained year after year. According to a survey by the
U.S.-based Human Rights Defenders League, there were at least 955 human
rights activists or lawyers taken into custody during the year 2014, close to the
sum (1060)

7

in the two years before that. During 2015, there were several

batches of such arrests. Before March

8

, the International Women's Day, ﬁve

feminist activists – Li Tingting, Wei Tingting, Wang Man, Zheng Churan, and Wu
Rongrong8 -- were picked up in Guangzhou, Hangzhou and Beijing respectively
on charges of inciting disturbances. Despite the Feminist Five's constructive
approach of seeking common grounds with the government, the authority could
not let down the guard against them. Beijing police tried but failed to get the
prosecution to indict them for“assembling crowds to disturb social order＂. All
of them were released in April, though.

9

Moreover, the National People's Congress (NPC, the parliament) Standing
Committee on July 1, 2015 voted 154 to 0 with one abstention to adopt the
National Security Law,

10

giving Beijing another legal instrument to deal with

rights activists who have since encountered escalated crack-down actions.
The new law has a very long arm -- its mandate covers politics, homeland,
the military, culture, technology and even the outer space. Namely, Beijing
authorities are now given very wide latitude and more legitimacy to restrict
freedom of speech in the name of“defending national security＂under ICCPR.
Against this backdrop, Beijing set off the largest wave of arrests of human
rights lawyers in recent years. Late Saturday night on July 11, 2015, CPC's
ofﬁcial mouth organs (People's Daily and Xinhua News) reported the detention
of ﬁve lawyers afﬁliated with Beijing-based Fengrui Law Firm based on police
investigation conducted around the country in Beijing, Tianjin, Heilongjiang,
Shandong, and Fujian. Ofﬁcial news claimed these lawyers were suspicious of
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“collusion with Fangmin [people venting grievances to higher authorities]
and conspiracy to incite trouble and disturb social order＂. On July 13, Hong
Kong-based China Human Rights Lawyers Concern Group came up with an
informal tally: up to 77 activists in 15 provinces were subpoenaed, arrested,
interrogated, or detained.

11

The news attracted grave concern and condemnation

from the West, the United Nations and the Amnesty International, a human rights
watch body, calling the arrest a serious violation of the United Nations Human
Rights Declaration. As of July 19, a total of 200 lawyers had been arrested or
“interviewed＂. China's Ministry of Justice stood ﬁrm, maintaining it was only
an attempt to“root out bad apples＂from the ranks of lawyers. Official media
carried stories of many lawyers“admitting to crimes and showing remorse＂
after the arrest.

12

Among them, Pu Xhiqiang, a high-proﬁle activist lawyer, was

arrested in June 2014, and sentenced to three years in prison in December 2015
with a three-year probation. This was the same tactics as seen in the Feminist
Five case. Apparently, the authorities were engaging in a scare tactics to silence
the activists.
Labor rights advocates, like their feminist and legal counterparts, were not
immune to government intervention in 2015. On December 3rd, 2015, leaders
and staff of several labor groups were arrested, including the Haige Labor
Service Center, the Sunﬂower Women Workers Center, and the Panyu Migrant
Worker Service Center in Guangzhou, as well as Nanfeiyan Social Work Center
in Foshan.

13

It was conﬁrmed that, leader Zeng Feiyang and staff member Zhu

Xiaomei of the Panyu center, and He Xiaopo, the head of the Nanfeiyan center,
as well as activist Deng Xiaoming had been detained on criminal charges.
In the year 2015, long after the 1989 June 4th Tiananmen Square Incident,
any mention of the event was still a political taboo in China. That's why many
attempting to commemorate the event found themselves deprived of personal
liberty. Shortly after the Feminist Five were arrested, Chen Feiyun, a participant
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at the Tiananmen incident and a rights activist from Sichuan, along with two
dozen followers, were intercepted by scores of armed police on their way back
from paying homage at the graves of two Tiananmen victims – Xiao Jie and
Wu Guofeng.

14

They were put in custody and charged with“seeking to induce

disturbances and inciting subversion of state power＂. Though many were
released in several hours, Chen Yunfei was still detained. Each year, when the
anniversary of the event draws near, many relevant activists would be put under
close surveillance and constraint of movement. There is no exception. Yu Weijie,
spokesperson for the famous advocacy group Tiananmen Mothers, indicated
she herself and Ding Zilin, founder of the group, were under close watch in the
days leading to the 26th anniversary.

15

Many dissidents, including rights activist

Hu Jia, were forced to go on a trip (away from Beijing) against their free will.
Subsequently, Beijing city government organized a trip for survivors (mostly
parents) of Tiananmen victims to pay homage to their loved ones at the Wanan
Cemetery in the suburb. Ding Zilin was not among them.
2.1.2 Cyber freedom of speech
Regarding freedom of expression on the web, there were some signiﬁcant
developments in 2015. At the end of April, the China State Internet Information
Office (SIIC) launched the“Ten Provisions for Interviews＂regulating entities
providing Internet news information services.

16

It lists nine speciﬁc situations

where a website host or editor may be required to have an“interview＂with
the SIIC: failure to promptly deal with complaints against information service
provided, being reported to authority for a serious failure at that, or seeking
illegal gains from manipulating (editing, posting, forwarding or deleting) news
information. This new-fangled measure signaled a strategic shift in China's cyber
control. Previously government censors looked for sensitive terms in users´
search string (such as June 4th Tiananmen, or Tibet independence) to crack
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down on flows of illicit information -- essentially a choke mechanism on the
demand side. In contrast, the“Ten provisions for interview＂aims to censor the
supply side at the source. That's not all. The freshly minted National Security
Law asserts to“defend the sovereignty of national cyber space＂on July 1,
2015. Along a similar vein, the legislative bill of the Internet Security Law was
published on July 6. Looking in a positive light, we could surmise this bill will
facilitate the protection of personal (privacy) information because brokerage
services of personal data will need a state certiﬁcation on information security
-- timely detection of hacker attacks, and prudent transaction of customers´
personal data, and so on. However, if the bill is passed, the specter of state
censorship will also be looming large in the background to browse, and even
intercept, whatever kind of personal information deemed questionable.
The bill, as it is, already speaks volume about Beijing's attitude on
cyberspace management. Under the framework National Security Law, this
internet security law will grant the state more aggressive power to censor and
interfere with web activities deemed a threat to state security. At a December
9 press event promoting the Second World Internet Conference in Zhejiang,
SIIC director Lu Wei blatantly showed such an attitude when interacting with
journalists. He denied the existence of internet censorship. He insisted that what
Beijing had been doing was not censorship, it's management according to law.
2.1.3 Non-government organization
The ever-tightening grip on dissidents and cyber space in 2015 can also be
observed on NGOs. This year marked a critical turning point with two prominent
entities, Yi Renping and Chuan Zhixin, at the center of public attention.
As indicated earlier, the Feminist Five were arrested shortly before the
Women's Day, and released in April. All ﬁve feminists had one thing in common:
working at Yi Renping Information Center in Beijing, or had worked there
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before. Social observers suspected that Beijing authority had ulterior motives:
arresting the Five to undermine the center

17

which was searched on March 24,

and was named April by Hong Lei, foreign minister spokesperson, to be involved
in illegal activities. In fact, the controversy surrounding the Yi Renping Center
had to do with its connection with and inﬂuence over other NGOs.
What happened to the other NGO entity, the Transition Institute (TI),
served to illustrate an emerging control mechanism to whip NGOs into line. TI
is an independent think tank focusing on studies of China's social issues and
public policies, such as taxi service control, taxation rights, and equal access
to education. TI has enjoyed a good reputation in the academic circle with its
routine publication of research papers and source materials on which research
studies are based. The first attack came in July 2013. Beijing civil affairs
bureau tried to shut down TI saying it had not registered with the authority. In
September 2014, TI founder Guo Yushan, a scholar and human rights activists,
was subpoenaed by police on suspicion of“seeking to provoke unrest＂. He
was subsequently arrested in January 2015 on a charge of“running an illegal
operation＂, and indicted in April 2015 for illegally receiving funding from
foreign sources, and conducting studies to publish reports.

18

The ﬁrst indictment

foretells Beijing leadership's intention to stiﬂe the funding inﬂow from overseas
to NGOs inside China. The second indictment has to do with the newly-revised
Measures for the Administration of Internal Informational Publications. The
Measures. Before revision, the measures always required a“printing permit＂to
ensure prior state approval of contents. The revised version adds two more types
of contents prohibited from publication: one of them is“disturbing social orders,
damaging social stability＂.
Of all measures regulating NGOs, one will prove more crucial than
censorship: the plan to set up one CPC party cell in each NGO. This was set forth
in the Party Group Work (Provisional) Regulations adopted by the CPC Central
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Politburo in May 2015. In fact, this policy was promoted during Hu Jintao's
reign but failed to stick. It takes three party members at executive positions for
an organization to be eligible for a party group/cell within it. In reality, many
NGOs don't have CPC staffs. Even when there are, they are unlikely to be in
executive positions. Either the CPC assigns party members to take executive
positions at each NGO, or requires existing executives to take party membership,
there is no other way to meet the quota. Either approach will be a colossal social
undertaking, and will hugely interfere with the operation of individual NGOs.

2.2 Right to political participation
According to Universal Declaration of Human Rights and ICCPR, citizens
have the right to participate in public affairs directly or indirectly. Indirect
participation entails electing representatives to represent the electorate. By
this definition, only representatives at the village level are directly elected. At
any level above that, delegates to people's congress (PC, a legislative body, for
example the national parliament NPC) and Chinese people's political consultative
conferences (CPPCC, for multi-party cooperation for a united front) – though
they play the role of conveying opinions of citizens and social groups to the
government -- are assigned by a proportional representation scheme, not chosen
through contested elections. Technically speaking, members of these two sets
of entities (PCs and CPPCCs) do not embody the right to political participation
as speciﬁed in the UN Human Rights Declaration and ICCPR. Yet, in Chapter
III Political Rights of the 2014 Human Rights Whitepaper, Chinese authorities
reiterated that PCs and CPPCCs serve the functions of political representation (in
terms of the number of motions and their adoption rate) and embody the spirit of
consultative democracy of Chinese characteristics. Regarding what constitutes
the right to political participation per se, there is still a wide discrepancy between
China's ofﬁcial position and the Western perception. There was no progress in
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this regard during 2015.
Beside the annual“National Liang-hui＂(the National Two Meetings,
the NPC and CPPCC), the White Paper cited phasing-out of administrative
reviews and Xi Jinping's ever-expanding anti-corruption campaign as indicators
of China's progress in upholding democratic rights. In the absence of a direct
election scheme to choose political office holders, Xi's anti-graft movement,
at the very best, may keep corrupt officials from tampering with existing
avenues of political participation, but it is unable to enhance people's political
participation. Compared to previous years, 2015 saw more crooked ofﬁcials and
party operatives under investigation for alleged malfeasance. A new sunshine
law helps to smoke out the crooks: the provisional Regulations on Disclosure of
Real Property in Possession was promulgated in November 2014, and become
effective on March 1st, 2015. For the law to have any teeth, the uniﬁed disclosure
platform must incorporate data from authorities in charge of marine, forestry,
building and land, to establish a benchmark to expose extraordinary increase
of an official's asset. Interestingly, only public servants have access to the
information on this platform.
Last but not least, despite little progress in political rights in China during
2015, Hong Kong – the territory under one-country two-system rule – debate
is still raging over political (constitutional) reform. The call for a real popular
election of the Chief Executive is still reverberating in the former British
colony long after the Umbrella Revolution ended around the end of 2014. On
April 22th 2015, Carrie Lam Cheng Yuet-ngor, Hong Kong's Chief Secretary
for Administration, unveiled the plan for the 2017 chief executive election.
The plan allows the public to choose out of two to three candidates who have
been pre-selected by a 1200-member nominating committee. At the outset in
next 2017 election, five to 10 contenders will need 120 votes (down from the
previous threshold of 150) of support from the nominating committee in order to
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qualify for consideration as ﬁrst-round candidates of which each member of the
nomination committee could anonymously recommend, at least two and at most
all. The top two to three candidates winning more than half of the votes could
become candidates for the chief executive position through a popular vote.
This package retains the nomination committee [that allegedly serves
Beijing's interest rather than Hong Kong's]. Pan-democratic legislators walked
out en mass in protest when Lam was reading the package, and vowed to veto it
[when the government asks the legislative body for formal approval in summer
of 2015].
This package was criticized by Western rights advocacy groups, such as
the New York-based Human Rights Watch, saying the screening mechanism of
a nomination committee violate the rights to political participation as deﬁne in
ICCPR. Beijing's foreign ministry openly supports this reform package, calling
it“compatible with Hong Kong's reality and responsive to the interests and
appeals of all strata and sectors of the society; it is legally feasible, sensible and
pragmatic.＂

19

The package was voted down at the June 18 legislative session,

meaning the election mechanism for the next chief executive remained intact.
2.3 Self-government and self-determination of ethnic minority
The rights of self-determination of peoples were enshrined in the Atlantic
Charter signed in 1941 by the United States president Roosevelt and British
Prime Minister Churchill. Self-determination has been a fundamental policy in
China's handling ethnic issues since 1949 when communist party established
the nation. As early as in 1956, Mao Zedong already highlighted in his renown
talk series“On the ten major relationships＂how“relationship between the
Han people and minorities＂could breed internal conflicts among peoples in
China. Communist leaders in early days (Such as Zhou Enlai) acknowledged
that Han people may be the majority, but there were numerous minority tribes
to be reckoned with. Yet, China did not attempt to deal with such complicated
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relationships in the context of a territorial or non-territorial federation like
other nations. Rather, a unitary system was adopted at the core of government
supplemented with minority autonomous regions to modulate the mutual
relationship. The two autonomous regions – Tibet and Xinjiang – have been
hotbeds of disputes in China's attempt to practice its peoples-oriented policy.
The 2014 White Paper touches upon the rights of minority peoples, listing
the significant progresses during 2014 at various autonomous regions in terms
of average life expectancy, education and religions. There were issues worth
exploring regarding human rights situation in Tibet in 2015. Self-immolation
continued to happen reportedly with a total of six Tibetans setting themselves
on ﬁre from January to July of 2015, while there were seven during the entire
year of 2014.

20

Meanwhile, Beijing authority released a white paper on Tibet

denouncing the“middle way＂advocated by the Dalai Lama, leader of the Tibetan
government-in-exile. Though the exiled regime openly declared that its so-called
middle-way proposal aims for true self-rule under the constitution of the People's
Republic of China, Beijing insisted it was seeking Tibetan independence.

21

Beijing also contradicted the Dalai Lama on the issue about reincarnation for the
living Buddha. On November 30th, 2015, Zhu Weichun, CPPCC head of peoples
affairs, refuted the Dalai Lama's suggestion that he himself may be the last in
the centuries-old line of reincarnation, saying the decision lied in the hand of
Beijing, not the Dalai Lama.

22

Tibet was relatively calm in 2015 compared to

previous years, yet the above incidents reveal persistent tension – that may throw
Tibet into chaos and strain China's policy about minority peoples.
As to Xinjiang, it received the visit by George Osborne, Britain's chancellor
(finance minister) in September 2015. In a policy shift, Beijing has loosened
up the multiple-year passport control and political review on some target
populations of Xinjiang

23

. But the overall sentiment in Xinjiang was still restive.

There were several incidents with casualties in Hetian,
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Xinjiang. In the aftermath of November 2015 Paris attack [gunmen and suicide
bombers hit multiple crowded sites simultaneously], China used the incident
to tout its anti-terror efforts at home. This serves to prove that China's hardline
policy in Xinjiang in the name of counter-terrorism remains tough. The human
rights situation may not be looking up too soon.

3. Anatomy of the change
3.1 Political logic and institutional change of authoritarianism
This report treats China's human rights regime as an institution, and tries to
understand and explain new development in China's political rights status during
2015 from a perspective of institutional change. In the realm of political science,
there are numerous theories about institutions and their changes. This report
adopts the views of Avner Greif and David Laitin

25

who deﬁne institutions as“a

system of human made, nonphysical elements -- norms, beliefs, organizations,
and rules – exogenous to each individual whose behavior it influences that
generates behavioral regularities.＂More importantly, not only norms, beliefs,
organizations, and rules, but also the combinations of them can be considered
institutions. For example, Greif and Laitin's paper provide two paired comparison
of institutions, one for political regimes, the other for cleavage structures. In
contrast, this paper analyzes political rights -- which involve the four institutional
elements: norms, beliefs, organizations and rules – to offer a framework to
explain China's political rights status in 2015. The basic thesis statement of this
report is that China's latest development in political rights is a proﬁle of overall
institutional change.
To begin with, an authoritarian regime typically has two types of internal
control: power sharing and co-optation (also spelled co-option). It is worth
noting that co-optation should not be considered a transfer of sheer resources.
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In“The Politics of Authoritarian Rule＂by Milan Svolik (2012, Cambridge
University Press), the definition of co-optation is particularly worth looking
into. Svolik offers three organizational features of co-optation: (1) hierarchical
distribution of services and benefits, (2) political control of assignments, (3)
selective placement and oppression. Such features imply there is a tighter social
control accompanying resource co-optation under an authoritarian regime. In the
innovative social governance policy of the Xi Era, all three features are present.
They correspond to the two threats an authoritarian regime faces: internal
coup d'etat and external revolution. Due to limitation of resources, it is
impossible for an authoritarian regime to devote equal amount of resources to
deal with these two threats at the same time. Namely, the two threats are mutually
exclusive. Figure 1 shows the possibility frontier of an authoritarian institution.

26

Figure 1 Possibility of authoritarian institution (an original drawing by the author)
y-axis: regime
survival risk due to
lack of co-optation
(revolution)

single-party authoritarianism

possibility frontier of
authoritarianism
military junta

oligarchy

individualistic authoritarianism

x-axis: regime survival risk due to lack of power-sharing (coup d’etat)
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Horizontal and vertical axes represent the risk to regime survival from
lack of power sharing (called P risk), and from lack of co-optation (called C
risk) respectively. As the two types of institutions are mutually exclusive, the
curve will convex to the origin. Namely, when an autocrat increases the input
to the co-optation institution, he/she will reduce the input to the power-sharing
institution correspondingly (and vice versa) but the margin for reduction will
also shrink gradually.

27

Since the curve is a possibility frontier, any point on

the curve represents an institutional combination allowable under a speciﬁc risk
level.

28

Here we offer a number of authoritarian modes--by the magnitude of

power-sharing from small to large -- along the curve to ﬂesh out this theoretical
framework. The modes are: autocracy, oligarchy, military junta, and single party
rule. In an autocracy, the dictator holds all the power, he/she could inject more
resources into co-optation to contain the risk within a certain level. Conversely, a
single-party regime -- with relatively comprehensive power-sharing institutions
– faces limitation in developing co-optation institution. In the segments between
these modes, there exist many variations. For example, there could the singleparty predominance regime, and the single-party minor-partners regime. When
viewed in this light, the anti-graft campaign against party cadres, and the erosion
of a power-sharing tradition among core party members indicate China's regime,
after Xi took the helm, has gradually shifted from the decades-old one-party rule
under collective leadership to one dominated by an individualistic leadership.
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Figure 2: the Xi Jinping factor (an original sketch by the author)
y-axis: regime
survival risk due to
lack of co-optation
(revolution)

single-party authoritarianism

the Xi Jinping factor

oligarchy

individualistic authoritarianism

x-axis: regime survival risk due to lack of power-sharing (coup d’etat)

The Xi regime, while subject to more and more risk for lack of powersharing, also gains new resources for co-optation during this transition. The
two downward sloping lines represent the overall risk (the sum of P risk and
C risk) a regime can sustain to survive. The tangent point between the line and
the possibility frontier indicates the point of least risk, or the most“efficient＂
institution.
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The slope of the straight line is the replacement rate between P-risk

and C-risk, namely the increase of P-risk for each unit of C-risk reduced. Along
the line at a 45-degree angle with both axes, one unit of P-risk increase represents
one unit of C-risk decrease. Along the same curve, each point has a tangent
slope, namely a risk replacement rate, thus a unique institutional combination
to minimize the risk. However, the difference between two authoritarian
regimes could be more than just the risk replacement rate. The level (extent) of
institutionalization in each country plays an important role in determining the
survival risk.
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Figure 3: Regime survival risk and the level of institutionalization
(an original sketch by the author)
y-axis: regime
survival risk due to
lack of co-optation
(revolution)

level of institutionalization

high

low

China

North Korea

x-axis: regime survival risk due to lack of power-sharing (coup d’etat)

Take China and North Korea as examples. Figure 2 shows how this theory
incorporates the level of institutionalization. North Korea's autocracy obviously
has a much lower level of institutionalization than that of China, therefore facing
a much higher overall risk
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as shown in Figure 2 with a possibility frontier

further away from the origin, meaning higher overall risk, than that for China.
In summary, we now have a theoretical framework for comparative
authoritarianism. Contrary to descriptive observation or inductive typology,
this theory offers multiple possibility frontiers (curves) and risk replacement
rates (slopes) for theoretical argument and experience study for horizontal
comparisons (between nations or authoritarian regimes). For vertical (sequential)
comparison, this framework depicts possible evolution trajectory of an
authoritarian regime. For example, China's political rights status during 2015
could be seen as the Xi factor in Figure 2 moving down along the curve. After
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shattering the elitist power-sharing regime inherited from Jiang Zemin and Hu
Jintao era, Xi launched numerous social policies that are interpreted as strategy
for authoritarian co-optation. As deﬁned earlier, co-optation entails“facilitating
authoritative channels＂to transfer resources, rather than“transferring resources＂
per se. Along a similar vein, China's new programs to control NGOs, and to
restrict their connection with overseas organizations, are only precursors of cooptation channels.
3.2 Endogenous institutional change
While the previous section explains“how＂the change happens in the
context of two authoritarian institutions interacting with each other, this section
draws on theory of endogenous institutional theory to describe“why＂it changes.
According to Greif and Laitin, quasi-parameters are the core concept to describe
endogenous change

31

of an institution. An institution, when accepted by the

majority (or“when in equilibrium＂in the jargon of the game theory), is selfenforcing – namely the best strategy for all members to act in response to others
is to comply with the rules. However, there are other factors (parameters) than
voluntary compliance. The stability of an institution depends on the ranges
of self-enforcing parameter (factors) that are crucial to the institution. Yet,
self-enforcement may cause the parameter's range to shrink. For example,
social security system relies heavily on inter-generational cooperation –older
population's benefits are sustained by tax contributed from sufficient number
of young people. But a well-accommodated old age may hamper the desire
to bear children at a young age. Eventually, the social security system may
not be sustainable

32

due to decline of young population. But people may not

“recognize＂changes in such parameters, let alone their shrinking ranges while
the system remains stable on the surface. But when a crisis erupts after changes
of exogenous parameters accumulate to a critical level, people realize instantly
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the vulnerability of the existing system, and begin to conduct institutional change
– this is exactly the reason for an endogenous change. In the short run, people
may not perceive the change of (quasi) parameters, and may consider them as
exogenous factors. But in the long run, when the changes become perceivable,
the institution itself changes as a result of accumulation of parametric shifts.
Therefore, such parameters could be endogenous as well. An institutional change
could be a refinement or undermining depending on whether self-enforcing
parameters expand or shrink their ranges.
Examined under the argument in the preceding sections and the theoretical
framework of Greif and Laitin, changes in China's political rights regime
during 2015 indicate that the institutional shift after Xi took the office has
been manifested in multiple aspects. At the top political echelon, the efforts to
refine the institution serve to sustain the CPC-dominated party state machine
which seems difficult to maintain at the levels below due to changes in many
pseudo parameters. There is the erosion of collective leadership that was shaped
since the beginning of the“Reform and Opening Up＂era when strongmen like
Mao Zedong or Deng Xiaoping was no longer around. During the Hu Jintao
era, division of labor at the decision-making nine-member politburo caused
a fragmentation and incoherence of leadership prowess. Despite holding the
three top offices of General Secretary (for civilian party duties), Chairman of
the Central Military Commission (for military affairs) and state president (a
largely ceremonial position), Hu was not able to consolidate the factions within
the party. A changing of the guard fully exposed the vulnerability of collective
leadership. Most people realized the existing system's unsustainability when a
“crisis＂unfolded while Bo Xilai and Zhou Yongkang failed in their attempt to
challenge the Xi regime. It was against this backdrop that Xi Jinping embarked
on the shift away from the collective leadership institution.
Meanwhile, the diversification of interests has grown sharper along with
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China's economic development. Communist ideology alone can no longer justify
legitimacy of party rule as it did when economic growth rate was high. Today,
as economic growth tapers off, the existing regime needs to transform itself
to bolster its social control in the absence of a democratic reform. Therefore,
the change in China's political rights status could be perceived as Xi's regime
embarking on a new social governance system. In the lexicon of endogenous
change theory, the two pseudo parameters described above shrank the selfenforcing range of China's existing regime. Catalyzed by several“crises＂, Xi
has been able to facilitate institutional changes in recent years after he took over
the reins. More importantly, the trajectory of change could be rationalized by the
authoritarian institutional logic.

4. Conclusion
With the above analyses, this report examines new trend in China's
political rights status, and offers interpretations based on theory of authoritarian
institutional change. The basic logic is that, Xi has redeﬁned the interaction mode
among political elites after consolidating his political power in the party through
anti-graft campaign and new institutions (like the National Security Council and
the Leading Group to Deepen Reform that Xi created). The collective leadership
regime in the past has quickly moved toward an individualistic leadership
style. Under the current theoretical framework, the power-sharing mechanism
has been shattered to give Xi more resources to resolve the state-and-society
problems that have deteriorated since China adopted the path of reform and
opening up. Nevertheless, such a“social shift＂still operates within the logic of
authoritarianism. Namely, social cooptation still reigns supreme in sustaining a
political regime. Despite the fact more resources are moving in the direction of
the society, such transfer has to move on the trajectory dictated by the regime.
That is why we see Beijing try to tighten its control on NGOs, even try to set up
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party groups in all NGOs. The development we see right now is only the dawn of
a protracted transformation. After China gets the civil society to toe the line, we
will see new social policies launched, but still for the ultimate objective to justify
CPC party rule even under a depressed economy.
(Translated by Charlene Huang; Reviewed by the Author)
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Notes
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China human rights watch report in previous years tended to start with
different views of the term “human rights＂ between China and the western
world. Drawing on this basis, the 2015 report will focus on the shift of China's
political regimes.

2
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Document/1437487/1437487.htm
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5
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forth the tasks and scope, the institution, and the protection of national security.
It also specifies the rights and obligations of citizens and groups. After Xi
Jinping signed and promulgated it, the law took effect on July 1, 2015. The law
has triggered concerns of domestic activists who dispute over clauses involving
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau.
Article 11.2 states “Safeguarding China's sovereignty and territorial integrity
is the common obligation of all Chinese people, including people in Hong
Kong and Macau as well as Taiwan.＂ Article 40.3 mentions that “the Hong
Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) and Macau Special Administrative
Region should fulﬁll their responsibilities to uphold national security.＂
In view of current status across the Taiwan Strait, the wording about Taiwan
is more political [declaration] than legal [obligation]. Zheng Shuna, vice
chairwoman of the Legislative Affairs Commission of the National People's
Congress (NPC) Standing Committee, downplayed those concerns, saying
Article 40.3 serves only as declaration and statement of principle for the two
SARs which are not within the territory for implementation.
11
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http://www.ftchinese.com/story/001062965#s=d; A night of terror… dozens of
lawyers arrested, United Daily, http://udn.com/news/story/7331/1052006
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udn.com/news/story/7331/10588-逮百名律師-陸司法部:除害群之馬

13

Four labor-right NGOs cracked down in Guangdong, BBC Chinese News,
http://www.bbc.com/zhongwen/simp/china/2015/12/151204_china_
guangdong_rights_ngo#share-tools

14

Sichuan right activist Chen Yunfei detained after “missing＂ for 10 days, BBC
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Chinese News, http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/china/2015/04/150406_
human_right_defender_china.shtml
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Surveillance on activists before 26th anniversary of Tiananmen Incident, BBC
Chinese News, http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/china/2015/06/150603_
china_tiananmen_eve?ocid=wschinese.content-promo.email.newsletters..
newsletter; Beijing vigilant for 26th anniversary of Tiananmen, BBC
Chinese News, http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/china/2015/06/150604_
tiananmen_anniversary_beijing?ocid=wschinese.content-promo.email.
newsletters..newsletter

16

China's State Internet Information Ofﬁce issued “ten articles＂ to strengthen
internet control, BBC Chinese News, http://www.bbc.com/zhongwen/trad/
china/2015/04/150428_china_internet_question

17

Beijing Yirenping: storms against NGOs getting harsh, Deutsche Welle
Chinese News, http://dw.de/p/1F9Zu

18

Beijing public security bureau recommends indictment of activist Guo
Yushan, BBC Chinese News, http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/
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19

Beijing responds to human rights criticism over Hong Kong constitutional
reform, Deutsche Welle Chinese News, http://dw.de/p/1FDVm

20

Press: another self-immolation protest by Tibetan monk, Deutsche Welle
Chinese News, http://dw.com/p/1FwWY

21
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White Paper, BBC Chinese News, http://www.bbc.co.uk/zhongwen/trad/
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22
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Six died/injured in Xinjiang Hetian clash, Voice of Uyghur, http://www.
uyghurpress.com/ ; Police station in Xinjiang attacked; two assailants shot,
four at large, Radio Free Asia; http://www.rfa.org/mandarin/yataibaodao/
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By intuition, when a regime rules the masses (outside the regime) with
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concession, the less the marginal beneﬁt, the more co-optation is required to
win over those who are ruled.
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A caveat: types of authoritarian institutions in this paper are “deduced＂ from
the theory presented here, not “induced＂ as commonly seen in academic
papers (like Linz's classical classiﬁcation (2000).
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The picture shows clearly, survival risk at anywhere other than the tangent
point is more than what the regime can cope.
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neutralized by (international) support from China.
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Judicial Human rights
Wen-chieh Wang*

Abstract
This watch report on China's judicial rights during 2015 focuses on various
changes associated with judicial reform agenda adopted at the Fourth Plenum of
the 18th CPC (Communist Party of China) Central Committee (hereinafter 4th
plenum of CPP CC) meeting held in October 2014. As China moves towards a
free market economy, more and more judicial-right-restricting ﬂaws have been
and will be exposed and challenged. Judicial reform efforts must deal with such
issues heads on because there is no way around it. The expansion and evolution
of judicial rights hinges more on how the Chinese authorities － while pursuing
declared reform objectives － gradually develop a judicial system that is in line
with people's expectation about safeguarding human rights, judicial independence
of judges, and being fair and just. In this report, we shall examine various aspects
of progresses in judicial rights resulting from structural changes of the judicial
system during the year.
Key words: judicial human rights, human rights protection, judicial reform,
judicial justice, judicial independence of judges

1. Introduction
1.1 Evolution of judicial rights in China
Ever since China adopted the reform and opening up policy, the most
controversial and contentious issue in China's engagement with the West has been

*Wen-chieh Wang, Professor, College of Law,
National Chengchi University
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the West's concerns over human rights status in China. Regardless of differences
between the two sides' views what“human rights＂entail, domestic debates have
been raging – take the year 2003 for example, during the SARS epidemic, Sun
Zhigang case,

1

and confrontation due to house demolition and eviction -- about

how to balance government authority versus individual rights, and how to respect
and take individual rights seriously.
Chinese people have long considered the constitution as merely a piece of
archival document. The text in Chapter 2 may have spelled out basic rights of
citizens, but there are no speciﬁc statutes to uphold such rights, neither a judicial
practice to cite constitution in court rulings. Consequently, reliefs have been
scarce and futile for people whose constitutional rights are violated. Along the
path of economic development, people's perception of civil rights have evolved
into comprehensive concerns over the society and individuals – a growing respect
for personal choices to fulﬁl one's rights while recognizing overall beneﬁts to the
society.
In recent years, China has promulgated one after another legal framework
to bolster civil rights. In the fourth amendment to the constitution in 2004,
one paragraph was appended to Article 33:“The state respects and protects
human rights.＂Undoubtedly, this was a welcome change -- China for the first
time declared its commitment to respect and uphold human rights,

2

lifting the

concept of“human rights＂from a political notion to a legal one, and pledging
to have the state, not the party, to implement the constitution through signing
international covenants.

3

Such moves have improved China's stature in the

eye of the global society. Later in 2007 China promulgated the Real Right
Law to ensure more extensive legal protection of people's property rights. Two
action plans to promote national human rights were launched in tendon for the
periods 2009-2010 and 2012-2015. To advance people's electoral rights, China
amended relevant regulations at national and local levels for each elected ofﬁcial
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to represent about the same size of constituency. The Eighth Amendment to the
Criminal Codes raised the bar for judges to exercise prudence with the death
penalty. The ninth amendment further slashed the number of capital crimes by
nine. The criminal procedure law has modiﬁed, along with a series of supporting
judicial interpretations, to formulate a set of specific procedures to uphold a
defendant's basic rights, including that to a fair trial. China also abolished its
decades-long labor education system to ensure personal freedom of the entire
citizenry.
1.2 Formulating a judicial rights institution in China
To effect major legal reforms in China actually is a political task because
the concept of ownership – a right among many rights, and the underpinning of
modern laws -- is foreign to developing countries and former-socialist nations
that have not been keen to entrust people with rights to obtain their lawful
ownership. To liberate people from archaic legal framework is an extremely tall
political order.

4

China's judicial system reform started with the 1979 enactment of
organization laws for the Peoples' Courts and Peoples' Procuratorates to restore
a judicial system that can also adapt to the transition from a centrally planned
economy to a market system. A myriad of speciﬁc reform campaigns have been
launched but yet to achieve their targets: such as, professionalism of judges,
judicial integrity, judicial independence of the court and the prosecutors, the
court/procuratorate operating according to its own developmental rules, to
respond to societal needs; and for the judicial authority to gain full recognition
and respect of the society.

5

The fast-growing market economy outpaced the

judicial system to expose the latter's antiquity and rigidness manifested in the
inability to handle the exploding volume of disputes coming before the court,
protracted litigation, arduous enforcement of court rulings, miscarriage of justice
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and civil servants malfeasance.
It is worth noting that the“Decision on major issues concerning
comprehensively advancing rule of law＂(hereinafter the“Decision Paper＂)
adopted at the 4th plenum of 18th CPC CC meeting pledges“to protect citizens´
bodily rights, property rights and basic political rights against any violation, to
ensure to uphold citizens' rights in economic, cultural and social aspects, and
to legalize the protection of civil rights.＂After all, it takes tremendous efforts
to fulﬁll the visions depicted in words here. The Decision Paper also serves to
demonstrate the leadership's courage and commitment.
1.3 Judicial rights indicators for this article
With its growing economic prowess increasingly intertwined with, and
impacting upon, the global society, China is setting up legal frameworks to
facilitate economic evolution, and enacting relevant laws to bring about a
deeper and wider rule of law. Meanwhile, people are becoming more and more
conscious about their own rights. How China maintains an effective legal order,
and how it rules the nation in compliance with laws, have become a focus of
attention by the global society. The Decision Paper adopted in Beijing in October
2014 revolves around“the rule of law＂, and appears eager to ﬁx the ﬂaws in
current legal practices and to reform the judicial system.
Among the myriad of reform efforts declared by the Chinese authority, we
look at institutional structural changes and judicial rights development in the past
12 months from four perspectives: pre-trial phase of investigation and prosecution,
the court trial phase, lawyers' job security, and high profile cases for human
rights advocacy. It is hoped this approach could offer a comprehensive analysis
of the development of the justice system. In the end, an objective evaluation is
proffered about China's achievement in upholding judicial rights.
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2. Status of judicial rights in China
This session is divided into two parts according to the sequence of judicial
proceedings: pre-trial stage of investigation and prosecution followed by court
trial.
2.1 Pre-trial stage: investigation and prosecution
6

Recent disclosure of wrongful convictions

in China shows, almost

without exception, the use of torture to extract confession, evidence illegally
acquired, or gross negligence of defense arguments.

7

Such behaviors all point

to a ﬂagrant disregard for due process or defendants' rights. Du Peiwu in Yunnan,
She Xianglin in Hubei, Zhao Zuohai in Henan and the Zhang's duo in Zhejiang,
Yu Ingsheng in Anhui, and Huugjilt of Inner Mongolia are only some victims of
miscarriages of justice. They either received life sentence, or the death penalty
– some with reprieve, others were already executed. These individuals were
subsequently found not guilty. There were other wrongful convictions due to
insufﬁcient evidence, such as Nien Bin in Fujian, Zhao Qinqin in Gansu, and Xu
Hui in Guangdong. The appalling blunders committed, during the proceeding
and in the court ruling, dealt a devastating blow to people's faith in the judicial
system. These may be isolated cases, but together they point to the origin of the
problem: a systemic failure of China's criminal justice institution. For too long,
judges have relied too much on investigation outcome and documents to decide
on a case while court trial sessions have become a mere formality.

8

Interrogation transcripts and investigation reports at the pre-trial stage
constitute the core document, and the substantial portion of a criminal case, to
sway the judge's decision, rendering court trials a nominal re-visit of investigation
outcomes only. As a result, the number of not-guilty verdicts is so small that it
is almost negligible in China's judicial archive.

9

For example, Nien Bin (for

alleged placement of poison) and Huugjilt (on murder and hooligan charges)
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were eventually exonerated at the high court of their respective jurisdiction.
These two cases marked only a small victorious step in the advancement of
China's human rights endeavor,

10

for there are still numerous inmates waiting for

the judicial system to grant them redemption from wrongful convictions.
China's criminal justice system places too much emphasis on the doctrine
that“every case must be solved＂for performance evaluation, rather than
comprehensive consideration of societal factors around the case.

11

The system's

“maintaining disciplinary stability in performance evaluation＂misguides
investigative efforts -- instead of finding the truth -- into producing a culprit
hastily, but at the expense of people's judicial rights.
The Decision Paper specifically states to“promote a court trial-centered
litigation system to ensure that factual evidence obtained during investigation
and pre-indictment stages could withstand the scrutiny of the law.＂In the past
year, with emphasis on court-trial-centered proceeding, the pre-trial docket
[investigation and pre-indictment information] has been used only for decisions
on procedural matters like injunction or prosecution. The sentencing after
conviction relies only on evidence directly reviewed in the court.

12

The pre-trial

docket serves only procedural purposes, and does not carry legal implications in
determining culpability. Promoting a court-trial-centered system has become a
mandate on the road to reforming investigation and law enforcement processes.
This has long-term significance such as improving crime-solving capability,
ensuring compliance with the law, and upholding justice in order to reduce
cynicism and distrust from the general public.
2.2 Court trial
2.2.1 Judicial independence
The law entails more than just a set of rules: it incorporates the necessary
procedures, systems and institutions to implement those rules. Without them,
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the law would be just pointless text. Therefore, judicial reform in China calls
for efforts beyond revisions to existing procedural laws – it must remove CPC
party's inﬂuence over judicial infrastructure to allow a truly independent court
system to thrive.

13

Let us turn our attention to post-Soviet and former Warsaw Pact states that
are shedding their communist past. In this region, judicial reform is an integral
part of the state's institutional rejuvenation: once the rule-of-law principle
is established as a pillar of the new nation, the judicial system must quickly
reposition itself to perform the right function.
With the state's political intervention retreating, and social forces emerging,
the judicial system now must take on the crucial role of maintaining the new
order. One crucial objective of judicial reform is to bolster a nascent market
economy and facilitate its linkage to the global economy.

14

Namely, the judicial

institution cannot operate like an independent entity until after the rule-oflaw principle is affirmed, and only after that is the role of a state apparatus
denounced.
To a certain extent, what happens in China -- the evolution of a court's role
and the reform processes along with it – is also happening in other developing
countries. One logical question follows: Should legal reform endeavors aspire
to create an indigenous trial model, or should it skip that step and cultivate
specialized judges instead? The answer is dependent on three factors. (1) Whether
a formalist model [courts following established rules] could be the ultimate
goal. (2) The probability of setting up a judicial system ruled by law, and the
cost estimates. (3) Whether a centralized judicial system is perceived as able to
maintain social stability and facilitate political development. Other related factors
include the nature and efﬁciency of those models currently in place for economic
exchanges and maintaining social stability, and whether they are compatible with
modern judicial system. Another question arises about the court's political role.
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Will they appreciate local norms well enough to provide substantive adjudication
for local residents? Or, will they become central government's tool to unify local
practices and behaviors according to national standards, and dole out justice in
line with the interest of the rulers?

15

Along the path to develop a rule-of-law society, whether or not the principle
of judicial independence could be established is crucial to the outcome. Yet
in modern China, political principles of Chinese characteristics and judicial
corruption have made people highly sceptic about the feasibility of judicial
independence in China. In theory, judicial independence safeguards judicial
fairness. But in recent campaigns against corruption, judicial independence has
become a hindrance to judicial fairness. This is unique in China.

16

We have also

observed some glaring features of China's judicial institution: (1) The CPC party
dictates how judicial agencies operate. (2) Local governments at various levels
enjoy corresponding power in court administration. These two reinforce each
other. This institution is intertwined with so many aspects of China's political
heritage that judicial agencies are, in essence, a microcosm of China's entire
political administrative.

17

Until this problem is dealt with, any declaration or

reform intent on paper is never going to resolve existing problems effectively.
2.2.2 Fair trial
Administration-dominated hierarchy within China's court system makes
it hard to render a fair decision relying only on what happens inside the court.
Moreover, according to Article 180 of China's Criminal Proceeding Law, a
high-ranking review committee is charged to review intricate, complicated and
major cases, making it difficult to have an even-handed decision out of court
trial alone.

18

Undue inﬂuences may come from within the court's administrative

hierarchy, such as the courthouse president or division chief judges wielding
non-judicial executive authority to“review and approve＂court rulings or
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through division meetings.

19

Interferences may also come from outside the

court -- the CPC party whose legal affairs arm may“pay extra attention＂to a
court case in the name of coordinating among law enforcement agencies; its
disciplinary branch may“advise＂the court how to handle a case, or CPC highranking officials may simply meddle with specific cases.

20

Such unwarranted

interventions have perpetuated a deep-rooted court practice to make a ruling
on investigation reports and documents alone, instead of deliberating over oral
arguments or evidence examination in the court room. As a result, someone
“either presides over the trial or makes court rulings but rarely both＂.
Under CPC's one-party rule, China's state machine as a whole has had its
internal coherence in governance and policies. It does not make much sense to
technically separate the dominant political power from the judiciary. Concerted
efforts between the two, rather than separate endeavor, become necessary along
China's social development trajectory, in particular for the resolution of social
conﬂicts. What may seem an isolated judicial case is very likely a manifestation
of social conflicts the party is facing. Resolving such social conflicts requires
“social＂measures, namely collaboration between the judiciary and the party.
In view of the reality in China, this is the way to understand and interpret the
speciﬁc signiﬁcance and implications of China's“judicial independence＂.

21

2.2.3 Judicial openness
Opening up court ruling archives was initiated by the Chinese court
itself. Yet, it is worthwhile looking into the overall external environment -- the
emergence of new technology and a media-savvy generation -- that has prompted
more disclosure beyond judicial case rulings. Such a progress“imposed＂on
the judiciary could be attributed to three factors: the rights to know, societal
changes and technological advancements: (1) more and more people demand
their rights to know, a bottom-up force, (2) in a suppressive society like China
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where frustrated and depressed people are in a constant search for emotional
outlet, information disclosure is a relatively handy and practical channel to fulﬁll
that desire, and (3) the advancement of information technology has become more
efﬁcient in feeding people's insatiable appetite, but more difﬁcult to control what
information is disclosed.

22

On January 1 of 2014, China began to publicize on-

line rulings made by courts at all levels. As of the end of 2014, a total of 5,485,691
court ruling documents were uploaded to the internet, including 7582 from the
Supreme Court.

23

Indeed, the motive to evaluate and study a nation or territory's legal
system is to use it.

24

In the pursuit of a market economy, Chinese people have

gradually gone to court as a venue to uphold individual rights. Therefore, how
litigants assert their own rights has become an urgent task. The cyber disclosure
of court rulings not only provides practical solutions to allow public access,
but also enables the people to better grasp the full scope of legal applicability.
Meanwhile, this allows the court to offer – through the rulings – a framework for
understanding speciﬁc legal issues, new regulations cited, and their applicability.
Hence the market and litigants obtain better legal insights about how to conduct
their businesses,

25

to project realistic cost estimates, and to forecast behavior

models. The judiciary needs more opportunities to justify itself to the public in a
rational manner, and jurists need to clarify their“alleged＂questionable practices.
Full public access to court-ruling archive has come in the nick of time to
provide such a novel channel. It is highly recommended that Chinese leadership
persists on this reform path. Rulings archives currently available on the web
already expose numerous ﬂaws such as: text of the judgement is incomplete or
inaccurate; factual statements about the case are not clear; the reasoning is not
convincing; citing the wrong law in reaching the ruling; text of the ruling fails to
respond to original litigation intent; typos and format errors are common.

26

Such

problems -- long been criticized by Chinese legal scholars – serve to expose two
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ﬂaws: Internally, Chinese judges seem incapable to carry out legal reasoning, or
write lucid proses. Externally, editors/compilers of court-ruling documents have
yet to obtain sufﬁcient knowledge to build a mechanism to ensure the quality.

27

Therefore, human right watch on China's judiciary should rise above concerns
about individual cases to the level observing the entire institutional framework.
“Justice should be served in a way people can see＂, the frequently-cited
legal adage goes. The justice that“people can see＂entails not only a fair court
decision based on the rule of law, but also practicing due processes to uphold
social justice. For the public to see and feel justice, the ﬁrst step is to subject the
judiciary to the scrutiny of the society. This is also the core values in the court's
campaign for“sunshine justice＂– for a judiciary that is transparent and open.

28

2.2.4 Judicial relief and legal assistance
CPC party machine and China's central government have each announced
the“opinions document＂about building a sound system for judicial relief and
legal aid respectively (hereinafter the“Opinion Paper＂). During 2014, over
80,000 and 1.39 million people received judicial relief and legal aid respectively.
In the ﬁrst half of 2015, China has processed over 574,000 applications for legal
assistance. A total of 659,000 persons received the aid.

29

The“Decision Paper＂of 18th CPC CC meeting proposed to“perfect the
legal aid system and expand the scope＂which has been realized in some places
of China. It is desirable to promptly expand the reach of legal aid through
legislation and judicial (judges') interpretation. One area deserve extra attention
is the lack legal representation for capital crime defendants, though they are now
allowed to appeal a death sentence and have defense lawyers. The more serious
the crime someone is accused of, the more desperate he will need assistance
in legal defense. For an accused person to get effective defense, he needs not
only enhanced legal presentation during the trial, but also for the pre-trial
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investigation and prosecution periods. By the same token, his defense lawyer's
rights should be upheld to carry out visitation, document review and examination
of prosecution's evidence. China's supreme court procuratorate published the
“regulations to uphold lawyers´right to practice law＂on December 23, 2014 to
stipulate speciﬁc and clear measures safeguarding lawyers rights during litigation
process. This initiative from the procuratorate was a welcome move in the right
direction toward court-trial-centered system.
2.2.5 The death penalty
A few years back, China cut the number of capital crimes by 13, down to
55 in the eighth revision of the Criminal Code. Another prominent move came
this year. On August 29, 2015 after three debate sessions, China's top legislature
passed the ninth revision to further abolished death penalty for nine more crimes.
They are: smuggling of weapons or firearms, smuggling of nuclear materials,
smuggling of counterfeit money, forgery of currency, fundraising fraud, running
prostitution ring, forcing others into prostitution, obstructing the performance
of military duty, and spreading rumors during war time. Some people believe a
reduction by nine is not enough. The remaining 46 capital crimes include nonviolent crimes without depriving other people's lives -- obviously not justiﬁed to
take away the offender's life, and contrary to the international norm.
In consideration of today's public sentiment in China, death penalty for nonviolent crimes -- corruption, bribery, smuggling, human trafficking, producing
narcotic drug – are not ready to be dropped just yet, but the threshold could be
raised to restrict the actual number of applicable cases. In China, corruption
is punishable by death. There are still a lot of people getting convicted and
sentenced year after year. One may say, it is a fact that death penalty does not
deter crimes. There is no evidence to show death penalty could effectively
prevent crime.

©
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China has always had its own unique circumstances to consider
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before abolish the death penalty completely.
One issue deserves some attention. The ninth revision did not further reﬁne
the old-age no-death clause introduced in the eight revision of the Criminal
Code. Some believe the death waiver is too restrictive, and the cutoff age of 75
is too high.

31

Moreover, the existence of death penalty in China also poses some

challenges in international judicial cooperation. Take extradition for example,
some countries refuse to deliver a suspect, unless the receiving country promises
not to impose the death penalty. It will be a long and arduous journey before
China abolishes the death penalty.
2.3 Job security of lawyers
In theory, lawyers in a society ruled by law should enjoy a high level of
professional independence but are subject to high standards of self-discipline.
An independent bar association – free from state control and entitled to practice
law – is better equipped to uphold civil rights and provide checks and balances
against government's abuse of power.
Defense lawyers are a crucial force during judicial proceedings to ensure
procedural compliance and to prevent miscarriage of justice. Yet, their collective
countervailing power seems highly restricted. Lawyers are left out of China's
judicial reform campaign that is promoted in the court and by the court only,
closed to outsiders. Moreover, due to the lack of a vibrant civil society, existing
bar associations are formed to exercise self-discipline but still too weak to have a
check-and-balance capacity against the judicial authority, let alone participating
in the judicial reform endeavor.

32

This has led to frequent conflicts between

judiciary's rights – to implement speciﬁc judicial reform measures in the court -and that of professional groups (bar associations).
Stipulations are well-defined in the“Rules governing defense lawyer
statements in appeals of death penalty cases＂. When a defense lawyer makes an
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oral statement before the judge, the court with such resources shall assign a clerk
to make audio/video recording throughout the entire process. No one else at the
court trial is allowed to make recordings or take pictures. The statement shall be
made into a transcript for the defense lawyer to sign and attach to the case ﬁle.
A list in duplicate shall be made of materials submitted and received at court
sessions– one copy to be kept by the defense, while the other to be attached to
the ﬁle. People's Supreme Court has set up document review rooms for defense
lawyers to review, transcribe and copy case materials except those banned from
disclosure.

33

This is a move in the right direction.

2.3.1 Annual review of license to practice law
China's Law on Lawyers stipulates

34

that law firms are the entities

to conduct annual review on lawyers. In reality, it is the judicial system's
administrative arm that carries out the task. This annual drill essentially gives
the judicial administrative branch the rights to interfere with lawyers' practice of
law. According to the Law on Lawyers, law ﬁrms are the entities responsible for
conducting lawyers' annual review -- neither the administrative arm of the court,
nor the bar associations, at any level. Yet the justice ministry has“clandestinely“
granted itself extra authority -- to penalize non-compliant law firms in the
“Measures on the Annual Examination and Assessment of Law Firms＂. For
example: a law firm deemed“disqualified＂may get the license suspended
or revoked; law firms refusing to take the annual review will be construed as
“voluntarily cease operation＂.

35

Lawyers, by definition, are supposed to be monitored and disciplined
by their own professional associations. Yet, China's annual review scheme
constitutes a judicial administrative action to interfere with lawyers' legal
practice, to curtail their professional freedom, even to impose selective restraints
on human rights lawyers: Many of them -- such as Jiang Tienyong, Tang Jitien,
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Wang Quanzhang and Li Xiongbing -- failed the annual review simply because
they lent a voice to underprivileged people like Falun Gong followers, or
Shangfang citizens [those who go to a higher authority to seek resolution of
grievances not rectiﬁed at local/lower levels]. Gao Zhicheng, a prominent rights
advocate lawyer, is still serving time at a Xinjiang prison for defending human
rights of Falun Gong practitioners, Shangfang citizens, and members of ethnic
minority groups.

36

From the perspective of institutionalized governance, lawyers and/or law
firms should be subject to annual reviews just like any corporation should.
But this ought to be the duty for the industry and commerce administrative
authorities, rather than a self-endowed power of the judicial administration.
Annual review by a state or quasi-state agency on lawyers, or medical doctors
for that matter, is tantamount to blasphemy against their professional dignity.
Therefore, such a review should be reverted to the self-disciplinary mechanism
of bar associations.
2.3.2 Lawyers´Personal safety
Numerous advocacy lawyers are defending the rights of people at the
bottom of China's barren legal landscape. One group after another of Shangfang
citizens pops up here and there. Aren't they driven by desperation under
bureaucratic callousness or oppressive civil servants? Isn't the need for rights
advocacy triggered by the state's long-term ignorance of human rights? Advocacy
lawyers, actually, are the products of China's communist regime. In the absence
of political rights, they emerge out of a mission to ﬁght -- against the authority
and within the law -- for the people to enjoy legitimate rights to live, develop
personality and own property. Braving all kinds of pressure and risks, they try
to uphold the justice enshrined in China's legal codes against the power of the
state.

37
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2.3.3 Summary
China's criminal defense practices have evolved from the traditional
substantive defense to evidentiary arguments in recent years, to massive
procedural debates of late – getting more and more consistent with the defense
format and setting in developed countries. However, such defense modes, in
particular the procedural defense, have not brought corresponding progress
in real court proceedings. Many cases involving confessions out of flagrant
torture, or serious procedural violations, have not resulted in the dismissal of
substantive evidence. An interesting phenomenon arises: while China's legal
profession is evolving, and lawyers' defense modes and guidelines are moving
toward international norms, the judicial institution is showing little fundamental
change. Such an ambience, particularly before true self-governance is achieved
within the profession, has caused many Chinese lawyers to maintain a relatively
detached and aloof attitude to stay clear of extraordinary political interference, or
capricious political risks. In a developing country like China, are lawyers ready
to devote extensive social engagement, or does the society have enough capacity
to cope with such options [evidentiary and procedural defenses]? It may end up
with another type of unjust social system.
2.4 High profile cases
2.4.1 the Huugjilt case
Back in 1996, 18-year-old Huugjilt was sentenced to death on conviction
based on“confession＂beat out of him after 48 hours of torture. Two months
later, the young man was executed. In 2005, rapist-murderer Zhao Zhihong in
police custody admitted to over a dozen rape-killings, including the 1996 death
at a toilet of a textile factory dormitory – the case Huugjilt was executed for. Yet,
this crime was not included in the nine counts of charges against Zhao at Inner
Mongolia court in 2006. For those other crimes, Zhao had been serving time in
prison. It was not until December 15, 2014 did the Mongolian high court come
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forward to admit that Huugjilt was indeed not guilty, and that he was a victim of
miscarriage of justice. Twenty days later the court began to hear the 1996 case,
now against Zhao. Huugjilt was the very ﬁrst wrongful execution that Chinese
courts openly confessed to rectify. Upon a court retrial exonerating Huugjilt, his
parents stood to receive state compensation of over two million RMB.

38

Huugjilt was wrongfully convicted of a crime he did not commit. This 1996
case was like the tip of an iceberg to reveal frequent undue inﬂuence from“the
high-up＂to manipulate the court rulings that ended up in wrongful conviction.
Analyses on numerous judicial foul-ups show, such regretful mistakes could
be reduced to minimum if the proceedings had strictly adhered to prescribed
rules without external interference. Extra-judicial factors, such as a“crime
buster＂policy that gets mangled in the hands of speciﬁc enforcers, or a distorted
performance evaluation scheme that encourages“cracking every murder case at
all cost＂, are the main reasons of coerced confession.

39

Miscarriage of justice

will not disappear until such devious judicial practices are effectively rectiﬁed.
The wrongful execution of Huugjilt, whose parents have been compensated
by the state, is only the first mistaken-identity case that Chinese authority
publicly acknowledged and exonerated. A judicial review mechanism in order to
uncover such serious error deserves consideration in China because it pertains
to the last-resort judicial relief. Currently, China has an intra-court scheme to
review potential injustice, but seems overly reliant on the court's ability to selfcorrect. In current organizational design, the prosecutors are given the power of
oversight.

40

Yet, a self-correcting mechanism like re-trials could only exercise

very limited oversight. From starting a judicial review to initiating the retrial process, all decisions are made inside the court. Little wonder numerous
judicial blunders get filed and forgotten. At the very least, there should be an
external review mechanism. Without it, the specter of injustice will manifest
itself repeatedly in different cases with no end in sight, and no comprehensive
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protection of judicial rights.
2.4.2 Top-ranking judge deposed for corruption
On July 12, 2015, the CPC Central Committee for Disciplinary Inspection
(CCDI), China's anti-graft watchdog, announced that Xi Xiaoming, vice
president of the Supreme People's Court, and a CPC party member, was under
investigation allegedly for "serious violations of laws and regulations".
Xi's fall from grace started with his association with the one-time richest
man in the coal rich province of Shanxi, a mining magnate named Zhang
Xinming. Back in 2007 when short on cash, Zhang transferred 46% shareholding
of the Jinhai Mine to Qinhe Energy Group at 300,000 RMB per share. This was
roughly the same price at which Zhang sold shares to a local state-run Yangcheng
Coal Transport in 2005. As a giant coal mine consolidation project swept through
Shanxi in 2010, Jinhai Mine was designated to be the sole surviving entity and
its valuation went way up to tens of billion RMB. Zhang was sore for missing
the lucrative opportunity for selling the shares too early, wanted the shares back.
Zhang sued the buyer on grounds that the price was too low to reﬂect Zhang's
genuine intention, though the multi-party contract had long been executed and
shares transferred. The buyer lost the case, then appealed to People's Supreme
Court. A ruling on September 29, 2012 upheld the decision of the Shangxi High
Court with minor adjustments.

41

The Supreme Court ruling was questioned for failing to consider the full
facts, and pointed to a more alarming truth. It seems criminal elements in some
parts of China have evolved from small-town hooligan gangs – committing
violent crimes or extortions -- to high-tech mobster syndicates trading sex, drug,
gambling, and money laundering under the disguise of shady business entities
across national borders. During the transformation, they have infiltrated the
entire ofﬁcialdom through crooked civil servants who hold sway in political and
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economic affairs.

42

China's judicial system wields little power compared to the CPC party or
other branches of the government. Despite being the fourth-highest-ranking
judge in China, Xi｀s position offers much less chance of“benefits under the
table＂than a cabinet deputy minister. Yet, in the minds of folks with little
resources, the court represents the ultimate resort to seek justice. Now even the
top-ranking judge got tainted, where else can people turn to for resolution of their
grievances?

43

Xi had ﬁve more years before retirement when he was suspended

pending investigation — the second supreme-court justice in seven years to have
the career cut short. Huang Songyiu, Xi's predecessor, is the highest-ranking
judicial ofﬁcer implicated in corruption probes since 1949. He was sentenced to
life at the ﬁrst trial for taking bribery.
Xi's case – pointing to widespread corruption at the top of the judiciary
-- shocked the public to the core, despite the promise made by Supreme Court
President Zhou Qiang:“the charges against Xi have taught us a valuable lesson:
we need to｀contain judicial power in an institutional cage´to strengthen
the oversight on judicial system's operation, to keep it in check. We need to
bolster judicial openness, to facilitate transparency for sweeping scrutiny to
eradicate any chance for back-room deals or corruption. We will run our teams
with discipline -- impose strict disciplines to educate, guide, and supervise our
members with severe sanctions against any slight transgression. We demand zerotolerance for judicial malfeasance to ensure our court service is impeccable.＂

44

Any top-ranking judge's fall from grace implies there must have been many cases
subjected undue intervention from the top – perpetuating people's distrust of the
judicial system.
2.4.3 The Feminist Five arrested
On March 6 and 7, 2015 a total of nine feminists and gay-right activists
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were arrested in Beijing, Guangzhou and Hangzhou respectively. Five of them –
Li Tingting, Wei Tingting, Wang Man, Zheng Churan and Wu Rongrong – were
detained in Beijing.

45

They were held during the sensitive time of the Lianghui

[the Two Sessions: the annual plenary sessions in March of the National People's
Congress and the Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative
Conference] for an alleged campaign to protest against sexual harassment on
city buses. At least three of them are members of non-government organizations.
They were involved in previous protests including a skit to“occupy men's
room＂. The authority had not disclosed any information before western media
carried interviews with activists' lawyers.

46

American presidential hopeful Hillary Rodham Clinton considered this
incident a violation of human rights, and called for immediate release of the
Feminist Five. At the end of March 2015, the European Union issued a renewed
statement calling for the immediate release of the ﬁve women, saying“the recent
arrest and detention of women's rights activists in China on the grounds that
they wanted to launch a campaign against sexual harassment on International
Women's Day violates their right to demonstrate peacefully,＂and urging“China
not to restrict the activities of human rights defenders promoting human rights of
women.＂

47

The New York Times carried a piece of news analysis entitled Despite
Release, Feminists' Case Shows China's Hostility Toward Civic Action that
stated“since their actions were so successful in drawing public attention and in
inﬂuencing public policy, the｀sensitive´label that will now be put on this type
of campaign will likely set back China's women's rights movement, at least for
some time,＂said Maya Wang, an Asia researcher for Human Rights Watch.“Sadly
the ﬁve's release does not indicate a change of view by the government towards
civil society activists: It still treats them as criminals, rather than as partners in
solving pressing social problems.＂
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2.4.4 BMW driver's neurological evaluation challenged
Around 2 p.m. on June 20, 2015, a BMW vehicle driven by Wang Jijing
ran the red light at high speed causing two deaths, one injury and damages
to multiple cars in Qinhuai District of Nanjing. The incident triggered a
public outcry. On September 6, Nanjing City traffic authority posted on its
administrative Weibo [microblogging website] a judicial expert opinion issued
by the Nanjing Brain Hospital indicating a mental health evaluation showed that
Wang suffered from an acute temporary nerve dysfunction at the time of incident,
thus limiting his criminal liability.

49

In response, the Xinhua Net [an arm of the

state's ofﬁcial news agency] posted six questions wondering about 1. The Timing
(August 31). 2. The Motive of the evaluation. 3. Qualiﬁcation of the hospital and
the procedure. 4. Suspect's true identity and prior trafﬁc violation records, if any.
5. Suspect's medical history of mental illness, if any; how he had obtained the
driver's license; if the illness appears after the license, why he was allowed to
continue driving. 6. How the evaluation will impact judge's sentencing.

50

Legal expert opinions, in particular mental health evaluations of criminal
suspects, have been controversial and a subject of heated public debates. In this
case, the suspect's BMW car, considered a luxury in China, reinforced the deeprooted distrust of expert opinions and the stereo type that“rich people buy their
way out of crimes＂with mental evaluation reports. Many netizens, ignoring the
facts, even suggested, that“acute temporary neural dysfunction＂was only an
excuse to get away with crimes. Families of both victims told the media they
didn't trust judicial expert opinions, and were ambivalent about requesting a
second opinion. Public's distrust of such a procedure hit a new high fueled by
media hype of the families.
The lesson learned was, in a sensational and sensitive case like this, it is
imperative that authorities explain the law and purpose of judicial expert opinion
to victims' families and assuage their pain before conducting an evaluation of
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such legal implications. It is also necessary to forge a consensus before ofﬁcially
announcing the result to the media.

51

In this age of professionalism when

knowledge is perceived as a form of power, and the knowledge-derived power
is used to enforce the law, it is all the more critical to regulate, restrain and
scrutinize such a power. Be it mental evaluation or judicial proceeding, every
step along the way requires relevant expertise to make the right judgment, and
to comply with prescribed rules to ensure transparency. Court-appointed experts
should be held accountable to the public to justify his opinions rather than hiding
behind a veil of“authority on highly-specialized knowledge.＂Public's persistent
scrutiny of expert opinions in this Nanjing BMW case manifested the society's
collective distrust of the judicial system and fear of injustice from deals made
behind closed doors.

52

2.4.5 Attorney Pu Zhiqiang's case
Global spotlight was shed on China's leading human rights lawyer Pu
Zhiqiang － charged with“inciting racial hatred＂and“provoking disturbances＂
– when he appeared in a Beijing court on December 14, 2015 after two
postponements. The court cited Pu's Weibo [microblogging website] posts
criticizing government actions against Xinjiang and Yunna minority tribes:“If
you claim Xinjiang belongs to China, then you shouldn't treat it like a colony.
Don't behave like a conqueror or predator. Be it a preemptive or responsive
action, it is always a move to subdue, to treat the other side as enemy. This is
a ridiculous national policy.＂
“The Kunming incident was horribly gory; the
perpetrators had blood on their hands. You accused Xinjiang independence
activists of this terrorist act. I believe you this time. However that was the
consequence, not the cause. The casualties were so heavy that it was disastrous.
Then you claimed it was the atrocity committed by Xinjiang independence
activists; you are not to blame. I don't buy that.＂Regarding the charge of
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“provoking disturbances＂, the court cited Pu's Weibo posts assailing ofﬁcials
like Mao Xinyu and Shen Jilan and questioning the hyped ﬁctions surrounding
[the people´hero] Lei Feng. The prosecution charged Pu for“publicly insulting
others with abusive languages and disturbing social order; [he] should be held
accountable for criminal liability.＂But Pu's comments fall well within the scope
of freedom of speech

53

. While the world is amazed at China's ever-increasing

economic prowess, no one should forget China actually emerged onto the
global scene at the expenses of freedom and human rights of its people.

54

Pu

was found guilty on both charges and sentenced to three years in prison with
three years' probation. According to Chinese law, Pu would be disbarred for any
criminal conviction. Pu was given such a sentence means the authority could
detain him on the slightest pretext during the three-year probation. Pu will regain
his full-fledge freedom by the end of 2018, assuming there is no unexpected
complications.
People's desire for judicial rights and speech freedom will only grow
stronger and stronger along the trajectory of economic development. Proceedings
of Pu's case is the exact opposite of what people expect about judicial rights. Isn't
the desire for“safeguarding people's rights＂bred from long-term institutional
negligence? Regardless a democratic or autocratic society, law is always the
last line of defense for justice, and lawyers are people's agents for self-defense.
The court may be equipped with a number of outstanding fair-minded judges,
but people's rights will still be subject to the power of the state without lawyers
that are free to practice law. Because the concept of justice is elusive, it may not
come to light until after back-and-forth cross examination.

55

3. Overall evaluation of China’s judicial rights status
In modern day China, the politics“of Chinese characteristics＂and rampant
corruption have cast a deep-rooted doubt in people's mind about the feasibility
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of judicial independence in China. Moreover, existing parochialism and undue
influence from administrative hierarchy have hindered the recognition and
practice of judicial independence doctrines.

56

China is pushing through judicial reforms and infrastructure fine-tuning
primarily in three fronts: (1) structural reform to reduce locale-based bias, (2)
procedural adjustment to minimize administrative interference, and (3) moving
towards court-trial -centered proceedings

57

– for the purpose of reverting to the

rule of law. Such directions and efforts deserve to be commended!
After all, judicial reform is about resolving issues – to solve the most
glaring problems that obstruct the realization of justice. The reform should start
in the areas that people care about most. Whether judicial reforms are effective,
whether human rights are upheld, the answer hinges on whether reform efforts
bring about results in these areas. The ultimate goal of judicial reform is to build
an equitable and efﬁcient system where all parties feel they are treated in a fair
and just manner. Eventually, reform success or failure is subject to people's
judgement about actual implementation. Places to watch are: whether announced
reform projects are implemented to make people feel the difference; whether the
courts are actively seeking to duplicate the success of, and scale up, innovative
pilot programs; whether complicated issues are being debated and deliberated to
shape more reform initiatives to win over wider trust from the people. These are
vintage points from which to watch if China can effectively push through reform
endeavor beyond initial moves.
The watch on China's judicial human rights is essentially an observation
at close range, of a temporary nature and lacks precision. Many of the reform
projects are either continuation of existing programs rather than new initiatives,
or extension of reform propositions at the Third Plenum of the 18th CPC CC
Meeting. Such ventures tend to be disparate and fragmented without concerted
efforts, neither a heuristic long-term vision. There is little indication whether the
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long-term vision is valid, or when and how to achieve distant goals. Still, people
can extrapolate from current reform undertakings to plot out an outline of future
systems. Judicial reform serves as a litmus test whether China can actualize the
rule of law on the way to modernize state governance. Reform is also a crucial
leverage to make that happen. Without reform, continuation of existing deeprooted antiquated system and practices will only lead to perpetual sacrifice of
personal rights in the absence of any relief avenue to uphold and protect human
rights.
As China has advanced ﬁrmly on a path to market economy in development,
its legal framework is also being formulated with people's collective call to
incorporate higher level of judicial independence and fairness, rather than
passively accepting whatever is granted unilaterally by the government. When
shifting to free market mechanism, the Chinese society will continue to confront
and challenge existing multitude of failures to uphold judicial human rights.
Along the path of economic development, people's perception of civil rights
have evolved into comprehensive concerns over the society and individuals –
a growing respect for personal choices to fulfil one's rights while recognizing
overall beneﬁts to the society. Reform efforts also necessitate dealing with such
issues heads on; there is no way around it.
(Translated by Charlene Huang; Reviewed by the Author)
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Economic and Environmental Human Rights
Shin Chuei-ling*

Abstract
In the 30-plus years since its reform and opening, China has had many
giant accomplishments, but various dilemmas have surfaced as well. Whether in
terms of economic problems during the development process or environmental
costs paid for development, economic and environmental human rights have
been threatened in the midst of the accumulated highlight achievements. This
report reviews the economic and environmental human rights circumstances and
problems of the past year. The observation ﬁnds mainland Chinese ofﬁcials have
made systemic and policy efforts on both fronts; nevertheless, in economic rights,
dilemmas with respect to issues like the“new normal,＂market management,
income distribution, and labor rights are presenting challenges, while in
environmental rights, social environmental activism cases are ever more visible:
forces like public protests, vocalization of opinions, and mass organizations are
attacking ofﬁcial leadership's environmental governance methods. Under social
pressure to solve problems, national and local officials alike are accelerating
environmental governance reforms, but the pollution cannot be remediated
overnight. Overall, changes in concrete pollution issues are not yet visible.
Keywords: China, Economic Rights, Environmental Rights, 2015, Human Rights
Survey
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2015 China Economic and Environmental
Human Rights Survey
In the 30-plus years since its reform and opening, China has had many giant
accomplishments, but various dilemmas have surfaced as well. Whether in terms
of economic problems during the development process or environmental costs
paid for development, economic and environmental human rights have been
threatened in the midst of the accumulated highlight achievements. This report
presents the results of an observation of economic and environmental human
rights in China in 2015. It is divided into three parts. The ﬁrst covers economic
rights issues and has seven sections: the initial section explains the measures
and values established by the report, as well as the focuses of observation, and
each of the following six covers the progress and circumstances in one area of
focus. The second part covers environmental rights and has two sections: in the
ﬁrst various environmental pollution situations are reviewed, and in the second
environmental governance and related problems are considered in depth. The
third part is the conclusion of the report.

I. Economic Human Rights
A. Values Adopted and Areas of Focus
The first order of business in making economic rights observations is to
confirm the measurements and values and the areas of focus, as these have an
extremely large impact on the reproduction and interpretation of facts in a report
such as this one.
In defining economic rights values, mainland China has different core
thinking than the United Nations´(UN) International Covenant on Economic,
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Social and Cultural Rights. While the two are not mutually exclusive, they differ
in the weight they assign to different values. The UN emphasizes protecting
basic economic freedom, guaranteeing the requirements for a minimum standard
of living are met, and achieving economic distributive justice as core values.
In contrast, mainland China values room for development as the paramount
economic rights value. In its white paper Progress in China's Human Rights in
2014, released in August 2015, the right to develop is listed as the ﬁrst item.

1

An official press release from China's State Council emphasizes,“The
Communist Party of China (CPC) and the Chinese government are coordinating
the advancement toward the comprehensive establishment of a moderately
prosperous society, the comprehensive deepening of reform…Chinese citizens
receiving more practical benefits from national development and progress is a
2

new accomplishment in China's human rights work. ＂
The report states that the ideals enshrined in the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights have universal value, but as a developing
state, China is a special case. Although mainland China ratified the covenant
in 2001 and agreed to make it a foundation of its domestic legal system and
regulations, every country's economic and social development circumstances
are different, and the concrete practical content within the covenant does not
include uniform and legalized international standards, says the report; hence,
observations of China's economic rights must take survival and development into
account alongside fairness and justice, and not lean toward one side or the other.
Besides value judgment, the selection of main topics also greatly inﬂuences
observations. This report comes from three angles: macro descriptions, market
observations, and labor rights. The ﬁrst contributes to objectively displaying the
present circumstances and characteristics of the economy. The second can be
used to seize on threats to fair trade and economic development within economic
transaction processes. The third directly looks at the situation and treatment of
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workers.
From these angles, the report establishes corresponding observation topics.
For macro description, overall economic performance is the object of scrutiny,
and it can be seen that in 2015 mainland China's economic performance was not
ideal. Growth slowed to the lowest level since the beginning of the mainland's
reform and opening. Where the market is concerned, credit, corruption, fair
competition, and fair trade problems again posed major challenges. Because labor
rights involve the allocation of the conditions for survival as well as fairness and
justice, the report's concrete subjects are the mainland Chinese economy's new
normal, finance and credit, consumer rights and interests, the anti-corruption
campaign, the wealth gap, and labor rights.
These are the points of focus from which the dilemmas and challenges of
the year's economic human rights development will be explained.

B. Economic Growth Decelerating
Looking at the overall performance of the mainland Chinese economy in
2015, in manpower, investment, production, and demand alike, a comprehensive
structural slowdown known as“the new normal＂can be seen. According to the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) report Summer Economic Blue
Book: China Economic Growth Report (2014-2015), the projected annual growth
rate was 6.9%. Every statistic reflected that the manufacturing industry was
vexed by insufﬁcient domestic and foreign demand.
As for import-export ﬁrms, because demand was still weak in core markets
like the U.S. and Europe, a Thomson Reuters/INSEAD survey of 103 small and
medium-sized manufacturing companies found two thirds had cut prices to take
overseas orders. This kind of situation was expected to continue at least another
half-year. One third of enterprises believed that export sluggishness would
continue for over a year. A new wave of factory closures was also foreseen.
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The Producer Price Index (PPI) has fallen 43 months in a row. The
Consumer Price Index (CPI) has been falling since the middle of last year. The
housing industry is at a 6-year low. Manufacturing businesses such as carmakers
are shrinking. The stock market fell violently after making crazy gains.
Capital flight is grave. A Kansas Fed report stated that as of September
2015, mainland China had had net capital outﬂow for 5 consecutive quarters, a
phenomenon not seen there since 2000, and the amount of money departing was
a new record. The People's Bank of China (PBC) also conﬁrmed that mainland
China's global foreign exchange reserves are falling, having dropped US$87.2
billion in November 2015 to US$3.44 trillion total, the lowest total since
February 2013. This was the third-biggest ever monthly drop in the country's
foreign exchange reserves.
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In the face of the direct assault and risks formed by the economic slowdown,
in the short term the Chinese government has worked to lower interest rates and
stabilize local ﬁnances. Since November 2014, the PBC has continually lowered
interest rates to sustain the most sluggish economic growth since the reform and
opening began.
The CPC Politburo is forming a policy response to the new normal. The new
normal emphasizes comprehensive change via responsive phase transformation,
so that the path of economic growth shifts from the imitation phase to the
autonomous innovation phase. New normal theory includes the following major
points:
1. Mainland China's economic performance this year is the result of long-running
distortion of the prices of factors of production and excessive devaluation of
the nation's currency. Deceleration of economic growth is necessary in order to
accomplish this.
2. Ofﬁcials maintain that one must not become anxious about the phenomenon of
slowing growth, which should instead be seen as a “cleaning mechanism＂
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which cleans out “zombie industries＂ that can only imitate technology, not
autonomously innovate.
3. The government is proposing a series of finance and investment policies
to enhance the power of investment, encourage businesses to upgrade
technologically, and stimulate economic growth. The PBC is continuing
monetary easing and exchange rate depreciation.
Although officials are facing the challenges of the new normal squarely,
mainland China's economy is still caught in a dilemma that is difﬁcult to escape.
Various stimulatory policies have not yet displayed results in the short term.

C. Debt Default Risk
According to a February 2015 McKinsey report, mainland China's total debt
level has tripled in the last eight years and is now equivalent to 282% of GDP.
Three major risks are family, non-ﬁnancial company, and government debt,
about half of which are directly or indirectly tied to the housing market. China's
business debt is 125% of GDP, one of the highest rates in the world. Local
government debt is swiftly increasing. Amidst this massive amount of credit,
although most debtors have their credit under control, many are insolvent, such
as the Kaisa Group. Moreover, one third of China's debt balance originates in the
shadow banking system.
Even more worrying than the absolute value of debt is the speed at which
debt is expanding.
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Shanshui Cement, mainland China's seventh-biggest cement

producer, became China's ﬁrst company to default on a domestic short-term loan
when it was unable to repay 2 billion RMB in loans on November 12, 2015.
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The biggest worry at the present stage of economic development is liquidity risk
in the credit market, a potential ﬁnancial crisis, and the bursting of a real estate
bubble that could result.
Over the past year, investment in the real estate market has noticeably
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slumped as credit risk has become more threatening and financing difficulties
have risen. According to the National Bureau of Statistics of China, from January
to August 2015 year-on-year growth in real estate investment fell from 10.4% to
3.5%.
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At the end of May 2015, mainland China's“3-30＂real estate policy had

loosened real estate purchase restrictions nationwide, warming up city markets.
In July, the latest ofﬁcial real estate sales statistics revealed that the market
had turned for the better in ﬁrst- and second-tier cities, especially Shenzhen, but
was still sliding in third- and fourth-tier cities. This dualism was becoming ever
more severe.
UBS predicted that even if Chinese Communist party continues to support
capital construction, next year's real estate ﬁxed asset investment would slow to
about 2% growth, and total national ﬁxed asset investment growth to 10%. The
revenue of real estate-related companies will decrease, and the quality of bans´
investments will worsen further. Local treasuries will have no choice but to
reduce their dependence on land revenues.
In response to credit default risks and financing difficulties, the Chinese
government has resorted to a series of measures. Whether they will help bring
improvement in the years to come, and what effect debt will have on conﬁdence
in the mainland Chinese market, still remain to be seen:
• Local debt reform: In September 2015, local governments began converting
debt into low-interest local bonds. In so doing, they can steadily service the
US$3 trillion in debt they have rapidly accumulated over the past 6 years.
Beijing hopes that through the reduction of debt repayment costs of local
governments, in the short term over 10 billion RMB of liquidity can be
released. If this plan succeeds, the central government could expand it in the
future.
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• Deposit insurance system: May 1, 2015, Beijing began to implement a deposit
insurance system in an attempt to bring risk inside the ﬁnancial system.
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October, the PBC abolished the deposit interest ceiling, encouraging more
intense competition between commercial banks, in order to guide funding
to the economic sector that most needs funding: micro-, small, and private
enterprises.

10

• Bank lending management: In light of the stock market rescue and cleanup of
local government debt both requiring reliance on commercial bank lending,
China has injected funds into the so-called policy banks (China Development
Bank and the Export-Import Bank of China) to assist in lending growth.
Because it holds shares in these two banks, the PBC can more easily go
through them to implement the easing policy it desires. With exports anemic
this year, the funding gives room for supporting overseas projects.
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D. The Corruption Problem
Corruption has always been a hidden problem in China's economy and
markets. Since the 18th National Congress in 2012, the Xi-Li administration has
put forward anti-corruption policies that take direct aim at state-owned enterprise
(SOE) interest groups. Under the Xi Jinping regime, Central Commission for
Discipline Inspection Secretary Wang Qishan has spearheaded an anti-corruption
campaign that has comprehensively attacked SOE corruption. Under deliberate
ofﬁcial leadership, this year's developments in the war on corruption have been
threefold:
1. Contra SOE corruption: SOEs are still the main focus of the official anticorruption campaign, which has expanded to corporate finance. At the
beginning of this year, media reported that at least 70 publicly traded
companies had been investigated for corruption. Roughly a quarter of them—
18—were in resources industries, including non-ferrous metals, coal, oil, and
gas. Additionally, the 70 included 6 companies in ﬁnance, 4 in medicine, and
3 in transport, including air and sea transport. The 6 real estate companies
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reported to have been implicated were Kaisa, Agile, Fantasia, CR Land, Yihua,
and Guangsha.
The anti-corruption campaign has also established a cooperation network
with the United States. A U.S. Department of State official stated that
in Clark, Pampanga, Philippines during an APEC Anti-Corruption and
Transparency Experts Working Group meeting period, American and Chinese
ofﬁcials discussed methods of repatriating corrupt ofﬁcials who had escaped
abroad.
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According to Beijing's statistics, about 150 Chinese officials

under pursuit for corruption have ﬂed to the United States. Chinese judicial
authorities have already sent the U.S. government a priority list of people to
arrest. From October 2014 to now, the Chinese government has repatriated 49
suspected economic criminals from 17 countries.
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2. Contra private business corruption: The Chinese Communist anti-corruption
campaign has continued for two years, and in 2015 it expanded from SOEs
to private businesses. A representative case is the investigation of Minsheng
Bank President Mao Xiaofeng on suspicion he is connected to the Ling Jihua
case. Minsheng Bank was founded in 1996 as one of the ﬁrst private ﬁnancial
institutions in contemporary China. It is headquartered in Beijing, and rapidly
grew by providing ﬁnancing to small business owners and their industries.
It has become one of the world's largest banks, with over 3.2 trillion RMB
in net assets. Its shareholders include many important capitalists, and the
market expects that Mao Xiaofeng will not be the only person at his echelon
implicated. The influence of the Mao case is twofold: firstly, mainland
Chinese business leaders have become extremely worried that in the future
more people will be drawn into anti-corruption cases;
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secondly, as the

anti-corruption campaign has gained strength, private businesses have begun
voluntarily joining it by strengthening their internal auditing. The Dalian
Wanda Group is representative in this respect.

15
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3. Contra foreign business corruption: Since 2014 the campaign has visibly
turned toward businesses with foreign investment. It has even been classiﬁed
as a new “China risk＂ for foreign-invested businesses in mainland China.

16

According to the 2015 China Business Report issued by Control Risks and
the American Chamber of Commerce in Shanghai, foreign businesses have
already felt pressure from China's severe corruption crackdown. Under the
campaign many famous companies have been assessed huge ﬁnes, and many
high-ranking government officials have been jailed. 52% of high-ranking
company officials interviewed stated the possibility their own company will
become a target of the anti-corruption campaign this year has risen. Because
Chinese laws and regulations are unclear, many foreign companies are
already preparing for the threat.
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Well-known foreign companies that have

been accused of involvement with corrupt officials in recent years include
GSK, Mead Johnson, Avon, Pfizer, Morgan Stanley, Johnson & Johnson,
Daimler, Rio Tinto, Siemens, and IBM. In response to foreign companies'
unrest, Chinese ofﬁcials have indicated that at least 500,000 corruption cases
have been investigated over the past 10 years; 64% of them were related to
international trade or foreign businesses; and the number of foreign companies
implicated for bribery has not been significantly worse than the number of
domestic companies.

18

E. Consumers’ Rights and Interests
As mainland China is a developing economy, the safety and credibility of
its consumer market is related to its overall economic performance and directly
influences citizens' confidence in their survival as well as their quality of life.
In Renmin University of China's 2015 China development confidence survey,
the three biggest worries of the respondents were food safety (14.5%), seeing a
doctor (12.8%), and children's schooling (11.9%).
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The top three of the 2014
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report were seeing a doctor, housing, and food safety, respectively, so two of the
subjects overlapped, and food safety vaulted from third place to ﬁrst.
The Jiangnan University Food Safety Research Base and China Food Safety
Public Opinion Research Center's China Food Safety Development Report
(2015) and 2014 China Food Safety Incident Analysis Report indicated that in
the decade from 2005 to 2014, food safety incidents were frequent in mainland
China: at least 227,000, or 62 per day.
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In response, the Chinese government this year promulgated its strictest food
safety laws to date, but time will tell if they are effective.
Besides food safety, other important subjects with gradually greater
inﬂuence on consumers' rights and interests are counterfeit goods, online ﬁnance
safety, and product and service rental and credit issues caused by the sharing
economy.

F. Wealth Inequality
Excessive wealth inequality has always been a potential crisis of China's
economic development. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has indicated
that the gap between China's rich and poor has continuously risen and China
already is one of the nations with the greatest wealth inequality.
The top 20% in income make almost half of all income, and the lowest 20%
make less than 5% of total income. There are over 2.4 million households with
annual income exceeding US$1 million, second only to the U.S.
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Wealth-X,

an American think tank researching the wealthiest people, found that in 2014
China's“ultra-wealthy,＂whose assets surpass US$30 million, saw surprising net
asset growth. Their net assets reached US$1.6 trillion total, which is 7.3% of all
Chinese wealth. The net assets of China's ultra-wealthy are predicted to increase
by US$80 billion, or 5.2%, in 2015.
Summer Economic Blue Book: China Economic Growth Report (2014-2015),
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published by the CASS Academic Division of Economics and the Social Science
Academic Press, uses farmers turned migrant workers as the representatives
of low-income laborers, and states their wage income level in comparison to
economic growth has fallen to its lowest level in contemporary history. From
2016 to 2020, China's economic growth is expected to stabilize or to moderately
rebound, while the average income of residents is projected to fall. Income
inequality will thus widen, and low-income laborers´share of income will
continue to plummet. It is projected that 5% of urban residents and about 20% of
rural residents do not make enough money to cover their cost of living, and thus
they have a negative savings rate. Meanwhile, the highest-income urban residents
are making 28.9% of total income and boast a savings rate of 38%.

22

Income inequality not only widens the regional development divide but
also shapes new social class ﬁssures. About 60% of wealthy Chinese with assets
US$30-49 million live in ﬁrst-tier cities like Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and
Guangzhou, making the development gap between the coastal first-tier cities
and the other regions even more visible. Besides that, class mobility is gradually
being assaulted. The middle class, white-collar workers, and university graduates
are having a harder and harder time ﬁnding jobs. High-income job opportunities
are declining due to saturation. Hence the wage standards of the middle class are
facing downward pressure. Stagnation in household income growth is becoming
an ever more common predicament.

23

G. Labor Rights
Alongside the steady rise of labor rights consciousness, China's
manufacturing has slid. Its economic depression has caused a wave of factory
closures. Meanwhile there have been abundant labor controversies involving
various issues, including labor insurance, working environment, labor
compensation, and labor organizations. For example, the revelation of the sudden
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closure of a Chinese factory of one of global clothing retailer UNIQLO's contract
manufacturers caused a workers' strike. Because Shenzhen Artigas Clothing &
Leatherware, the main character in the drama, had not contributed to the workers'
social insurance fund, there had been three work stoppages since 2014 already.
Artigas management made unauthorized changes to its relationship with labor
and transferred the contracts of the old factory's workers to Lever Style Inc.; the
workers accused it of violating the Labor Contract Law and expressed a desire
for collective bargaining with factory management.
Workplace safety is another issue that has inspired labor rights disputes.
China Labor Watch (CLW), which is headquartered in New York, has surveyed
Apple's suppliers and indicated that although Apple has made many promises
in response to CLW's 2013 report, CLW's undercover investigation found that
even one of Apple's best mainland Chinese factories in terms of conduct, GNDC
(Shanghai) Co., had not made changes in 11 of 21 labor rights indices, and had
even gotten worse in 5 of them. Improvement was only seen in 4 indices.
During iPhone assembly, workers come into contact with many kinds of
toxic chemicals, including cadmium, mercury, hexavalent chromium, and arsenic.
Yet no one explains to the workers at what stage in the production process this
contact occurs, or how they can protect themselves and avoid injury, CLW states.
Even worse, CLW's incomplete statistics indicate that in the two-plus years since
July 2013, at least 10 young workers had died suddenly or irregularly at the
GNDC Shanghai factory.

24

Besides insurance and workplace safety, compensation and labor
organization problems are also important controversies. The Chinese government
has formulated some response policies in order to raise worker compensation
and reduce labor disputes. At the beginning of October, 24 cities raised
their minimum wage standards. Shenzhen and Guangdong, two cities where
the manufacturing industry is concentrated, are first and third in this area
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respectively, with minimum wages of 2,030 RMB and 1,895 RMB. Geoffrey
Crothal of the China Labour Bulletin believes that even following this raise the
minimum wage level is still not satisfactory, and the key to the problem is not
wage standards alone, but the balance of power between management and labor
in overall worker conditions and Chinese factories. Labor rights advocates state
that with economic conditions worsening, grassroots organizations' activities
have been hit by greater restrictions and pressure.

25

II. Environmental Human Rights
Although environmental issues are often ignored in human rights
discussion, the environment is indeed closely related to human rights. Pollution's
environmental damage and effect on lives and health, and the corresponding
environmental governance participation opportunities and methods, all inﬂuence
humanity's existence, ethnic groups' development, and the continuation of
culture. In other words, environmental human rights meet the value principles
highlighted by the UN's International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and
International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights.
In the past, mainland China put economic development ﬁrst. However, since
the reform and opening of the economy, and with unstinting economic growth,
attendant pollution problems have grown more serious by the day. Environmental
issues are now ﬁnally considered important by every sector of mainland China.
Each sector has a sense of urgency about handling environmental issues and
understands that environmental protection can not only advance alongside
economic development but also contribute to economic development. Overall,
the sectors of mainland China as well as international society are gradually
becoming more consistent in environmental awareness.
Under this premise, the report discusses the issue with two major axes:
environmental pollution and environmental governance. The ﬁrst section focuses
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on the current state of land, air, and water pollution, and also discusses the
pollution problems in the aftermath of the August 2015 Tianjin explosion. The
second section covers mainland China's environmental governance methods and
progress.

A. The Current State of Environmental Pollution
(1) Air Pollution
According to a research report released in August 2015 by Berkeley Earth,
an organization in the U.S. state of California, about 83% of Chinese live amidst
air that would be considered unhealthy by U.S. standards. The most dangerous
air pollutants measured in the research are PM2.5, fine particulate matter no
more than 2.5 micrometers in diameter, which can enter humans' lungs and be
absorbed into their bloodstream, inducing asthma, strokes, lung cancer, and
myocardial infarctions. The research data was collected hourly from 1,500
ground sensor stations in places like mainland China, Taiwan, and North Korea
for four months. The results show that China's air pollution problem has not yet
concretely improved.
Another non-governmental organization (NGO), Greenpeace East Asia, in
April 2015 discovered that amidst the 360 mainland Chinese cities it observed,
about 90% had air quality below the national air quality standards from January
to March 2015.
The core problem is deaths induced by air pollution. Berkeley Earth's
research shows air pollution is a factor in 17% of China's deaths every year.
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In fact, air pollution induces far more deaths than AIDS or malaria. The highest
number of air pollution-caused deaths belongs to China, at 1.4 million per year,
followed by India at 645,000 and Pakistan at 110,000 annually.
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The major cause of coarse particulate matter between 2.5 and 10
micrometers in diameter is road dust. The major cause of PM2.5 is the burning
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of fossil fuels (including automobile exhaust and coal-burning) and volatile
organic compounds. In the north, where industry is concentrated, PM2.5 makes
up the majority of airborne particles. However, mainland China's Air Pollution
Index (API) was only recently adjusted to be based on PM2.5 concentration
levels.
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The Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region's air quality has improved year-over-

year and month-over-month, but the concentration levels of some pollutants have
increased. In the Yangtze River Delta region, air quality has improved year-overyear and been steady month-over-month. In the Pearl River Delta region, air
quality has worsened both year-over-year and month-over-month.
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(2) Water Pollution
Mainland China's water pollution situation is very severe, and to date there
have been virtually no signs of improvement. According to the overall water
pollution statistics of the Ministry of Environmental Protection's (MEP) 2014
Report on the State of the Environment in China, almost two thirds (over 60%)
of groundwater and one third of surface water are unsuitable for direct human
contact. Water quality monitoring of the 968 state-controlled surface water
monitoring sections and points across mainland China's 423 major rivers and
62 major lakes and reservoirs revealed that 27.7% and 9.2% of the sections had
Class IV-V water quality and sub-Class V water quality, respectively. Hence close
to 40% did not meet the standards for everyday drinking water, aquaculture, or
swimming. Among the 4,896 monitoring points for groundwater, water quality
was excellent at 10.8%, good at 25.9%, relatively good at 1.8%, relatively bad at
45.4%, and very bad at 16.1%.
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Amongst the some 100,000 total kilometers of length of mainland China's
700-plus rivers, 46.5% of these river kilometers are polluted, and 10.6% severely
polluted and useless. Over 90% of urban waters are severely polluted. River
pollution is spreading and penetrating from east to west, from tributaries to main
stems, from the city to the countryside, from above ground to below ground,
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and from regions to drainage basins. Organic pollutants are widespread in the
country's seven major drainage basins. Eutrophication of major lakes is severe.
The order of pollution of the nation's seven major river systems, from most to
least severe, is: Liao River, Hai River, Huai River, Yellow River, Songhua River,
Pearl River, and Yangtze River. Over 70% of the sections of the Liao, Hai, Huai,
and Yellow rivers are all polluted.
It is obvious that mainland China's water pollution problem is extremely
serious. Former National People's Congress Committee of Environmental and
Natural Resource Conservation Chairman Qu Geping has said,“China's water
pollution problems are getting worse and worse, not better and better. The
31

outlook for the future is very pessimistic. ＂
Businesses' emissions, excessive mining, and oil leaks and spills are
all culprits for water pollution. Large-scale disposal of garbage and animal
carcasses in water makes the problem worse and even risks lives and health.
“Cancer villages＂are constantly emerging in long numbers in the increasingly
impoverished districts with polluted water, which has lifted the incidence rates of
malignant tumors of esophageal, liver, and stomach cancer.
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“Countless＂quantities of ﬂuoride and arsenic have polluted China's water
sources. The pollution problem is already beyond control. In recent years China
has virtually without fail seen at least 1,700 water pollution incidents per year.
According to statistics published by New Tang Dynasty Television in its Oriental
Outlook magazine, long-term arsenic, ﬂuoride, and iodine pollution in drinking
water has already caused severe symptoms in 21 million Chinese and put at least
87 million people at risk.
(3) Soil Pollution
Amidst the three major types of pollution, soil pollution is particularly
tricky. Pollution in the soil enters the water and pollutes farmland.
The problem began in the 1950s, when a large number of heavy industries
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moved to rural villages. Wind and rain send the black smoke and dust factories
emit into the nearby villages. Irrigation channels carry the wastewater from
mining areas and smelters to numerous farmlands. Moreover, since the economic
reform that began in the 1980s, farmers have excessively used pesticides and
fertilizers to increase the yields of barren farmlands. Various inappropriate
economic activities have accumulated over the long term to cause wounds people
don't dare to face directly.
Mainland Chinese authorities spent US$150 million to conduct a national
soil pollution survey from 2006-2011. The survey was at the time classiﬁed as a
“national secret＂and was ﬁnally released in 2014. It shows that close to one
fifth of arable land is polluted, but the public content doesn't show how the
pollution is distributed.

33

Soil pollution problems are continuing to receive attention and are being
researched by more and more institutions:
• The Ministry of Agriculture this year promulgated a survey further revealing
that over 40% of mainland China's arable land area has degenerated, and the
land pollution problem is becoming ever more severe.
• The Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences Institute of Agricultural
Resources and Regional Planning's statistics show that the North China
Plain's secondary salinization is severe, and the fertility of the black soil of the
northeast is attenuating. Organic matter within soil is rapidly decreasing. Soil
erosion is causing farmland to deteriorate in the northwest, red soil to become
barren in the central south, and soil acidiﬁcation and heavy metal pollution to
become more serious, further contributing to the deterioration of arable land's
quality.
• The Hubei Provincial Department of Agriculture soil and fertilizer station's
research shows that to date Hubei's ﬁrst-class soil has decreased in quantity by
28.14%, and its poor-quality soil is rapidly increasing. Soil that is sixth-class or
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worse has more than tripled. Moreover, the problems with arable land quality
severely impact the land's output.
Soil pollution influences staple grain safety and threatens human health.
Since 2008, China has changed from a major net grain exporter to a major
net grain importer. Statistics promulgated by Communist China's General
Administration of Customs show that in 2014, imports of cereals, wheat most of
all, signiﬁcantly accelerated. The year-over-year growth in cereals imports for the
ﬁrst seven months was 80.7%. Concerns about China's staple grains security thus
grew. Cadmium concentrations within China's soil increased universally: by over
50% in the southwest and coastal regions, and by 10-40% in the north, northeast,
and west. There is now carcinogenic rice growing all over mainland China.
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Soil pollution is difficult to remediate. Soil is characteristically easy to
pollute and difﬁcult to treat. Treatment of 1 million hectares of polluted soil costs
at least 140 billion RMB. The influence of polluted soil on human health and
lives, however, is very deep and far-reaching.
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(4) Other Pollution
Besides the“big three＂of air, water, and soil pollution, other readily
apparent forms of pollution are industrial pollution, desert sewage, garbage
pollution, and marine pollution. The movement of pollution to the desert is a
new environmental problem for China. Because environmental governance is
stronger and regulations are more stringent in economically developed regions,
some polluters, including companies driven out of business in the east, have in
the pursuit of proﬁt moved to undeveloped, sparsely populated regions where law
enforcement capabilities are insufﬁcient.
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Based on General Administration of Customs data, in 2014 customs
authorities seized 192,000 tonnes of garbage brought in from abroad. Foremost
among it was electronic waste, slag, and old clothing. This was 3.3 times the
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amount seized the year before. Through various channels, this waste is brought
into large and small plastic recycling plants, forming an industry. Profits have
increased over 10 times. Smuggled unsorted garbage severely threatens ecology,
including water sources, air, and soil. However, many factories only value
their own economic benefit. Lack of standards and course handling during the
recycling process causes severe pollution of some regions´water sources and air.
37

(5) The Tianjin Explosion
Another pollution problem is the pollution caused by accidents. In August
2015, a major explosion in Tianjin's Binhai New Area caused grave casualties.
Because there were some 700 tons of highly toxic cyanide at the site, there were
suspicions the poison would escape into the environment. Although ofﬁcials ﬁrst
declared that cyanide pollution can be effectively controlled, they changed their
statement to note poison could leak out during rainfall.
One week after the explosion, Greenpeace entered a core explosion area 3
km in radius and investigated several aquatic areas bordering residences and Hai
riverside locations with cyanide concentrations where large numbers of dead ﬁsh
were discovered. Greenpeace's investigation found that some residential areas´
water resources, as well as Hai River areas, certainly included trace amounts of
cyanide.

38

B. Environmental Governance
When environmental pollution is no longer easy to ignore, environmental
governance becomes an important political subject. Environmental issues
frequently inspire mass protests, and public opinion leaders are raising an outcry
about the urgent necessity of improving the environment, a formerly taboo
subject. Amidst public discontent, mainland Chinese ofﬁcials have been forced to
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respond, for example by publishing sensitive information and permitting NGOs
to participate in environmental governance. At the same time, through legal,
policy, and economic incentives, pollution management mechanisms have been
comprehensively overhauled. However, ofﬁcial data's accuracy and truthfulness
is still commonly questioned, and the effects of greater governance remain to be
seen.
(1) Public Participation
The biggest change in China's environmental governance is that public
participation has begun to be admitted. With the slowdown of economic growth,
have basic living conditions satisﬁed, society is collectively becoming aware of
the imbalances of economic development. Smog, heavy metal pollution, unclean
water sources, and poisonous rice inﬂuence health and quality of life. The pace
of the government's improvements cannot satisfy society's expectations. Street
protests are occurring in ever greater numbers, and the risk of a social tipping
point has emerged.

39

For instance, beginning in mid-March 2015, at the periphery of an industrial
park in Naiman Banner, Inner Mongolia over 1,000 citizens protested years of
pollution by about 20 chemical companies in and near the industrial park. The
protesters blocked the road leading to the chemical plants, only to be met by
police suppression. During the conﬂict, police cars were overturned. Ultimately
the local government was forced to announce that all chemical plant production
in the area would be halted, the land expropriated, and the companies moved.
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In a Sunday of April 2015, in Heyuan City, Guangdong Province, thousands
of citizens demonstrated in front of city hall to protest the pollution from the
second-phase construction of the Heyuan power plant. The citizens believed that
the years of operation of the ﬁrst-phase power plant had led to severe smog and
an obvious drop in air quality. Over 10,000 Heyuan citizens signed a petition to
oppose the second phase of construction. Although the city government held a
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“communication meeting＂with“netizen representatives＂on the subject, several
citizens still questioned whether the project would make pollution even worse.
Reports say that on the Sunday of the protest, the Heyuan City Government
stationed a large number of police at the site, and they followed the marchers
street by street, but there were no violent incidents.
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In June 2015 in Shanghai, over 50,000 people participated in an
environmental protest against the construction of a chemical plant. Reports
indicate that the evening of June 27, there were intense conflicts with police
during a protest with 30 to 50 thousand participants.
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Besides the displays of crowd power, opinion leaders are openly saying the
environment cannot be ignored. Chai Jing, a famous former CCTV journalist
and host, self-funded the documentary Under the Dome, which depicts and
investigates the smog problem. After it was shared on the Internet February 28,
2015, it acquired 35 million hits across numerous platforms within a single day.
It inspired a wave of Chinese media commentary and public discussion. The
noteworthy views it presented include recommending legislation to make relevant
information open and transparent and facilitate citizen and social collective
oversight, informing citizens about how to report illegal company actions they
encounter in their daily lives, and proposing the opening of polluters´markets,
especially energy and automobiles, to free competition that could force quality
improvement.
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The appearance of environmental public interest groups, the launch of
environmental public interest litigation, and other phenomena are manifestations
of citizens´environmental demands. The Institute of Public and Environmental
Affairs, a Chinese NGO, has worked to promote open information about China's
environment and public participation. The IPE has collected governmentprovided environmental data and turned it into a self-explanatory information
map. It has also developed a cell phone app where citizens can“like＂and share
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environmentalist posts at a glance, greatly lowering the threshold for showing
care for the environment.

44

The signiﬁcance of public interest litigation is in strengthening the public's
environmental protection awareness. With the establishment of environmentalist
public participation and concepts, environmental law violations can be
discovered and halted in a timely fashion. However, in practice public interest
litigation has a threshold for implementation. The law defines public interest
organizations strictly. Those that have been registered with the Bureau of Civil
Administration less than ﬁve years have virtually no chance of their cases being
heard. Moreover, most environmentalist organizations lack sufﬁcient economic
and scientiﬁc research capacities to bring litigation forward.
(2) Laws and Regulations
While environmental threats have multiplied, the Chinese government
has comprehensively amended relevant laws from the national to the local
level. However, environmental protection is a portfolio divided among several
different agencies; there are differences between every locality's environmental
laws and regulations; democratic institutions are insufficient; and selfishness
is widespread. Hence, every stage of environmental protection, whether it's
legislation or law enforcement, is difﬁcult.

45

In response to the various problems and maladies, the new Environmental
Protection Law, which is considered the biggest Chinese environmental legal
and regulatory breakthrough in over 20 years, has set the following guiding
principles:
• Each level of government is provided stronger monitoring and management
duties and powers, such as the ability to close down and detain facilities and
equipment that emit pollutants.
• A red line for ecological protection is drawn to protect areas that are sensitive,
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fragile, or have ecological functions. Prevention of pollution and other public
hazards is strengthened. Emissions fees are to be levied. An emissions permit
system is to be implemented.
• The legal responsibility of companies is increased. Institutions that issue
sanctions can assess additional daily penalties to companies that refuse to
reform after being legally ordered to do so, with no ceiling on the penalties.
• Every level of government and construction unit is mandated to make
environmental data open. Citizen participation is encouraged. A new public
interest litigation system is added. Cooperating social organizations are
permitted to present litigation cases to People's Courts for the sake of
environmental public interest.

46

Several important laws and regulations are being amended to bring them in
line with the new Environmental Protection Law.
The Water Pollution Control Action Plan (also known as the 10 water
measures) is seen as the guide to national water pollution control action. Its
measures include strict implementation of a full water pollution control program
for key industries as well as risk management of toxic and hazardous substances.
Moreover, at the local People's Congress and Chinese People's Political
Consultative Conference meetings, not only regions that have traditionally
emphasized environmental governance like the Yangtze River Delta and the
Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area but also northwestern areas like Gansu and Qinghai
and southwestern regions like Yunnan and Sichuan made clear-cut proposals
to increase water pollution governance strength. All named drainage basin
governance, drinking-water source protection, and groundwater pollution
prevention as areas of focus.

47

To promote environmental governance, energy conservation, and emissions
reduction, China's Ministry of Finance has adjusted oil consumption taxes. The
sales taxes for gasoline, naphtha, solvent oil, and lubricants were raised from 1.4
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RMB per liter to 1.52. The sales taxes for diesel and aviation kerosene and fuel
oil were raised from 1.1 RMB per liter to 1.2.

48

The 13th Five-Year Plan puts forward plans devoted to environmental
problems. The MEP compiled Environmental Planning Thoughts for the 13th
Five-Year Plan (2014-2015), which presents the foundation of the environmental
planning in the 13th Five-Year Plan as well as the circumstances, objectives,
major strategic tasks, major engineering projects, system construction, and policy
innovation. It established an environmental quality goal management model,
including an urban matrix for air, water, and soil quality goals.
Regarding concrete objectives for total control, besides continuing to
implement total control of four types of common pollutants, four more types
will be added: industrial smoke and dust, volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
total nitrogen, and total phosphorous. As for water pollution governance, the
environmental portion of the 13th Five-Year Plan adds total control of total
nitrogen and total phosphorous for key areas like lakes and coastal waters as well
as key industries. Regarding air pollution, industrial smoke and dust and VOCs
are incorporated into total control for key regions and industries, and the cost of
pollution is estimated at 3% of GDP.
In practical implementation, Wang Jinnan has made six proposals: greening
the national economy, giving space to environmental functions, utilizing national
lands, legislating on environmental protection, making governance subjects more
diverse, and making environmental data open.
According to the Opinions on Pushing Third-party Governance over
Environmental Pollution printed and distributed by the General Office of the
State Council, the deployment of reformist innovative pollution governance
models will attract and expand investment of social capital to promote the
development of environmental services. Cooperation with third parties on
pollution control is an important means of advancing the professionalization of
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environmental protection facility construction and operation, and it promotes the
development of environmental services. With areas like environmental public
facilities and industrial zones as the focus, and marketization, professionalization,
and industrialization as the guide, the government wants to create a favorable
market and political environment and improve government management and
services to create a sound third-party governance market, and improve pollution
governance standards. This plan is still being formulated, and if it is to be
practically effective, the government must strengthen organizational leadership,
create sound work mechanisms, and perfect oversight systems to formulate and
carry out implementation regulations for third-party governance.

49

The Supreme People's Court has officially unveiled its environment
and resource justice research center. Its goals are to allow citizens to feel the
convenience and effectiveness of using legal means to resolve environmental
problems and to support research of the difﬁculties faced during the creation and
enforcement of environmental legislation so that legislation, enforcement, and
the judiciary better satisfy needs.

50

Besides central policies, laws, and regulations, in terms of local policy
orientation every locality has different enforcement programs. The Beijing
Government, which is holding the 2022 Winter Olympics, hopes that from 2017
onward the city's annual average PM 2.5 concentration will be 75% or less of
the 2012 total, and will be contained at around 60 micrograms for cubic meter.
Meanwhile, 300 polluting enterprises will be eliminated. Beijing will forcefully
suppress coal-burning. In March 2015, it shut down the Jingneng and Guohua
coal power plants. It wants to reduce coal fuel by 4.6 million tonnes per year
and promote continued improvement of air quality.

51

Concentrations of carbon

dioxide and sulfur pollution from coal-burning are already falling.
Jilin Province in China's northeast on January 1, 2015 formally implemented
a ban on producing, selling, and providing one-time-use, non-biodegradable
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plastic shopping bags and utensils. Industry insiders believe that if Jilin's
restriction is successful, it's quite possible other provinces will imitate it, which
would not only beneﬁt related industries but also lead to better protection of the
natural environment.

52

Shanghai is strongly regulating high-pollution automobiles. It is
comprehensively eliminating“yellow label＂autos, and as those continuously fall
in number the city's auto-related environmental protection focus will turn to older
automobiles that have been in use longer.
Shanghai will gradually tighten the restrictions on yellow-label autos
and Class II autos produced before 2005. Beginning October 1, 2015, it began
forbidding the use of yellow-label autos on any city roads at any time. Beginning
January 1, 2016, it was to forbid the use of Class II autos produced before 2005
on the beltways. Going forward, it will research whether to expand restrictions
on the basis of the implementation results to date.

53

Meanwhile, the ﬁrst environmental public interest litigation on ecological
damage was held in Nanping, Fujian. The new Environmental Protection Law's
Article 58 (on public interest litigation) had placed ecological damage within the
scope of environmental public interest litigation for the ﬁrst time. This pioneering
case was highly signiﬁcant.

54

Moreover, every provincial and city government has its own law
enforcement cases. For instance, based on the MEP's 2014 National Assessment
of the Establishment and Operation of Monitoring Systems to Reduce Emission
of Major Pollutants, penalties were raised on the 27 enterprises that had not yet
opened their environmental monitoring data on pH, chemical oxygen demand
(COD), and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) indicators. Companies that
did not reform by the given deadline would be fined for every day they were
overdue, a severe punishment.

55

The provision of economic incentives is another environmental
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improvement method officials are testing. One example is the introduction of
national carbon emissions trading, a market mechanism to promote reduction
of the world's greenhouse gas and carbon dioxide emissions. Mainland China
plans to introduce its own national market in 2017. Pilot programs are underway
in Beijing, Shanghai, Chongqing, Shenzhen, and three other cities. Very large
industries such as electricity, steel, chemicals, and cement will be incorporated in
the scheme. As of the end of August 2015, 16.64 million tonnes of emissions had
been auctioned, and about 800 million RMB had changed hands.
Because Chinese ofﬁcials have vowed that the country's carbon emissions
will peak in 2030, the prospects for emissions trading are good. After a uniﬁed
national market takes shape, the scale of the market must greatly increase. The
program's details and effects are still being planned, and they are receiving the
attention of every country.

56

III. Conclusion
As noted in the beginning of this report, in terms of the historical economic
development of the human race, China's reform and opening over the past 30plus years has been a special achievement. However, the costs of this growth
have quickly surfaced in recent years. Most of China's current economic and
environmental human rights threats are by-products of its economic development.
Truthfully, mainland China's officials working under the expectations and
policy requirements of transformation have not failed to make an effort through
various systems and policies. Regarding the economy, for example, in September
2015 the“three certificates in one, one-photo one-code＂registration system
was comprehensively promoted. This will further strengthen the publicizing and
sharing of businesses' credit data and related joint discipline and punishment,
reinforce supervision while and after cases occur, and create a more fair and
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orderly market development environment.

57

Moreover, the IMF approved the addition of the RMB to the Special
Drawing Rights (SDR) basket as of October 2016. To this end Communist China
has accelerated the liberalization of RMB capital controls, raised the level to
which the RMB can be freely used, and made it more convenient for people
within the country to invest across borders and for institutional investors outside
the country to invest in mainland Chinese capital markets.

58

Through One Belt, One Road, free trade agreements, and cooperation with
EU countries to actively promote industrial structural upgrade, Made in China
2025 in its objectives highly approximates New Industrial France, Germany's
Industry 4.0, and the UK's 2050 manufacturing plan; room for bilateral
cooperation is vast. Mainland China's Internet Plus strategy is taking shape
alongside other programs such as Europe's construction of a single digital market
and of smart cities.

59

However, various predicaments like the economic new normal, market
management, income distribution, and labor rights remain challenges to mainland
China's economic rights record.
This report investigates two aspects of China's environmental human
rights development: environmental pollution and environmental governance. It
finds that since society's interest in and sense of threat from mainland China's
environmental issues began to gradually rise, changes have been visible in
various concepts, systems, and methods. On the one hand, environmental
activism has been more and more visible within society: forces such as public
protests, public opinion and mass organizations are assaulting official-led
environmental governance methods. Under the demands and social pressure
to solve problems, ofﬁcials from the central to the local level have accelerated
environmental governance reform.
On the other hand, pollution cannot be remediated overnight. Overall
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changes in pollution problems are not yet visible. Major pollution of air, land,
and water resources is constantly exposed. The threats to citizens' health and
living environments have not yet abated.
In environmental and economic human rights alike, the present problems to
date have virtually all been caused by the structural problems of development.
In light of this, there is great room for improvement, and this improvement must
start at the structural level with fundamental adjustment of the development
model and policy thinking. Chinese Communist ofﬁcials are making an effort,
but the pace of reform is slow, and more work is needed.
(Translated by William Franco; Reviewed by the Author)
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Educational and Cultural Rights
Yang Kai-huang*

I. Foreword
Article 13 of the UN's International Covenant on Educational, Cultural, and
Social Rights, which entered into force January 3, 1976, stipulates,“The States
Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to education.
They agree that education shall be directed to the full development of the human
personality and the sense of its dignity, and shall strengthen the respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms.＂These states must realize the right
of all the citizens within their borders to receive education. The article further
stipulates:
(a) Primary education shall be compulsory and available free to all;
(b) Secondary education in its different forms, including technical
and vocational secondary education, shall be made generally available and
accessible to all by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive
introduction of free education;
(c) Higher education shall be made equally accessible to all, on the basis
of capacity, by every appropriate means, and in particular by the progressive
introduction of free education…＂
This fully demonstrates that the UN's educational rights norms apply to
all states party to the covenant, and these states must take responsibility for the
educational affairs within their borders.
From the perspective of mainland China's educational rights, they
believe that mainland Chinese education's chief issue is“raising the quality
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Research Center and Professor of the Department
of Public Affairs, Ming Chuang University
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of education.＂In chapter 7 “upholding
(
shared development and focusing on
promoting citizens´welfare＂), part 3 of the recently approved 13th Five-Year
Plan, the following demands for raising educational quality are made:
“Totally implement the party's educational policy. Implement the
fundamental task of fostering talents through morality education. Strengthen
education on core socialist principles. Cultivate builders and successors of
socialism via all-around development of morality, knowledge, athletics, and
aestheticism. Deepen educational reform. Make strengthening students' sense of
social responsibility, spirit of innovation, and practical abilities the major tasks in
the process of implementing citizens' education. Promote balanced development
of compulsory education. Comprehensively raise the quality of education.
“In universal secondary education, gradually and by categories promote
tuition and fee exemptions for secondary vocational education. Take the lead in
poverty reduction by providing universal high school tuition and fee exemptions
to students from families in economic hardship. In developing preschool
education, encourage the development of affordable high-quality kindergartens.
Perfect the subsidy formula to realize full funding for students from families in
economic hardship. Advance educational fairness. Accelerate the building of
standards for compulsory-education public schools in cities and the countryside,
and strengthen the faculty, especially in rural areas. Promote exchange between
1

urban and rural teachers. Implement special education. ＂
However, in August 2015, the Chinese Communist State Council announced
in part 1 of its Decision on Accelerating the Development of Ethnic Minorities'
Education (hereafter referred to as the“Decision＂) that“due to historical and
natural reasons, there are still some special difficulties and outstanding issues
with respect to developing ethnic groups' education, and there is still a relatively
2

large disparity between these development standards and the national average. ＂
Hence the Decision proposes that“in 2020, ethnic minority regions' overall
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education development standards and major indicators will approach or reach the
national average, gradually realizing the equalization of basic public education
services. Gross preschool two-year and three-enrollment rates in these regions
are 80% and 70%, respectively. Compulsory schools' conditions are basically
being standardized. The retention rate of nine-year education has reached
95%. Efforts have been made to eliminate dropouts from school. Balanced
development among counties and areas has been realized. Secondary education
is being universalized. The ratio of normal and vocational education is roughly
appropriate. Secondary vocational education has basically been made free of
charge. Higher education admissions opportunities are constantly increasing,
with college entrance exam acceptance rates constantly rising. The science and
technology education structure is basically sound. The ability levels of talents in
applied and complex technology and technical skills have clearly risen.＂
The State Council's presentation of this Decision explains that the Chinese
Communists also feel that the main problems in mainland Chinese education
still occur in minority areas. Hence, in addressing mainland China's educational
rights this piece chieﬂy discusses educational rights in these areas, especially the
Xinjiang and Tibet autonomous regions, where problems have been particularly
severe in recent years. Culture will be seen as educational content and discussed
together with education.

II. Reflections on Several Discussions of Cultural and
Educational Rights
A. Cultural Rights:
International attention to and protection of sundry ethnic groups' cultural
rights originates in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
endows the Charter of the United Nations' term“human rights＂with concrete
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substance.
Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states,“(1)
Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community,
to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits. (2)
Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the
author.＂The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
one of two 1966 UN human rights covenants, creates particular standards for the
implementation of that article.
However, this is difﬁcult to carry out, International Human Rights Internship
Program Director Ann Blyberg writes in the chapter on cultural rights in Part 17
of the book series on peace edited by Johannes Ignacio. The author makes two
points: culture is intrinsically complex, and comprehensive economic, social,
and cultural rights are assigned relatively little importance.

3

The problems don't

stop there, though.
To begin with, the definition of culture is too broad. It can be so vast it
is all-encompassing. In the 19th century, Edward B. Tylor wrote,“Culture, or
civilization, taken in its broad, ethnographic sense, is that complex whole which
includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities
and habits acquired by man as a member of society.

4

＂In this sense“cultural

rights＂practically include all human rights, so they are relatively abstract and
thereby become hollow.
Hence, although culture is extremely important, and no one can leave it
even for a moment, unless one is facing an obvious and strong challenge such as
the Japanization movement of Japanese militarism, there are no“cultural rights＂
issues to speak of. Hence, cultural rights frequently emerge as a subject between
invading and invaded countries, and between majority and minority ethnic
groups´cultures within a country. To discuss“cultural rights,＂then, is to discuss
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questions of diversity.
The next issue is the entanglement of cultural rights and sovereignty. Based
on the circumstances above, typically cultural rights problems occur within
multiethnic states. Ethnic minorities, because they objectively are governed by
another group and have no way of governing themselves independently, easily
feel subjectively that they are discriminated against, persecuted and marginalized.
In contrast, for the sake of the necessities and convenience of governance, the
ruling ethnic group in a multiethnic state inevitably demands unification of
language, alphabet, legal system, and customs. This inevitably causes cultural
divisions between the strong and the weak and educational distinctions between
the client and server. As a result cultural rights problems inevitably arise.
From the perspective of the country, addressing these issues is theoretically
an internal matter. In any matter that falls within the sovereignty of the state,
foreign intervention is neither timely nor effective. At the same time, from
the perspective of minority ethnic groups, if ethnic nationalist myths are not
abandoned, they will be unable to cooperate with the rulers from the heart. As a
result, frequently ethnic minorities are never satisﬁed, no matter what policy the
rulers implement or what beneﬁts they offer. They will always distort the policy's
meaning and negatively criticize the rulers. This then makes the situation worse.
So disputes over cultural rights often give one a“he-said, she-said＂feeling, and
outsiders struggle to make fair judgments about them.
Thirdly, the biggest problem is the development of globalization, a natural
challenge to the cultures of minorities. Globalization is a necessary consequence
of humanity's modernization. Because in the past one to two hundred years
modernization has followed the spread of Western colonialism and imperialism
around the world, every country in the world now considers modernization an
objective that need not even be debated.
This raises the theoretical possibility of the entire world converging. Even
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if the pursuit of this convergence was not very clear during the Cold War, since
the 1990s when the Cold War ended it has become an issue all countries, ethnic
groups, and individuals have had to face by default, especially in the era of the
Internet, the Internet of Things, and big data, which have greatly accelerated its
related challenges.
The question with globalization is no longer whether we want it or not,
but rather how to adapt to it. This is something every ethnic group, obviously
including minorities, has to answer. No matter how beloved a minority's heroes
are, or how passionately it feels, its traditional culture cannot continue without
being changed. The premise of a culture's existence and life is that it must be
living and breathing. It must face global challenges, as all other cultures do, by
adapting, absorbing, engaging in dialogue, developing the useful and abandoning
the useless, and developing itself. Otherwise the cultural rights embedded in the
International Covenant on Educational, Cultural, and Social Rights will only
suspend the death sentence: The end cannot be avoided and cannot be shifted at
will; the destiny of marginalization will turn the culture into a fossil.

B. Educational Rights:

5

From a practical perspective, educational rights can be divided into two
categories: the right to receive an education (the student), and the right to decide
on the education (the teacher). The right to receive an education means any
person at any time and any place having the opportunity to receive an education,
which cannot be deprived on the basis of gender, race, skin color, religion, family
background, or social status. Wherever there are students there must be teachers;
the right to decide on the education means being able to teach the learner
appropriate, sound content that meets his or her educational needs and satisﬁes
his or her desires and objectives for learning.
The character 權 (quan) within the Chinese-language term for rights, 權
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利 (quanli), is also used in a word for power, 權力 (quanli). From the students'
standpoint, rights are opportunities they should receive, and which no“person＂
(whether a physical or corporate person) should be able to deprive them of. But
can students reject the opportunity for education themselves? Do they have the
power to decide for themselves the meaning of their rights? Theoretically and
logically speaking students should obviously have this power, but in reality the
power of the students is restricted.
From the teachers´perspective, meanwhile, educational rights indicate
things they must do. At one level, it is a kind of duty, something that must be
done: the nation providing educational resources, for example. Because people
must be socialized in order to survive and develop in society, not only must
parents themselves teach their children—a job given them by heaven—they
must also, due to the limitations of their own knowledge, send children of an
appropriate age to schools to be educated. Modern nations have thus made and
implemented compulsory education regulations. Teachers must faithfully fulﬁll
their job responsibilities. All this comes under the aegis of rights.
At another level, however, in implementing rights the nation also possesses
corresponding power, such as in deciding the disposal of educational resources,
objectives, and orientation. Insofar as parents have choices over the area
and school of their children's education, they have power over the content
and arrangement of studies. But simply put, the nation has power over the
arrangement of educational content, the methods of and time spent on teaching,
the evaluation of standards, and so forth.
Therefore, given the form of education, the rights of both students and
teachers are also responsibilities, and when it comes to educational content, these
rights are all powers they hold.
The implementation of educational rights is based on two axioms: one is
that our today is your tomorrow, and the other is that what the teacher is teaching
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today can be used by the students tomorrow. Obviously questions can be raised
about both of these assumptions, because we cannot prevent society from
changing. The practice of education has an element of summarizing and rejecting
the past, and providing and afﬁrming the present, yet afﬁrmation of the present
is an attempt to use the present to direct the future, a venture that is doomed to
fail and result in disappointment. The method of summarizing and rejecting the
past inevitably sows the seeds for rejecting the present and rejecting the self. As
a result, within the educational rights of students and teachers power conflicts
cannot be avoided, because today's teachers recognize they are cultivating
their own gravediggers. This is the tension and conﬂict that has existed within
educational rights ever since human beings began discussing them. The degree of
the paradox is proportional to the speed of social change.
Regarding the education of ethnic minorities in multiethnic states, the
trouble with education is not only the pressure of changing times (modernization),
but even moreso the pressure of the present space (and traditional culture) not
coordinating. Hence, cultural contradictions and conflicts cannot be avoided
within the education of a multiethnic country. Walis Nokan, a member of
Taiwan's Atayal indigenous group, elementary school teacher, and culture worker,
believes that“education is not only the passing on of knowledge, but still more
the preservation and continuation of every ethnic group's cultural values and life
6

wisdom, which help every individual complete the process of socialization. ＂
This demonstrates that the contradictions and conflicts in education often
develop along with the local education and economy of an ethnic group, as the
internal tension becomes ever more frequent and serious. In other words, the
fulfillment of rights will awaken power, and the awakening of power presents
unavoidable challenges to the practice and content of rights. If the emotions
of ethnic nationalism are added on top of these challenges, it will be well nigh
impossible for educators to ﬁnd a balance between rights and power.
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The educational rights of indigenous peoples are delineated in Articles 1315 of the United Nations' Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples passed
September 13, 2007:

7

Article 13
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to
future generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies,
writing systems and literatures, and to designate and retain their own names
for communities, places and persons.
2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is protected and
also to ensure that indigenous peoples can understand and be understood in
political, legal and administrative proceedings, where necessary through the
provision of interpretation or by other appropriate means.
Article 14
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational
systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a
manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.
2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and
forms of education of the State without discrimination.
3. States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures,
in order for indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those
living outside their communities, to have access, when possible, to an
education in their own culture and provided in their own language.
Article 15
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their
cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations which shall be appropriately
reﬂected in education and public information.
2. States shall take effective measures, in consultation and cooperation with
the indigenous peoples concerned, to combat prejudice and eliminate
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discrimination and to promote tolerance, understanding and good relations
among indigenous peoples and all other segments of society.＂
Frankly, these stipulations are not difficult for the present government,
but these protections are only what ought to be, and one cannot go without
discussing the challenges of preserving and developing the cultures of indigenous
peoples amidst globalization and the nation's domestic transformation to a market
economy.
This part, in fact, is the true and invisible threat and killer. Objectively
speaking, the nation can use resources to deliberately protect indigenous
culture and preserve its existence. However, an ethnic culture's staying power
is in education, and its life force is in development. Development is not only
the enthusiasm of the ethnic group's elite, but also the need of the market.
Development also means the existence of individuals from the minority within
the immediate society, and the provision of conditions and elements of culture
and education in individual existence.
Deliberate protection cannot truly create secularized market demand.
Hence we will see ethnic minorities culturally and educationally get closer to
dominant cultures and globalization. This unconsciously forms minorities´
cultural and educational dependence. If two kinds of cultures are strong and
ﬂourishing, then in the exchange between them both sides will absorb things and
make adjustments in order to adapt to the total“assimilation＂of globalization.
Strong forces can develop themselves while participating in globalization:
they constantly absorb and constantly display their potential. Minority cultures
are inherently weaker, and it is difficult for them to interact in exchange and
development on an equal basis.
Hence, in multiethnic states, true protection of minority culture is in the
following:
1. Through education, the majority ethnicity in a multiethnic state lets all
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citizens discover how their own ethnicity beneﬁts from other ethnic groups
and achieves development. From this they truly understand the value of
cultural differences for them.
2. When citizens study their own culture, only by understanding the
preciousness and value of differences can they actively study different
cultures. They are not studying minority languages for the sake of ruling. If
the government of a multiethnic state creates a culturally pluralistic market,
this can create a market for minority languages. This is much easier and more
effective than implementing policies to preserve languages.
3. From the perspective of the special qualities of educational rights,
educational rights are rights gradually formed by society over the course
of development. Hence, they should closely match the real conditions of
the society's or country's development. As a result, within any country
the country's educational rights powers are above the ethnic minorities'
educational rights powers; otherwise educational cannot be realized. Thus
educational rights are not absolute. They have a relative existence under the
assault of globalization.

III. The Chinese Communists’ own accounting of their
cultural and educational work in Xinjiang and Tibet
A. Governance of Xinjiang
According to the Chinese Communist State Council's September 2015 white
paper Historical Witness to Ethnic Equality, Unity and Development in Xinjiang
states,“In 1955, Xinjiang's gross regional product was 1.2 billion RMB...in
2014, it reached 927,346 million RMB. Adjusted for inﬂation, it has grown by
115.6 times compared to 1955, or 8.3% annually.＂
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As for quality of life,“In 2014, urban residents' average disposable income
was 21,881 RMB, with annual growth of 12.3%. Rural residents' average pure
income was 8,114 RMB, with annual growth of 11.5%. Urban and rural residents'
Engel coefficient has continued to fall: from 36.3% and 41.5% respectively
in 2009 to 31.3% and 34.5% respectively in 2014.＂Particularly in basic
infrastructure, which is advancing towards the modern information society,“Basic
Internet has been established everywhere. The number of broadband Internetusing households has reached 3,057,000.

8

The mobile phone usage rate is

90.8%. The natural village telephone connection rate is 98%. The administrative
9

village broadband rate is 97%. ＂
On the foundation of 2014, at the Feb. 5, 2015 autonomous region party
standing committee (expanded) conference, Zhang Chunxian declared that
Xinjiang was launching its sixth livelihood infrastructure year. The central
and autonomous regional treasuries will invest 72 billion RMB and implement
100 major livelihood engineering items from 25 categories. Xinjiang has been
designated as a“core economic region＂for the“One Belt, One Road＂strategy.
This shows that Xinjiang is key to mainland China's new strategic positioning,
providing land transit routes to central and western Asia. Moreover, Xinjiang
is mainland China's only region with a high incidence of terrorist attacks to
be named a core economic synergy development area, implying the Chinese
Communists' determination not to fear the threat of terrorist activity. This
represents that their anti-terrorist measures are not only military shock and awe,
but also strengthened economic aid and development. Zhang, regional party
secretary, expressed that modern culture will take a leading role in isolating,
blocking, combining, and integrating, and the process of strongly removing
religious extremist thought.

10

Besides the above developments, on September 23, 2015, the Chinese
Communist central leading group for Xinjiang affairs opened the ﬁfth national
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counterpart support work conference for Xinjiang in Beijing. At the meeting Yu
Zhengsheng, chairman of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference
(CPPCC) and Politburo Standing Committee member, made five demands for
Xinjiang counterpart support work:
1. Focus more on expanding employment.
2. Focus more on doing well in education. Work on raising the quality of
bilingual education and secondary vocational education. Strengthen education
management services for internal minority students with Xinjiang household
registrations.
3. Focus more on Xinjiang assistance talents.
4. In counterpart Xinjiang support work, focus more on inclining toward the
grassroots, particularly farmers and ranchers.
5. Focus more on aiding anti-terrorism and security-maintenance capability
building. Add relevant tasks to the work scope for Xinjiang assistance
workers. Undertake uniﬁed planning and deployment.

11

This all proves that in Xinjiang governance work, the Chinese Communists
want to“harden＂guiding ideology with both hands in economic development,
universalization of education, and high-pressure anti-terrorism. Before opening
the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th Communist Party of China Central
Committee, there was even a rumor Xi wanted to dispatch a potential 20th
National Congress successor, Hu Chunhua, to Xinjiang. Although this rumor was
not borne out, it sufﬁces to show the importance the Chinese Communists place
on Xinjiang.
In summary, the Chinese Communists' path of governing Xinjiang and Tibet
is military suppression plus economic development, supplemented by educational
and religious functions: comprehensive policy methods. However, the final
results are pending.
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1. Xinjiang Education Work:
In chapter 4 of the Chinese Communists´2015 Historical Witness to Ethnic
Equality, Unity and Development in Xinjiang white paper,“improving quality
of life and creating happiness for citizens of every ethnicity,＂three paragraphs
list visible accomplishments. In educational investment,“In the past 5 years,
educational spending has surpassed 250 billion RMB. In 2014, educational
spending as a percent of GDP rose to 6.47%.＂Overall, Xinjiang's schools,
teachers, and students totaled“9,230 schools of every type and level, 4,734,800
students, and 338,200 professional teachers.＂The enrollment rate“for three
years of preschool rose from 51% to 72.4%. The rate of junior high school
students graduating and rising to high school increased from 74% to 91%. The
gross enrollment rate for high school rose from 67% to 84%. The admissions
rate for the college entrance exam rose from 64% to 79%. The gross enrollment
rate for higher education rose from 22% to 31%.＂The Chinese Communists
believe that in Xinjiang“higher education is already becoming accessible to the
general public.＂As for another subject with close connections to Uyghur youths,
“The foundation of the vocational education system is forming. There are 176
12

secondary vocational and technical schools, with 219,500 students. ＂
Regarding bilingual education, a subject related to Uyghur culture, the
Chinese Communist white paper states,“Xinjiang has gradually opened
Mandarin classes for minority students and is actively and reliably promoting
bilingual education. In 2014, the number of students in the region that had
received bilingual education anywhere in the preschool to high school levels
reached 2,694,000. The coverage rate of the various forms of bilingual
education reached 100%. From 2010-2014, the bilingual education rate of twoyear preschool grew from 59% to 89%. Practice has proven this has raised the
minority population's employability.＂
From an educational rights perspective, the white paper says,“The
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educational guarantee system is being gradually improved. In step with the
nation as a whole, the｀two exemptions and one subsidy´policy for rural
primary schools is being implemented. Miscellaneous fees for urban primary
school are being exempted. Compulsory education is being made free of charge.
In southern Xinjiang, regular and vocational secondary schools are implementing
the｀three exemptions and one subsidy' aid policy. The four regions of southern
Xinjiang are realizing 14 years of free education. A program to improve the
nutrition of rural village compulsory education students is being implemented
across 36 counties for all the region's junior high school classes. A complete
funding system for students from the preschool to high school levels has been
built. Funding has been extended to Xinjiang students studying abroad to help
them pay their fees. The right of students from every ethnicity to fairly receive an
13

education is effectively protected. ＂
From the results the Chinese Communists have announced, we can see that
with respect to the“rights＂the teacher must realize, the Chinese Communists
have done more than a little of what they should. As for the powers of students
and results of education, a more advanced discussion is to come.
2. Xinjiang cultural work:
As of 2014, a total of 117 culture centers, 107 public libraries, 82 museums
(and memorial halls), and 1,147 culture stations have been built. Radio and
TV connections to villages and households have been extended to 3.46 million
households. Public cultural service networks have been created at the regional,
prefectural, county, and township levels alike.
Cultural assets have been effectively protected. Xinjiang has 113 national
cultural artifact protection sites, 550 autonomous region cultural artifact
protection sites, and 128,894 archived cultural artifacts. 11,194 ethnic minority
historical documents have been collected and registered, and 140 organized
collections have been published. 66 of these documents have been added to the
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national rare ancient document directory.
Xinjiang has three cases selected UNESCO's Intangible Cultural Heritage
list and List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding.
It has 127 cases selected for the national representative intangible cultural
heritage list, and 293 for the regional list. It has 64 and 459 people named as
representative successors of national and regional intangible cultural heritage,
respectively. Over 700 Uyghur, Kazakh, Mongolian and Kyrgyz folk poems have
been named. Cultural treasures such as the Mongolian historical poem Epic of
Jangar, the Kazakh Aites, the Hui ﬂower child, the Tajik eagle dance, and the
Xibe westward movement festival are actively protected.
In 2014, there were 111 newspapers openly published, and 51 of them
were in ethnic minority languages. There were 199 periodicals, and 116 of them
were in ethnic minority languages, and 3 were in foreign languages. Xinjiang
had ﬁve radio stations, eight TV stations, and 92 radio-TV stations. There were
66 medium- and short-wave radio emission and transmission stations. Radio
and television reached 96.48% and 96.94% of the population, respectively. At
present, Xinjiang has 17,000 registered websites and 11.4 million Internet users,
with an Internet usage rate of close to 50%.
In 2014, the autonomous region opened a Weixin platform,“The Last
Kilometer,＂which covered all the nation's provinces, cities, and districts and
dozens of countries. It became a voice of Xinjiang and an important platform for
public discussion of Xinjiang issues. The autonomous region, prefectures, and
counties created a“zero distance＂online dissemination platform, a new system
to communicate to the outside world.
Obviously the biggest irony about and the most direct counterevidence
against the Chinese Communists' self-described achievements is that the ethnic
contradictions and conflicts within Xinjiang haven't alleviated. Moreover, the
very month the white paper was promulgated there was a terrorist attack there.
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According to Voice of America's report,“September 18, 2015, a relevant ofﬁcial
stated that there was a terrorist attack in a colliery in Xinjiang's Aksu region in
14

which 16 people were killed, including ﬁve police ofﬁcers. ＂
Obviously the great majority of these attacks have a religious fundamentalist
hue, and comprehensive policies to make simple improvements to material
lifestyle and modernize religious content cannot be completely effective. The
Chinese Communists can still say in their own defense that their new Xinjiang
governance strategy has not been implemented very long yet and cannot deliver
visible results in the short term. However, no matter what it is a fact that the
overall situation in Xinjiang is still tense. And there is no possibility of relief in
sight.

B. Governance of Tibet
In 2015 the Chinese Communists promulgated two white papers on the
governance of Tibet: On April 15, 2015,“Tibet's Path of Development Is Driven
by an Irresistible Historical Tide,＂and on September 6, 2015,“Successful
Practice of Regional Ethnic Autonomy in Tibet.＂These white papers obviously
explain the Chinese Communists´success in governing Tibet.
The focus of the former is rebutting the Dalai Lama's statements. It criticizes
his view of Tibetan history, the“Middle Way＂he has espoused, and his advocacy
of“peace and nonviolence.＂It also explains the Chinese Communists' policies
toward the Dalai Lama.
The latter white paper was written in commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of the establishment of the Tibet Autonomous Region. Its focus is on
clarifying the Chinese Communists' actions and results in Tibet. It catalogues the
following overall accomplishments:

15

Tibet's gross regional product reached 92.08 billion RMB in 2014, which is
281 times the 1965 total. The CCTV economics and lifestyle survey conducted
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by the National Bureau of Statistics, China Post Group, and CCTV has named
Lhasa the highest-scoring city on China's happiness index ﬁve years running.
A modern information and communications technology (ICT) system
with optical fiber cable, satellite, and Internet is gradually being built up and
strengthened. Tibet has already entered a new era of satellite, optical ﬁber cable,
Internet, and ICT. 97,000 kilometers of optical fiber cable have been laid in
the region, over 30,000 kilometers of it long-distance fiber-optic trunk cable.
74 counties have been connected by optical ﬁber cable, and 668 townships and
villages (97.8% of the region's total). Mobile signal coverage has been achieved
in 5,261 administrative villages. The number of Internet-using households in the
region is 20,177,000, a 70.7% usage rate. The mobile Internet coverage rate in
rural areas has surpassed 65%.
On the basis of the aforementioned lifestyle and ICT foundations, one can
say the Chinese Communists are doing everything they can in Tibetan education,
and using all the channels of development at their disposal.
1. Tibetan Education Work:
The Chinese Communists´white paper indicates,“Educational work is
renewed and changed every day. All the counties (districts) in the region have
comprehensively completed the universalization of nine-year compulsory
education. A more complete modern education system covering preschool, basic,
vocational, higher, adult, and special education has already taken shape.
“Free 15-year education, from the preschool to secondary level, has been
realized. A program to improve the nutrition of rural compulsory education
students has been comprehensively implemented. The policy and funding
coverage rate has reached 100% for the“three includes＂(food included, housing
included, tuition included) policy, which covers all rural children and urban
children from families in economic hardship from preschool through secondary
school. The standards are being constantly raised; the standard for each year of
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study has increased to 3,000 RMB.
“At the end of 2014, there were over 80,000 children in preschool and
kindergarten, and the preschool enrollment rate had reached 60%. At the end
of 2014, there were 6 ordinary institutions of higher learning, 9 secondary
vocational schools with 17,000 students, 22 high schools, 4 combined junior
and senior high schools, 93 junior high schools, 3 combined 9-year or 12-year
schools, and 829 elementary schools. The elementary school enrollment rate was
99.64%.
“Three-year urban and two-year rural bilingual preschool education
programs have been comprehensively implemented. Tibetan-Mandarin bilingual
education is comprehensively implemented in Tibetan schools, and the Tibetan
language is passed down through study. At present, rural and some urban
elementary schools are conducting simultaneous bilingual education, with
Tibetan as the primary language of instruction. In junior high schools (including
in the interior), Tibetan-language courses have been opened, and other courses
are in Mandarin. The high school and secondary vocational school entrance
exams include Tibetan writing as a test subject, with one's score on it included in
the ﬁnal score.
“There are 30,642 bilingual teachers at the preschool and primary school
levels. There are about 5,800 Tibetan-language teachers at primary schools. The
autonomous region has already finished editing and translating 821 textbooks,
410 pedagogical reference books, 56 curricula, and 73 teaching aid books in 13
subjects.
“The Tibetan language is carried forward through education. The region's
large-scale conferences and documents have persisted in using both Tibetan
and Mandarin. Judicial agencies have focused on using Tibetan in publicity
materials about law enforcement and the rule of law. Tibetan will be used more in
agricultural subjects like farming, animal husbandry, and technology. The youth
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literacy rate has dropped under 0.57%. Residents have received 8.6 years of
education on average. New workers must receive at least 12 years of education.
21 prefectures and municipalities have Tibetan classes or schools, which have
cultivated over 32,000 tertiary education graduates for Tibet.
“Tibet has not only cultivated its own master's and doctoral graduates,
but also a number of nationally renowned experts and scholars. Close to 30
scientiﬁc and technological research institutes have been established, with 69,709
professionals and technical experts of various kinds. Their academic fields
number in the dozens and include history, economics, demographics, language,
and religion as well as agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry, ecology, biology,
Tibetan medicine, salt lakes, and geothermal and solar energy. Among these,
the Tibetan studies, highland ecology, Tibetan medicine research institutes are
national leaders that have produced much globally inﬂuential scholarship.＂
2. Tibetan Culture Work:
As of 2014, the region had constructed 8 public art galleries, 5 public
libraries, 3 museums, 74 county cultural activity centers, and 692 township
and village cultural stations, as well as regional culture ICT resource-sharing
project center with 7 prefectural and city branches, 74 county branches, and
692 township grassroots branches, and 5,389 village grassroots branches. At the
regional, prefectural, county, and township levels alike, public cultural facility
networks are gradually taking shape.
As of the end of 2015, Tibet was going to basically realize the objectives
of public libraries and culture centers in every prefecture and city; museums
in every area rich in Tibetan archives; libraries, culture centers, and cultural
activity centers in every county, culture stations in every township, and national
arts group training grounds in 53% of counties. There were to be 790 public
cultural facilities in all. Over 1,600 cultural squares have been built. 90 public,
normalized, branded cultural activities like the Lhasa Shoton Festival have been
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formed. The“10-2-5＂cultural facility infrastructure that has received 1.3 billion
RMB of investment is being comprehensively advanced. The opening free of
charge of public facilities has been launched on all fronts. In the past ﬁve years,
the region's public cultural facilities have launched over 40,000 free public
cultural events benefiting over 8 million participants. Each year the region's
professional arts and county folk arts troupes hold close to 10,000 performances
in the countryside, and over 100,000 books are sent to the countryside.
379,600 units of 115 audiovisual and electronic products were released in
2014, as were 25 newspapers and 35 periodicals. The number of publication and
distribution units in the region grew to 576. There were 89 regional, prefectural,
and county Xinhua bookstores, and five at border crossings. There were 482
private online distribution outlets. About 33.95 million books were issued. The
total production value of the region's publishing industry was 360 million RMB.
At present, there are 5,609 farmer's bookstores and over 1,700 temple
bookstores. Every administrative village has a farmer's bookstore and every
temple has a temple bookstore. This has effectively resolved the difficulties
farmers, herdsmen, monks, and nuns have in reading and utilizing books.
Full radio and television signal coverage of the region's 1,787 temples has
been realized. There is one regional radio station with ﬁve channels, and it has
listeners in 50 countries and regions. There is one regional TV station with four
channels, and Tibetan-language satellite TV is accessible in parts of neighboring
countries like Nepal, India, and Bhutan. All the station's programs have been
digitized, and coverage is extended to more than 700 million citizens. There are
six prefecture- and city-level radio stations and one prefecture- and city-level
TV station. Every farming and herding household can hear and see 40 to over
70 digital radio and TV programs. Among the 566 ﬁlm institutes, 478 farming
village movie projection teams have all digitized.
In 2014, the Tibet People's Press and Tibetan Ancient Books Publishing
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House published 13,025,000 copies of 547 books of all kinds. Altogether
14 Tibetan-language periodicals and 11 Tibetan-language newspapers were
published. At present the Tibet People's Broadcasting Station runs 42 Tibetanlanguage (including Khampa dialect) programs. The general Tibetan-language
news channel airs 21 hours and 15 minutes of programming per day. The Khampa
dialect station airs 18 hours of programming per day. Xizang Television's
Tibetan-language satellite TV runs a 24-hour rolling broadcast. Besides that,
Tibetan is used widely in fields like the postal service, communications,
transportation, and ﬁnance.
The Chinese Communist central government and Tibet have invested
close to 200 million RMB in comprehensive protection of important intangible
cultural heritage like Tibetan opera, The Epic of King Gesar, traditional songs
and dances, and handicrafts. Over 1,000 items of intangible cultural heritage
have been designated in Tibet. Tibetan opera and The Epic of King Gesar have
been added to the UN's Intangible Cultural Heritage lists. Tibet has 89 items of
national intangible cultural heritage, and four national productive protection pilot
sites. It has 323 items of regional intangible cultural heritage, and 68 and 350
representative successors of national and regional intangible cultural heritage,
respectively. Tibet has 158 national rare ancient documents and four national
ancient document priority protection units. It has four Chinese folk culture and
arts villages, and 65 Tibetan folk culture and arts villages. Mass traditional cultural
celebrations like the Lhasa Shoton Festival and Shannan Yarlung Festival have
been revived and renewed, becoming the cultural brands of their regions' ethnic
groups.
Regarding religion work, the white paper states,“Since the 1980s, the
central government has invested over 1.4 billion RMB in large-scale repairs of
Tibetan cultural relics and major temples. It has published the Measures on the
Management of the Reincarnation of Living Buddhas aimed at the living Buddha
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reincarnation system. In 1995, it completed the 10th search for and recognition
of the reincarnation of the Panchen Lama, and enthroned the 11th Panchen Lama.
The newest statistics indicate that Tibet currently has 358 living Buddhas, over
60 of whom had their reincarnations recognized according to historical and
religious rituals.＂
With respect to research of the scriptures, the Chinese Communist
government has provided over 40 million RMB and commissioned over 100
Tibetan-language experts over more than 20 years to complete the collation and
publication of the Tibetan-language Kangyur and Tengyur.
As for cultivation of Tibetan Buddhist research talents,“since 2005, every
year at the Tibetan Language High Institute of Buddhism in Beijing the highlevel Tuoranpa academic examination and award ceremony have been held. At
the Jokhang temple and the three great temples of Lhasa, the Geshe Laranpa
degree exam is held. 84 monks have already won Geshe Tuoranpa degrees. 46
monks have won the Tibetan Language High Institute of Buddhism high-level
Tuoranpa academic rank.
From the above descriptions we can see that to be fair, the Chinese
Communists have without a doubt invested an enormous amount in Tibet's
education and culture. However, the facts are also clear that the payoff for
their near-30 year policy of“lassoing, supporting, and subsidizing＂Tibet has
been very low. In terms of quantity, the Chinese Communists have long since
surpassed UNESCO's so-called“cultural and educational rights.＂However,
the Dalai Lama's organization of exiles has accused the Chinese communists'
investment in Tibet's modernization of destroying the Tibetan ecology. Their
aid to Tibet has been called plunder. Its counterpart support has been called a
demographic extermination assault by the Han.
In summary, they say the Chinese Communists haven't done anything right
in Tibet. This kind of emotional assault is substantively exactly the same as the
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Chinese Communists' attacks on the Dalai Lama. There is a foundation of mutual
distrust. Their mutual negations are unverifiable and insufficient to prove the
success or failure of the Chinese Communist governance of Tibet.
We believe that no matter the result of the Chinese Communists' governance
of Xinjiang and Tibet, its efforts for the“cultural and educational rights＂of the
regions' residents can be proven in young Uyghurs' and Tibetans' views on selfidentification. This is because education is just a kind of process; its focus is
what content is taught; what is taught is culture; and the result of the passing on
of culture displays the citizens'“identiﬁcation.＂
The ultimate goal of the Chinese Communist efforts in Uyghur and Tibetan
culture and education must be Uyghur and Tibetan youths' identification with
China and the Chinese ethnic group. Once the identification issue has been
resolved, relative stability of the regions will be guaranteed, and the Chinese
Communists' ethnic policy and ethnic region autonomy system will be successful.
Obviously many overseas scholars and media interviews can address
Uyghur and Tibetan youth identification issues. However, this writer believes
that these cannot compare to Chinese Communist scholars' own survey and
research reports on the subject. These can prove the success or failure of Chinese
Communist policies and are more objective in investigating the successes and
failures of the Chinese Communist cultural and educational policies toward
ethnic minorities.

IV. Discussion of Xinjiang and Tibetan minority youth
identification issues
“Political socialization＂is extremely important content of contemporary
education. School is a studying and training ground that modern individuals
must pass through to enter society. Hence, schools bear responsibility for
disseminating culture and values. The government's sovereignty is based on
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the foundation set by those who carry out educational rights. This is a concept
naturally self-confirmed by systemization. Values and such pass through the
socialization process and are tangibly and intangibly transferred to students.
Within school life, students receive specialized cultural knowledge and
systemized political education, forming their foundational values, knowledge,
and identiﬁcations about political life. Meanwhile, through their interactions with
teachers and classmates, they get their ﬁrst experience of social and political life.
Everyone's national and ethnic identification, then is an“imagined
community,＂in the sense coined by Benedict Anderson. With respect to the
Chinese Communists' political socialization of the ethnic minorities within its
borders, there are two major parts:“national identity＂and“ethnic identity.＂
The ideal circumstance is coexistence and compatibility of the two, with unity
or sameness:“Ethnic identity belongs to and is a foundational and important
constituent part of national identity. Correct ethnic identity can be transformed
into positive psychic strength to preserve national security and unity, advance the
development of national infrastructure, and strengthen national identity. National
identification accommodates, respects, and protects ethnic identity. It uses
national sovereignty to regulate and guide ethnic identiﬁcation. Work should be
done to build harmony between national and ethnic identity, and between people
16

with different ethnic identities. ＂
The results of Chinese Communist scholars' research are summarized as
follows:
1. As they grow older, minorities´national and ethnic consciousness develop in
opposite directions.
2. Employment is the key to integrating minorities into society and an important
condition for resolving ethnic problems.
3. Discrepancies in the enforcement of preferential ethnic policies result in
negative effects, and the positive effects of bilingual education are evident.
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4. The construction of community and social structures where ethnic groups
are mutually embedded and the promotion of equalization of society's
basic public services are beneficial to strengthening minorities' national
identiﬁcation.
5. An important and effective means of consolidating national and ethnic
identity is the embedding of the political party.

17

The first and third conclusions are applicable to the Xinjiang and Tibet
regions.

A. Uyghur youths’ identification:
1. The research report“Chinese (Uyghur Ethnicity) Person: Exploration of
Uyghur junior high school students´ethnic identity＂examines the effects
of political socialization of Uyghur junior high schoolers. The researchers'
conclusion after researching some Uyghur students at Urumqi-area schools
is that students can most easily express that they are Chinese people as a
political identity and Uyghurs as an ethnic identity, but they hit a barrier
when it comes to discussion of the Chinese (Zhonghua) ethnicity. The
mainland Chinese researcher explains this result by saying,“On the one hand,
the nation strongly emphasizes teaching students about national uniﬁcation,
ethnic solidarity, and patriotism via school curricula. Our observation results
show this has been visibly effective. Most participating students expressed
positive understandings and feelings about their ethnicity and country. On
the other hand, the effort to use national symbols and sovereignty to create a
｀national race,´the symbols, classification, and creation of the｀Chinese
ethnicity,´did not receive the same level of feedback among the minority
students participating in the study. ＂
2. As for the effects of political socialization of Uyghur university students,
we can consult a 2012 study of a cohort in Wuhan City. Using non-random
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sampling—judgmental sampling and snowball sampling—180 questionnaires
were distributed, and 150 replies came back.

19

The researchers' conclusion

was that the students“had extremely positive identiﬁcations with both their
own ethnicity and the Chinese ethnicity (national identity), and their national
identiﬁcation was much higher than their identiﬁcation with their own ethnic
group. They see their ethnic identification as subordinate to their national
identification. It's a kind of｀politically unified and culturally diverse´
20

identiﬁcation. This coincides with our ethnic education policy. ＂However,
the concrete data shows the following:
a. Uyghur-to-Han friends ratio: 3:2.

21

b. Scriptures they like (multiple selections permitted) Koran (150), Bible
(15), Tao Te Ching (14).
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c. Favorite foreign language: Arabic (77), English (65).
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d. Regularly or periodically participate in religious activities: 71.
e. Favorite city: Mecca (66), New York (61), Beijing (23).

24
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f. Favorite festival: Eid al-Adha (139), Spring Festival (10), and National
Day (1).

26

g. Interfaith marriage: 81 oppose, 43 tolerate, 26 undecided.
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h. Returning to hometown to work after graduation?: Yes 116, No 30,
Undecided 4.

28

The students were nearly uniform in their responses to politically sensitive
questions, such as Taiwan, Japan policy, personal identity, Chinese Communist
ethnic policy, Uyghur-Han conﬂicts, and whether Uyghurs suffer discrimination
in China. I personally believe some answered these questions evasively.

29

For

example, more than half of the students said they like Arabic, but only 33 said
they want to go to an Arabian country to work.

30

Examining this survey from

the perspective of implicit political socialization, one could say the Chinese
Communist political socialization policy toward Uyghur youths has not
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succeeded.
Interviews with Uyghur students of the Minzu University of China gave
the impression that these young adults have the following impression of their
ethnicity: they yearn to modernize but fret that there isn't a path to do so. They
hope to win society's acceptance and fall into bottomless despair when society
rejects them.
However, social acceptance is ultimately won through competition
and power.“Complaints＂and“recollections＂cannot solve problems. The
development of the Uyghurs cannot happen through reliance on“aid.＂The
momentum for development must be cultivated from within. This momentum
consists of industrialists and talents with modern development capabilities, with
which they will lead modernization and the scientiﬁc spirit.

31

Regarding the appellation the“Chinese ethnicity,＂a young Uyghur adult
said,“If it's an ethnicity, then what are the 56 ethnic groups? If the“Chinese
ethnicity＂consists of all citizens, then the vast majority of them are Han. This
is essentially something of the Han. It gives people the feeling the Han ethnicity
will be used to assimilate the rest. That's something we cannot accept.＂He
recommended that“the Chinese ethnicity be deﬁned as a concept and a political
necessity to meet the exigencies of rule. It originally didn't exist, and it was
brought forth to promote ethnic solidarity and social stability. I don't agree with
“merging＂the 56 ethnic groups within the Chinese ethnicity. I believe that
cultural pluralism should exist. If the differences between different cultures are
excessively displayed, it's no problem. That should be permitted.＂A Uyghur
student even said,“Every day we are taught to love the country and love the
party, but they have never truly admitted us. When I want to go to a hotel or take
a taxi, I am excluded. We pay—it's not that we're not paying—tell me, in this
32

kind of country, how can we have a good life? ＂
3. Ethnic policy: The top-level design of the Chinese Communist ethnic policy
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is basically affirmed, but three big problems have ultimately led to good
policies producing bad results: (1) preferential ethnic policies are enforced
too little at the grassroots level; (2)“rapid＂bilingual policy has been
largely criticized; and (3) lack of trust between ethnic groups is the major
manifestation of Xinjiang ethnic groups' problems. Regarding the mutual
distrust, they say,“For example, an explosion in Xinjiang is immediately
labeled a terrorist attack, but if the same thing happened in Hangzhou it
32

would simply be called a criminal case. ＂
Hence Uyghur human rights are not guaranteed. A Uyghur youth who
had moved to Australia said that Australians do discriminate against Asians
to a degree, but they do the same to all foreigners who immigrate there. The
unfair treatment Uyghurs receive within their country comes from their own
countrymen, which makes it different.

34

This data demonstrates that one should say the Chinese Communist ethnic
equality policy is unsuccessful. Ethnic solidarity should be a goal, but Uyghurs
see failure. Are Chinese Communist ethnic cultural policy errors contained to
non-implementation, or are they the result of inter-ethnic suspicion? I wish to
take further steps to explore and discover the answer, particularly causes related
to cultural and educational rights.

B. Tibetan youths’ identification
1. Tibetan junior high school students' educational environment: In a survey
of Tibetan junior high school students' cultural adaptation in the nation's
interior, the author points out difﬁculties these students face at school. These
students, who had good grades in Tibetan elementary and junior high school,
“were sent to selective schools in the interior in order to upgrade their
high school accomplishments.＂Ultimately,“the language divide, economic
divide, lifestyle divide, urban-rural divide, religion and faith divide, local
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customs divide＂and so forth resulted in setbacks in their studies. As a result
ethnic minority students in mainstream schools have relatively poor grades.
For this reason,“there are major problems in cultural adaptation for
ethnic minority students in school at mainstream culture areas, and the urban
mainstream group's discrimination and bias further intensiﬁed cultural conﬂicts
35

and contradictions. ＂
It can be reasonably inferred that if these students' academic circumstances
were like so, the ethnic solidarity education within their curricula felt bitterly
ironic to them. When this kind of student enrolls in university, one can imagine
the prospect he or she will find the mainland's ethnic policy acceptable. Yet if
Tibetan students all stay in Tibet, they will always find breakout development
very difﬁcult to achieve. This is the dilemma Tibetan youths face.
2. Tibetan university students' political socialization: In a paper that extols the
Chinese Communist Tibet governance political socialization, the author states
that in terms of national identity, his survey of Tibetan university students'
identifications as Chinese citizens, of the unity of the Chinese ethnicity,
and of the interests of the Chinese ethnicity show the following:“87.6% of
students believe Chinese citizenship is something to be proud of. 86.3% of
students believe Tibetans are an important constituent part of the Chinese
ethnicity. 85.9% of students believe Tibet's social and economic development
cannot be separated from the support and assistance of the great fatherland
family.＂
Answers to questions about Tibetans' ethnic self-identification were
answered as follows:“93.5% of Tibetan university students are proud to be
Tibetan. 93.2% of students stated that they do not have difﬁculty interacting with
people of other ethnicities when partaking in school and social events.＂
With respect to identification with Tibetan culture,“Their ethnic
identiﬁcation is uniform. 91% of Tibetan university students stated that they are
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fluent in their ethnic group's language. 93.2% understand the customs of their
people. 83.6% actively read books and information about their ethnicity's history
and culture.＂As for identiﬁcation with the political system,“85.7% of students
agree that｀The Communist Party of China is the leading nucleus of socialism
with Chinese characteristics.´83% agree｀that the people are the masters is the
basic character of socialist democracy.´87.3% agree that｀we must learn from
the beneﬁcial accomplishments of human politics and culture, and cannot imitate
the West's political system and model.´80.1% agree that｀the ethnic regional
autonomy system is the one that accords with the nation's circumstances.´
79% agree that｀democratic reform is most outstanding and deepest social
36

transformation in the entire history of Tibet. ´＂
It appears that the Chinese Communists can sit back and relax when
it comes to governing Tibet, then. However, the piece makes four major
recommendations:
a. Further construct the shared cultural system of the Chinese ethnicity. Link
common culture to build consciousness of the pluralistic yet integrated
Chinese racial community deep in the heart of every Tibetan university
student.
b. Promote the fair economic and social development of the Tibetan region.
Offer a substantial economic foundation for the Chinese ethnicity's
culture, promoting ethnic solidarity and national unity.
c. Strengthen Tibetan university students' ideological and political education,
so that from a high theoretical level they understand the importance of
national identiﬁcation amidst economic globalization and modernization.
Advertise and sustain mainstream culture's dominant position. Use the
core value system of socialism to lead Tibetan university students' cultural
construction and national identiﬁcation.
d. Through approaches like the development of social practice, innovative
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campus activities, development of campus propaganda media, and use
of modern information and communications methods, advance Tibetan
university students' national and mainstream cultural identiﬁcation.
Finally, the author emphasizes,“Only by standing on the foundation
established by the Chinese ethnicity's long- and far-running cultural roots,
proactively adapting, raising their identiﬁcation with the nation and mainstream
culture, and focusing on the practical tasks of reform and opening as well as
comprehensive construction of a moderately prosperous society, can Tibetan
university students assume the mission entrusted them by history and on the
premise of preserving their ethnicity's unique culture enter the current of social
37

and cultural development. ＂
These recommendations in fact negate the results of the research survey.
If over 80 percent of Tibetan university students already have the indicated
national, ethnic, and cultural identiﬁcations, there is absolutely no need to make
recommendations in the first place. Actually the report does not rigorously
explain its sampling method, the method of asking questions, and such. There are
only simple statistics. It is not serious, so it is not credible. Moreover, judging
from the author's recommendations, particularly the emphasis that“Tibetan
university students can only stand on the foundation of the Chinese ethnicity,＂
one fears the results of the survey were pessimistic.
From Liu Xiaofei's 2013 study, we see that she believes“regarding the
aspect of social adaptation, Tibetan students in life environment, psychology,
intra-ethnic relationships, and language exchange, have relatively strong
adaptability. Their communication is relatively ﬂuid. However, their adaptability
in academia and inter-ethnic relationships could be higher. Their difficulty
adapting to academia stands out, and in inter-ethnic relations they can be
relatively isolated. In self-identification, Tibetan students' self-identification is
situational, multiple, and ﬂexible: This situationality is manifested in that Tibetan
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students' choices of visible or invisible, or strong or weak ethnic membership
and self-identification vary based on the environment they are in. Multiplicity
and ﬂexibility are manifested in hierarchical intra-ethnic relationship circles and
cross-application of multiple languages.

38

＂This should be considered a survey

with empirical signiﬁcance.
Overall, Chinese Communist policies to govern Tibet and Xinjiang are highcost, low-return. Sometimes they backﬁre. The fundamental reason is that within
Chinese Communist ethnic policies conscious or unconscious subjective modern
Han Chinese methods of thinking are used to resolve minorities' problems.
Particularly when it comes to Uyghurs' and Tibetans' respective religion
issues, there is an obvious gap between these religious ethnicities and the cultural
values and concepts of the Han, who are reluctant to speak of gods, and are also
polytheistic. These ethnic policies unconsciously manifest“ethnic arrogance.＂
There are multiple kinds of dislocation, from language education and historical
understanding to cultural distortions. As rulers, the Chinese Communists only
permit self-correction of their own errors and are unwilling to bow before
minorities. As a result, many problems build up and are hard to reverse, as errors
persist until the end, ultimately resulting in irreconcilability.

V. Reflection on Chinese Communist Governance of
Xinjiang and Tibet Educational and Cultural Rights
From the perspective of educational and cultural rights, the Chinese
Communists will not accept that“the student＂also has“power.＂Thus its
minority educational and cultural rights policies have always pursued numbers.
Thereby from the perspective of ethnic minorities, greater achievements signify
ever more comprehensive and ever faster transformation into and assimilation
with the Han. In this respect there are three major respects in which the rights
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and interests of the educated have been neglected:
A. Self-confidence in and cohesiveness with one's own ethnicity must
come from a proactive and positive assessment of that ethnicity. In other words,
if in the process of education an ethnic group's history and the relevance of its
ancestral role models are negated, the group members will not feel conﬁdence
in their ethnic group. If the source of the denial originates in being ruled by a
different ethnic group, the results of political socialization could be completely
the opposite of what is intended.
Following deep discussions with Uyghur youths of Minzu University of
China, the study author wrote,“The ofﬁcial-led｀ethnic´and｀religious´public
opinion propaganda incite negative responses among ordinary citizens, deepening
Uyghurs´feelings of distrust in the Han and the government. This will further
39

inﬂuence ethnic relations; hence sufﬁcient attention must be paid to it. ＂
The Chinese Communist official line on Uyghur history is“every ethnic
group living in the Xinjiang region has through its hard work, wisdom, and
bravery created a brilliant multiethnic culture and become an important part of
Chinese culture. Xinjiang has become an important passageway for connecting
China and abroad and disseminating culture.
“After the 1840 Opium War, China gradually was reduced to a halfcolonized, half-feudal society. Xinjiang's ethnic groups each suffered pressure
from foreign invasion, the force of feudalism, and class exploitation. Their social
position was pushed down extremely low.
“As of the end of the 1940s, most of the land in Southern Xinjiang,
Ili, and Urumqi was seized by a small number of landlords. Most farmers
only had a little land. In the distant rural villages where Uyghur farmers in
southern Xinjiang congregated, there were still a few scattered lands with more
comprehensive manors with serfs. The manor lords had total control over the
serfs, who cultivated the lands or worked as household servants for them for
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no compensation. In the grazing region of the north, feudal social relationships
persisted, with royalty and tribal chieftains not only holding most of the livestock
40

but also enjoying various feudal privileges. ＂
As for Tibetan history, the Chinese Communists have defined the Tibet
of the past the“most feudal, most backwards, most savage, most sealed-off＂
place. The white paper says,“In old Tibet, divine sovereignty was supreme. The
government sheltered the theocracy, and the theocracy controlled the government.
Divine and political sovereignty were merged into one. Officials, royalty, and
temple high priests maintained and protected feudal rule together. Under the
theocracy, religion was deﬁled by feudal slavery. Temples were not pure lands in
which to devote oneself to the Buddha; they collectively held religious events,
partially controlled politics, undertook economic exploitation, amassed armed
forces, and administered justice. The backwards feudal slavery and the unity of
politics and religion under theocracy made the old Xinjiang a society with an
41

extremely large disparity between rich and poor. ＂
With the country deﬁning its own ethnic groups´history in such a fashion,
we are unable to imagine Chinese Communist ethnic history can objectively
describe the exchange and interaction between the Han and the ethnic groups
of Xinjiang and Tibet. We are even less able to imagine that ethnic groups who
are deﬁned in this way can genuinely join the Chinese ethnicity from the heart.
Truthfully, no ethnic group's history can be evaluated such that the present
represses the past and the new negates the old. A ruling ethnic group cannot use
itself to negate other ethnic groups. It must affirm their culture, wisdom, and
contributions, welcome them into its family, and make this family a place these
ethnicities receive the afﬁrmation and honor they do not elsewhere. Only then
can minorities truly unite with the ruling ethnic group. This is a bias in Chinese
Communist ethnic policy.
B. Bilingual education of minorities must be centered on everyday language,
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and enrich the modernity of minority languages. Quantitatively speaking, the
Chinese Communists have ceaselessly invested in this ﬁeld. Some scholars have
indicated more than a few faults, however.
For example, the since-imprisoned scholar Ilham Tohti has observed,
“Besides unemployment, the issue that provokes the most intense reaction
within Xinjiang's Uighur community is the issue of bilingual education. In
practice,｀bilingual education´in Xinjiang has essentially become｀monolingual
education´(i.e. Mandarin-only education.) Within the Uighur community, there
is a widespread belief that the government intends to establish an educational
system based on written Chinese and rooted in the idea of｀one language, one
origin.´Suspicions abound that the government is using administrative means
to exterminate Uighur culture and accelerate ethnic and cultural assimilation...In
practice, the greatest problem with bilingual education in Xinjiang is that it
produces a large number of students who are proﬁcient in neither their mother
tongues nor in Mandarin. This has led to declining educational standards and
difﬁculties for ethnical students, who dread attending school, to master subjects...
｀Bilingual education´in Xinjiang has increasingly given way to｀monolingual
education,´raising grave concerns and causing serious repercussions. This has
the potential to spark a larger-scale Uighur rights movement aimed at defending
Uighur language education and preventing the extermination of local language
42

and culture. ＂
In response, Tohti made seven recommendations:
(1)“Xinjiang needs true bilingual education.＂
(2)“Increase investment in the hardware and software required to provide
true bilingual education, and redress the grievous imbalance in
educational resources allocated to different ethnic groups.＂
(3) Train teachers who are qualiﬁed for bilingual education.
(4) Consider replacing the automatic bonus for Xinjiang residents in the
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college entrance exam with“test matter related to Xinjiang's ethnic and
cultural diversity.＂
(5)“Raise the number and prestige of ethnic minority cultural and
publishing endeavors, in order to reverse the rapid decline of minority
cultural industries.＂
(6)“Increase regional or national government support for specialized
research and scholarship on the social transformations affecting Uighur
communities. Encourage the participation of mainland Chinese and even
overseas scholars and academics, so that China's rulers may draw on
their collective wisdom and counsel to resolve the nation's ethnic and
social dilemmas.＂
(7)“Establish a plan and systematic targets for training a new breed of toptier ethnic minority intellectuals, and incorporate them into national
43

planning via funding for specially earmarked projects. ＂
The concrete signiﬁcance of these recommendations is the expansion of the
market for minority languages and the means of modernizing them, but the major
problem with Chinese Communist bilingual education policy is educational
content: politicization is the core; Mandarin is the goal; ideology is the center.
The bilingualism of ethnic culture is not respected. Other languages are not
understood. Bilingual education is singularized (Han need not participate in
bilingual education).
If language education is merely political education of minorities and their
cultures, it will deﬁnitely be dull, boring, and inapplicable to daily life. It will
naturally become service to Han. When a curriculum is put in the service of an
ideology, language and culture don't have the life and vitality they should. If it
cannot be connected to contemporary knowledge, a language will ultimately
die. Language education is meant to open up passwords to an ethnic group's
existence, thought, and culture. So language teaching is for teaching others.
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Without this content, it is not language education.
C. Minority cultural education must have introductions of vast numbers of
minority heroes. If the Chinese Communists truly recognize that China is a united
multiethnic state, every minority's culture contributes to Chinese (Zhonghua)
culture, and every minority's legendary heroes are heroes and role models of the
Chinese ethnicity. Nor can education of Han do without this content.
These minority heroes must not be chosen by the same standards Han use.
They must be chosen by minorities from their own culture and history. Only
in this way can the Han in schools learn respect for minorities and afﬁrm their
contributions.
On ethnic group websites in Communist China, lists of their famous
people are enumerated. However, they are not assigned importance within the
educational curriculum or textbooks. This is a big problem, particularly Han
textbooks not introducing famous minorities to an appropriate level. It is thus not
possible that Han primary school students will choose minority heroes as role
models, nor that minorities will be respected in primary school. A value system of
ethnic equality hence cannot take root. As a natural consequence ethnic solidarity
is roughly understood merely as minorities identifying with the Chinese ethnicity
and thanking the Han for their help. Han need not thank minorities or learn from
them for the sake of solidarity.
The Uyghurs, for example, boast Mahmud al-Kashgari, an 11th century
linguist, Turkic language scholar, thinker, and philosopher; Yusuf Khass Hajib,
a thinker, political activist, and poet during the Kara-Khanid Khanate; Mirza
Muhammad Haidar Dughlat Beg, a historian and man of letters (1499-1551 A.D.);
and Maula Bilal bin Maula Yusuf, a man of letters.

44

A famous Uyghur from

recent Chinese history is Marxist historian Jian Bozan (1898-1968 A.D.)
Tibetan heroes abound.

45

For instance, Songtsen Gampo is the ﬁrst founder

of a Tibetan state for which there is clear historical evidence. Thonmi Sambhota
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is the founder of the Tibetan script. Tonpa Shenrab is the earliest known Tibetan
doctor. Thangtong Gyalpo is the father of Tibetan drama. Then there are
Tsongkhapa, founder of the Gelug school of Tibetan Buddhism, and the living
Buddhas who have followed him.
Only if the Chinese Communists include these minority heroes in primary
school textbooks can Han truly understand and feel the contribution minorities
have made to the Chinese ethnicity, and feel they and the minorities are members
of one family. Hence, the core problem with Communist China's minority
education and culture policy is that educational content for Han about minorities
is insufﬁcient.

VI. Conclusion
A. The core of Chinese Communist policy in governing Xinjiang and Tibet
is“ethnic equality and ethnic solidarity.＂The objective is to create a strong
socialist nation. The“dream of being a strong nation＂has become the source
of the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist regime's long-term rule. Under
this goal, Chinese Communist discussion of many issues is founded and based
on collectivism. If we entirely use Western individualist standards of behavior
to evaluate it and criticize it, we will not contribute to the establishment of
universal values. If, however, we set out from the standpoint of“dialogue,＂the
East and West will necessarily be able to jointly establish shared values. This is
the path to true peaceful coexistence of the human race and joint planning of its
development.
B. Therefore, when at this present time we criticize Chinese Communist
governance of Xinjiang and Tibet with respect to educational and cultural rights,
our method of choice is to evaluate Communist China's behavior according to its
own standards. This is because our goal is to attain improvement in human rights
for mainland Chinese citizens, and achieve a win-win solution, not to arrogantly
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discriminate. Using our method of choice we will not only improve the human
rights situation in mainland China, but also reﬂect upon our own standards and
conduct. In this way we can escape Western brainwashing and colonial standards
and create our own right to speak.
C. Chinese Communist quantitative performance to date in educational and
cultural human rights in governing Xinjiang and Tibet has made giant leaps.
However, it still cannot attain the goal of ethnic equality and ethnic solidarity.
We believe there are two major problems:
The first is that in education of the Han ethnicity, there is seriously
insufﬁcient introduction of ethnic minorities' history, culture, and famous people,
to the point that in practice the Chinese Communist ethnic policy is entirely Hancentric. For Han this state of affairs is right and proper, but recommendations
from ethnic minorities' perspectives are lacking. For example, primary school
textbook editors do not include any Uyghur or Tibetan scholars. This policy is
thus naturally biased.
The second is that bilingual education in Xinjiang and Tibet is excessively
at the service of Chinese Communist ideology, ethnic policy, and political life.
Textbooks that teach minorities to love their own ethnic group are lacking.
The path to the establishment of the Chinese ethnicity and the nationality of
all nationals is in establishing ethnic groups' concentric circles of identity.
That means minorities must have the foundation of identifying with their own
ethnicity in order to identify with the Chinese ethnicity. Only this is ﬁrm ethnic
identity, participation in ethnic identification, and sustainable ethnic identity.
Otherwise, it is a meaningless illusion that can be very easily tempted to collapse
by foreign forces.
(Written 9 Dec. 2015; edited 5 Jan. 2016; re-edited after anonymous review
23 Feb. 2016.)
(Translated by William Franco; Reviewed by the Author)
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The Human Rights of Taiwanese
Businesspeople in Mainland China
Wei Ai*

I. Preface
Mainland China's reform and opening policies of the past 30-plus years have
brought positive effects such as rapid economic growth, prosperity in agricultural
villages, and expansion of foreign trade, and made it the world's second-largest
economy. The gradual expansion of economic liberalization and opening to
the outside world, the elaboration and increase of transparency of laws and
regulations regarding international economics, and the gradual integration of
mainland China's economic system with the international economic system
have made mainland China an important region for direct foreign investment for
businesses all over the world.
However, the judicial system—which is chiefly under the rule of man
rather than the rule of law—unceasingly makes outsiders doubt the fairness of
Communist China's protections of foreign investments and handling of economic
disputes. Because cross-strait investment relations are closer by the day, and
the Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) and Association for Relations Across
the Taiwan Straits (ARATS) have signed 23 agreements and two consensuses,
mainland China is the most important investment region for Taiwanese
enterprises. However, the investment and entrepreneurial environment there is
always changing, and in response to international demands regarding climate
change and environmental protection, mainland China has constantly adjusted its
investment conditions for foreign and Taiwanese enterprises. The adjustment of
and the failure to enforce policies beneﬁting foreign and Taiwanese businesses

* Wei Ai, Director, Center of Cross-Straits Political
and Economic Affairs, National Chengchi
University
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have in recent years has resulted in constant economic and trade disputes
regarding the rights and interests of Taiwanese businesses. How to improve the
situation and resolve these issues is an important subject that cannot be ignored.
This overview of major incidents involving the rights and interests of
Taiwanese businesspeople investing in mainland China includes cases that
received a great deal of attention, such as factory explosions, the ﬁve insurances
and one fund, labor disputes, the“red supply chain,＂and cross-strait tax law.
This report uses country risk analysis to review mainland Chinese economic and
trade policy adjustments' internal and external background. The numerous major
cases involving Taiwanese businesspeople in 2015 are presented as evidence of
the problems and trends that Taiwanese businesspeople face when doing business
in mainland China.

II. Country risk analysis and mainland China’s investment
environment risk indices
Investment risk is an important factor for enterprises investing abroad to
consider. It takes into account the target country's internal politics, economics,
and social trends, as well as changes in the international political and economic
situation. Hence, a nation's investment risk has some different variables on
account of internal and external environmental changes, and there are different
views about it.
In his book Country Risk Analysis, John Calverley indicates that the major
areas in which country risk generally occurs are the following:

1

(1) signiﬁcant

depreciation of the country's currency; (2) economic recession; (3) economic
policy changes; (4) multinational and foreign companies suffering damages from
“nationalist policies＂implemented by the national or local government; (5)
social unrest or political instability; and (6) bank crises in the country where the
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investment is made. Calverley believes the best way to evaluate these six risks
is review based on the following three categories: general economic soundness,
policy stability, and political stability.
Analysis of general economic soundness should include the following
five items: (1) economic policy, (2) capability of producing foreign exchange,
(3) overall economic management, (4) external debt burden, and (5) ﬂows and
positioning.
In general, policy stability can be evaluated via two crucial questions:
firstly, the likelihood of policy changing under pressure from the economic
environment—for example, whether the country's economic policy will be
hugely adjusted because of a major world trade or interest rate change—and
secondly, the likelihood economic policy will change because of a major political
change such as an election, revolution, or transfer of power.
Political stability influences and is influenced by economic soundness
and policy stability. For example, poor economic performance could instigate
political instability, and dramatic, rapid policy change could ruin the political
balance. However, these economic indicators are more all-encompassing in
nature. When an individual company is predicting the reward of overseas
investment, it fundamentally bases its forecast on the following two foundations:
ﬁrstly, predictions of the country's major economic variables such as total trade,
price levels, labor costs, exchange rates, and energy prices; secondly, predictions
of potential developments regarding“the rules of the game＂such as laws,
executive orders, regulations, and the tax code.
In general, the major potential risks for a business investing abroad are (1)
its predictions of the nation's major economic variables being proven incorrect
due to an economic crisis or policy change, and (2) the rules of the game
changing hugely due to a transfer of political power.
Major patterns or pathways of risk manifesting are threefold: (1) asset
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confiscation (sometimes with compensation, sometimes without), the major
cause of which is a legal or executive order change; (2) inability to export proﬁts,
possible reasons for which are (a) the country lacking foreign exchange and (b)
a legal or executive order change forbidding foreign investors from exporting
their proﬁts; and (3) inability to make a proﬁt on the investment for one of three
reasons: (a) investment reasons (such as a poor economy), (b) legal or executive
order changes (such as raising taxes), and (c) political chaos (leading industries
to scale back or halt operations.

2

)

Because cross-strait trade relations are getting closer by the day, mainland
China is the most important region for foreign investment by Taiwanese
businesspeople. Hence, the risk of investing there has always been a subject
of major concern for citizens. For more than 10 years, the Taiwan Electrical
and Electronic Manufacturers' Association (TEEMA) has conducted a survey
of mainland China's overall economic environment and risk, chiefly in seven
aspects of the investment environment, namely the natural environment,
basic infrastructure, public facilities, social environment, legal and regulatory
environment, economic environment, and business environment. The surveys
show that in recent years there have certainly been gradual improvements in
mainland China's overall investment environment. With respect to the seven
major aspects, Taiwanese businesspeople were most satisfied with the natural
environment, followed by basic infrastructure, and least satisﬁed with the legal
and regulatory environment.

3

With respect to the natural environment, the index with the highest score
was geographical location. The lowest score was for water resources.
In basic infrastructure, the highest score was for business satisfaction
with mainland China's transportation and shipping, followed by postal and
telecommunications equipment. Hydropower, electricity, and computer and
internet infrastructure were also satisfactory. Satisfaction ratings were lowest
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for the handling of waste and of water pollution, two issues which have become
important to Taiwanese investors there in recent years.
As for the legal and regulatory environment, the least satisfactory aspect
overall, Taiwanese businesspeople were most satisfied with local government
friendliness toward them as well as the generosity of local government beneﬁts
for them. The lowest satisfaction was for local government respect for intellectual
property, the honesty and integrity of government ofﬁcials, and dispute resolution
channels. These three items have always been causes for complaint for foreign
investors there.
The rapid changes in the mainland Chinese investment environment in
recent years, including the rise of land acquisition prices and labor costs, the
continuous expansion of the domestic market, and the rise of mainland Chinese
domestic companies, have been constant sources of friction for foreign trade
that have restricted its expansion. These business environment changes are
inevitable consequences of mainland China's economic development. However,
for Taiwanese businesses that have chieﬂy invested in traditional manufacturing,
taken advantage of mainland China's low land and labor costs, and run exportcentered business models, these changes have naturally pressured their business
operations a good deal.

III. The assault of policy changes and unsound systems on
Taiwanese businesspeople
Taiwanese businesspeople have long encountered economic and trade
disputes while investing in mainland China, and they have even suffered rights
violations and damages to their rights and interests. Major cases include the
following: landlords deliberately hiking the rent of Taiwanese department store
branches in mainland China, an equity dispute over a Taiwanese airline buying a
mainland Chinese airline, sieges of Taiwanese-run stores and factories, land and
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shareholder debt disputes, intellectual property patent and trademark cases, and
threats to Taiwanese businesspeople's personal safety. The incidents are endless.
The emergence of these cases—and the prolongation of some for years
without resolution—involve factors such as mainland China's legal system's
unsoundness and local governments' lack of honesty in resolving economic and
trade disputes. Moreover, in recent years the demands of systemic reform of the
mainland Chinese economy, the advancement of macroeconomic policies, and
the pressures and challenges of economic globalization have precipitated the
adjustment of numerous mainland Chinese economic and trade policies, greatly
influencing Taiwanese and foreign investors and producing a number of new
problems.
Economic and trade policies that have given Taiwanese businesses in
mainland China new pressures and challenges include the implementation of
the Labor Contract Law, the amendment of the Enterprise Income Tax Law, the
reduction of export tax rebates for 2,831 products, the expansion of bans and
restrictions on types of processing trade, the execution of real estate regulatory
policies, and the addition of real estate to the list of fields where foreign
investment is forbidden.
This pressure is especially reflected in the Labor Contract Law and the
Enterprise Income Tax Law implemented as of January 1, 2008.

4

The Labor

and Contract Law mandates companies sign non-ﬁxed-term labor contracts, with
laborers who have worked at least 10 years considered non-ﬁxed-term laborers.
Laborers are given the right to negotiate on an equal footing; in formulating,
revising, and deciding rules and major issues on issues related to laborers´
interests, such as labor compensation, companies should hold negotiations on
an equal footing with unions or labor representatives before making the final
decision. With the implementation of this law, companies must negotiate with
laborers and their representatives on an equal footing about rules on issues like
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labor compensation, work time, and rest and vacation time, greatly increasing
laborers' collective bargaining rights. Besides that, if a company rule or system is
illegal, the worker can dissolve his or her labor contract, and the company must
provide the worker economic compensation. This has led to a plethora of workers
seeking out“black-hearted lawyers＂to attack companies, making it harder for
Taiwanese-invested companies to operate.
The newly revised Enterprise Income Tax Law sets a uniﬁed 25% corporate
income tax for domestic and foreign companies. In the previous version of the
law, domestically owned companies had an income tax of 33%, and foreignowned companies an income tax of 15%. However, a ﬁve-year grace period has
been granted to foreign companies that had been paying the preferential income
tax. Furthermore, a 10% tax on dividend income is now levied on the earnings
foreign companies export overseas. The amendment of the law increases the
tax burden on foreign and Taiwanese enterprises and is disadvantageous to their
sending earnings back to Taiwan.
Besides that, mainland China's 12th and 13th Five-Year Plans have revealed
that mainland China's economic development strategy and policy will precipitate
legal, executive order, and economic policy adjustments that will create a new
environment for foreign and Taiwanese enterprises. In response, these companies
must adjust their own mainland China investment and management strategies.
The four major indicators of social development during the 12th FiveYear Plan period (2011-2015) were economic development, scientific and
technological education, resources and the environment, and quality of life. In
resources and the environment, the“binding＂indicators that had to be completed
were the amount of cultivated land protected, the amount of industrial value
added per unit of water consumed, the proportion of non-fossil fuels in primary
energy consumption, the rate of reduction of energy consumed per unit of GDP
added, the rate of reduction of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP added,
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and the total reduction of major pollutants emitted.

5

This shows that energy

conservation, pollution reduction, and environmental protection were already
major mainland Chinese economic development policies.
On the one hand, preliminary evaluations by mainland China indicate that
over the past ﬁve years continued improvement has been seen in areas like quality
of life, environment and resources, and scientiﬁc and technological innovation,
reﬂecting the quality improvement and enhanced efﬁciency of mainland China's
economic growth. On the other hand, considerable difficulties have arisen in
certain areas of development. It is quite clear that major areas where progress
in actual indicators is behind schedule are industrial structure adjustment,
clean energy, energy conservation, pollution reduction, and construction of
indemnificatory housing.

6

Hence environmental resource protection and

industrial structural adjustment are current focuses of the mainland's economic
work.
October 26-29, 2015, at the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th Communist
Party of China Central Committee (CPCCC), the CPCCC Recommendations for
the 13th Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development were deliberated
and passed, establishing major development concepts in ﬁve areas: innovation,
coordination, environmentalism, opening, and sharing. Among these, green
development demands adherence to the basic national policies of resource
conservation and environmental protection as well as the path to civilized
development via sustainable development and good ecology. Meanwhile the
formation of a green-development lifestyle is to be promoted to provide citizens
more excellent ecological products.

7

As for concrete policies, accelerated promotion of low-carbon cycle
development, comprehensive conservation and highly efﬁcient resource usage,
expansion of fundamental environmental governance mechanisms, and the
construction of strong ecological security barriers are demanded.
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Obviously, these development concepts and policy orientations concretely
reﬂect that economic and social development policy during the 13th Five-Year
Plan period (2016-2020) will have a deep and far-reaching inﬂuence on foreignand Taiwan-invested enterprises. The disputes arising from Taiwanese business
investments in mainland China in 2015 are even more visible reﬂections of this
greater environment.

IV. 2015 major cases involving the business environment
for Taiwanese businesspeople
(A) Chemical plant explosions
1. Kunshan dust explosion
Kunshan is a major investment location for Taiwanese businesspeople. The
“Kunshan miracle＂was brought forth by Taiwanese enterprises, a large number
of which clustered there. The city is often called“Little Taipei＂as its streets
often recall that city.
Since 2009 cross-strait economic and trade relations have heated up, and
amidst this exchange the two sides of the strait have put forward complementary
industrial policies, with Kunshan as one pilot city. In August 2013, the Kunshan
Administration of Exchange Control released Document 34, adding to the
channels through which Taiwanese businesses can acquire funding in mainland
China and resolving the ﬁnancing difﬁculties of some.
In July 2015, Kunshan issued the“Kunshan Interim Measures on Deepening
Cross-Strait Industrial Cooperation Pilot Zone's Cross-border RMB Loan
Business Pilot Management,＂and on the foundation of Document 34, further
optimized and relaxed RMB border-crossing policy, making it convenient for
Taiwanese businesspeople to obtain RMB funding from outside the border. The
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original Document 34 is still effective, and Taiwanese businesspeople in Kunshan
will be able to simultaneously take advantage of these two policies giving
Taiwanese businesses foreign exchange beneﬁts.
It looks like Kunshan is a beautiful scene everywhere. However, although
Kunshan had been honored in TEEMA reports for six consecutive years as the
best place in mainland China to invest, in 2014 it fell to sixth, with the Suzhou
Industrial Park replacing it at the top.

8

Judging from the Kunshan government's policy decisions regarding
Taiwanese businesses, the best city to invest in 2015 was still in fact Kunshan.
The reason the city fell to sixth in the year's rankings was the major dust
explosion at a factory there last year, which inﬂuenced many nearby businesses
and personnel and injured or killed 146 people, leading to stricter enforcement of
workplace safety inspections and formulation of relevant policies.
The incident also led to Kunshan's municipal party secretary, Guan Aiguo,
stepping down in February 2015, and kicked off a round of“tiger-hunting＂
anti-corruption crackdowns by the CPCCC. This movement of upper-echelon
Chinese Communist figures influenced the people with stakes in their careers,
most heavily Taiwanese businesspeople, many of whom saw their longstanding
personal relationships disrupted by the imprisonment of Chinese Communist
ofﬁcials on corruption charges. Some high-level Taiwanese businesspeople were
even taken away themselves, including Kunshan Zhongrong Metal Products
chairman Wu Chi-tao, general manager Lin Po-chang, and manager Wu Shenghsien, who were brought to court over the explosion. Such movement of highlevel Taiwanese businesspeople gravely inﬂuences company management.
Besides that, due to the explosion the Kunshan municipal government
established strict laws and regulations regarding environmental protection
laws and regulations as well as production safety inspections. Many Taiwanese
businesspeople cannot stand constant safety inspections by the local government,
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every one of which requires big expenses of manpower and capital and raises
operating costs, hugely affecting the company.
The aftermath of the explosion has reﬂected the abnormal tangle of interests
between mainland Chinese local government ofﬁcials and foreign and Taiwanese
enterprises. A major source of current disputes is that local governments' sudden
enforcement of environmental protection policies has left Taiwanese businesses
no time for transition.
2. Fujian petrochemical factory
The night of April 7, 2015, there was a major explosion at a paraxylene (PX)
reﬁnery in Zhangzhou City, Fujian Province. The culprit for the accident was an
oil spill near the tanks, with the initial combustion causing much more in a chain
reaction. The factory was managed by Taiwanese businessman Chen Yu-hao.
The mainland Chinese government tightened implementation of the
Environmental Protection Law after the incident, and the central government
undoubtedly became stricter about environmental assessment. The central
government demanded local governments strictly enforce laws and regulations.
Some Taiwanese companies not only suffered economic losses from the
explosion and its aftermath, but were also subjected to two government security
inspections in three days.
On January 1, 2015, mainland China's revised Environmental Protection
Law, which can be considered the strictest in its history, formally took effect.

9

In order to facilitate its implementation, the government promulgated supporting
laws and measures, including the Measures for the Implementation by Competent
Environmental Protection Departments of Consecutive Daily Penalties,
Measures for the Implementation of Sealing-up and Impounding by Competent
Environmental Protection Departments, and Measures for the Implementation
by Competent Environmental Protection Departments of Limiting and Halting
Production for Remediation. This gave mainland Chinese environmental
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authorities law enforcement power over polluting enterprises, allowing them
to better protect mainland China's environment. However, this has also built
up the threat of overzealous enforcement, which has become a risk Taiwanese
businesses must take into account.
On April 25, 2015, a Taiwanese surnamed Wang who had long done
business in Humen, Guangdong, decided to commit suicide after realizing he was
unable to pay for his factory's emissions of pollutants. In his will, Wang wrote
that the Environmental Protection Law had been made too strict, and his factory
had been forced to frequently cooperate with government environmental impact
assessments (EIAs), with the factory personnel and machines all having to meet
government specifications. Coming into compliance would require a massive
investment of capital to improve resources and management systems, particularly
with respect to machine wastewater and waste management systems. Besides
that, the company contracted to handle wastewater had demanded Wang ﬁrst pay
a four-month deposit. The enormous costs mandated made Wang unspeakably
miserable. Because his factory had not yet met the EIA standards, the government
ordered it to close. This left downstream businesses unable to acquire the
products promised them, so they demanded compensation for delivery delays and
cancellations. With this as well as factory and labor costs weighing on him, Wang
ultimately chose to take his own life instead.

10

A Taiwanese businessman in the shoe manufacturing business in Dongguan
stated that the old EIA approval license is no longer valid, and factory equipment
for wastewater ﬁltering must all be updated or increased, raising capital costs. For
Taiwanese businesses in labor-intensive industries, which have always had high
volume and small proﬁt margins, the economic development of mainland China,
rise in environmental protection demands, and standards set by environmental
policies are all understandable, but these businesses should be given a grace
period to come into compliance with the new laws, said the businessman. Instead,
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the laws are being enforced immediately, with ﬁnes for light violations and work
stoppages for heavy ones. Everyone would love to comply with the new laws if
their businesses had the capability, but factory closures should not be mandated
for EIA failures, he argued.

11

These cases make the pressure on mainland China's environmental
protection policy regime and enforcement have brought on Taiwanese businesses
more visible. Environmental protection agencies' overzealous enforcement has
long inﬂuenced Taiwanese businesses, and there have been doubts that ﬁnes were
excessive. The day businesses whose rights and interests were damaged can get
back to production is pushed farther and farther into the future.
Besides, there must be appropriate standards for the mainland Chinese
government's goals in meting out law enforcement penalties and its methods
that restrict Taiwanese businesses' basic investment rights. Businesses that
passed EIAs before January 1, 2015, saw those approval licenses negated after
that date. From then on any company without a new EIA was considered a
lawbreaker and in accordance with the new Environmental Protection Law
could be assessed daily penalties, sequestration or seizure of property, and even
production restrictions and shutdown.

12

There have been obvious cases of

excessive punishment. Although it is necessary to enforce the laws on the books,
enforcement of the new law has begun too quickly. There was no adjustment
period. Hence Taiwanese businesses feel pressure and puzzlement about new law
enforcement. The Chinese government has clearly violated the principle of nonretroactivity.

(B) Changes to investment benefit policies
Local government tax benefits can be traced back to the beginning of the
reform and opening period. In order to resolve debt problems, local governments
have attracted foreign businesses to invest there, bringing in capital and raising
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the standard of basic infrastructure, ameliorating the governments' extreme
urgency.
Local government debt has become a hidden risk for local and central
government since reform and opening policy implementation began. The major
reason is that local governments have to establish basic infrastructure to drive
economic growth, but their lack of funding platforms leads to capital shortages.
At the same time, local governments have had to carry out central government
economic adjustment policies by raising funds through ﬁnancing platforms. Thus
local government debt has continually expanded. Besides that, mainland China's
central and local governments are in a state of intense competition,“serving
meals to different diners from different pots＂(having different revenue sources
and allocations).
In order to stimulate economic growth, Communist China has set annual
hard GDP growth targets for local governments, and to meet them the local
governments have competed against one another to attract investment.

13

Rapid

GDP growth has consequently also brought several problems and gravely
influenced local governments' capabilities to provide for the public treasury,
leading to ever-greater public debt behind the growth ﬁgures.
The problems between the central and local governments can be seen in the
State Council's Document 62, and to a certain degree Taiwanese businesses have
become an object for“remarriage.＂The problems created by the special structure
of central and local government stands out when local governments' investment
beneﬁt policies are canceled. In 2015, the biggest assault on Taiwanese business
investment was Document 62, the full name of which is Notice of the State
Council on Reviewing and Regulating Preferential Policies for Taxation and
Other Aspects.
In short, the central government demanded local governments clean up
their tax benefit policies and bring all enterprise tax benefits under a unified
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central government system by April. Without State Council approval, they could
no longer set their own ﬁscal and tax beneﬁts. By the end of March 2015, local
governments were to submit to the Ministry of Finance a status report on their
cleanup of tax revenue and other benefit policies, which would ultimately be
reported to the State Council. Even more gravely, this policy was retroactive. Tax
and spending beneﬁts given to companies in the past would be uniformly written
off. The previous accounting would not be recognized.
From mainland China's perspective, Document 62 is a means of achieving
the objectives of taxation law and policy by strictly stipulating the management
of non-tax revenue and treasury expenditure management, and demanding all
types of tax revenue and other benefit policies be comprehensively reported.
From Taiwanese businesses' perspective, however, Document 62 not only
completely clears out every type of tax benefit but does so immediately by
proclamation. Once the order went out, Taiwanese businesspeople everywhere
would have seen local governments break their promises, bounce their checks,
and lose their credibility. For Taiwanese businesses that have suffered severe
economic changes and urgently need to transform and upgrade, this would be
like adding snow to an avalanche.
In order to resolve the difﬁculties based by Taiwanese businesspeople, on
March 10, 2015, six major groups—led by TEEMA Chairman Kuo Tai-chiang,
Chinese National Federation of Industries Chairman Hsu Sheng-hsiung, General
Chamber of Commerce of the Republic of China Chairman Lai Cheng-i, Chinese
National Association of Industry and Commerce, Taiwan Chairman Lin Por-fong,
National Association of Small & Medium Enterprises R.O.C. Chairwoman Lin
Hui-ying, and Taiwan Federation of Industry Chairman Hsu Hsien-rong—wrote
an open letter to Xi Jinping and Taiwan Affairs Office Minister Zhang Zhijun
to request that Document 62 not be retroactive and that the principles of trust
and protection be honored via the rescinding of forcible termination of beneﬁt
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policies for Taiwanese enterprises.

14

The letter stated,“Taiwanese businesses have made investments in various
cities and provinces for many years. They have followed the central government's
policy of opening and developing the coasts and then the West, as well as the
incentives and benefits put forward by the local governments. The new edict
｀Document 62´would suddenly cancel tax-related beneﬁts, severely affecting
Taiwanese businesses that have already invested and are operating in various
regions. At the same time, the local governments would face dilemmas like legal
disputes from broken contracts as well as the loss of credibility, trapped with no
way to either advance or retreat.＂
Even the Shanghai Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone has used fiscal rebates
to attract large numbers of enterprises there to invest. In the past, merely by
registering in the zone a company could receive an 8% rebate on all its taxes,
including corporate income, turnover, property, and stamp taxes. According to
contention, at the end of every March when companies receive the notiﬁcation
to file taxes, Taiwanese enterprises are notified they can file a request for tax
money. In 2015 this notiﬁcation never arrived. This was attributed to the effect of
Document 62.

15

In the face of the new order suddenly canceling benefits, the six groups
warned that the exercise of the new system should be weighed against historical
and practical considerations. The edict should not be retroactive. Based on the
principles of trust and protection, it would be inappropriate to terminate beneﬁts
for Taiwanese enterprises that have already signed agreements, and the central
government should formulate more lenient measures for Taiwanese enterprises to
minimize their losses, the six wrote.

16

Document 62 would do away with the beneﬁts local governments promised
and Taiwanese businesses accepted. Taiwanese businesses were left at a loss
by this change in the mainland Chinese investment environment. Hence
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State Council Premier Li Keqiang afterward proposed a“reassuring＂policy
adjustment to set Taiwanese business investors in mainland China at ease. On
May 12, 2015, the State Council promulgated Document 25, Notice of the State
Council on Preferential Tax Policies and Other Preferences,

17

which clearly

stated that beneﬁts for Taiwanese businesses would continue. This edict would
include all agreements signed with local governments before the end of March.
Beneﬁts already granted to Taiwanese businesses would continue to be honored,
and Document 62 would not affect them.
However, the enforcement of the beneﬁts would be connected to the ﬁscal
capability of the local government. If a local government faces ﬁscal difﬁculties,
its ability to implement Document 25 will be tested.
There have been more than a few cases of local governments reneging.
An electronics manufacturer that has invested in mainland China over 10 years
was originally promised by the Wujiang municipal government that it would get
a rebate for its investment. Millions of promised RMB rebates never arrived.
This is no isolated case. Similar incidents have occurred involving the local
governments of Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen, Guizhou, and other regions.

18

Moreover, local governments' oral promises of tax benefits to Taiwanese
businesspeople are not included within the scope of Document 25. Only
agreements set down in writing will be protected.

19

Hence, when local

governments give such vows to Taiwanese businesses to encourage local
investment, the Taiwanese businesses have unequal information. The
promulgation of Document 62 left these businesses unable to get the promises
they'd received honored. The deprivation of beneﬁts and subsidies and the new
requirements of paying taxes to local governments and all legally obligated
worker benefits to laborers severely damaged Taiwanese businesses' financial
operations.
Finally, even within the five conditions of the short Document 25, the
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attitude of mainland Chinese officials can be inferred. Taiwanese businesses
must keep an eye on how this policy develops in the future. Communist China
has always emphasized that its central and local government policies are
uniform; hence when the CPCCC passes a policy it demands local government
enforcement. The word“transition＂within Document 25 does not clearly deﬁne
a beginning and end, but it's quite clear that the beneﬁts for Taiwanese businesses
are destined to be terminated eventually. Although Document 25 promises
Taiwanese businesses can postpone paying taxes, in order to fill their fiscal
breaches local governments will eventually request taxes from them.

20

From the development course from Document 62 to Document 25, we can
see that Taiwanese businesses won a temporary reprieve from the pressure of
mainland Chinese fiscal reform, but the direction of change and development,
with the mainland oriented toward“rule by law＂and“administration by law,＂is
extremely clear. This is a fact Taiwanese businesses must face up to. At the same
time, one can see the mainland Chinese government is trying to treat Taiwanese
businesses in a new way: ﬁrst, by pressuring them and not letting them enjoy too
many beneﬁts, and second, in seeking to avoid harming the fragile cross-strait
relationship.

21

(C) Labor consciousness raises its head: the five insurances
and one fund
Mainland China's rapid economic growth has been accompanied by
numerous social and economic problems. Among them are the gradual growth of
wealth inequality, labor strikes, and soaring housing prices, which have become
special socioeconomic traits of the mainland; their severity has become more
pronounced under the new normal, with economic growth sliding. Another issue
that attracted attention in 2015 was the“ﬁve insurances and one fund,＂which
involve insurance systems for mainland China's socioeconomic stability.
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The“ﬁve insurances＂comprise endowment insurance, medical insurance,
unemployment insurance, employment injury insurance, and maternity insurance.
The“one fund＂is the housing provident fund. The endowment insurance,
medical insurance, and unemployment insurance premiums are paid jointly
by the workers and employers. The employment injury insurance and medical
insurance do not require premium payments by the insurants.
Some Taiwanese businesses in mainland China are running labor-intensive
industries. Their operating proﬁts mainly depend on low labor costs. That means
the bigger the labor force is the more profit they make. If the socioeconomic
environment is poor, however, the businesses make fewer proﬁts and even run
into operating problems. In 2015 mainland China strictly enforced payment
into the ﬁve insurances and one fund, raising labor costs. Factories with a high
number of employed workers became a heavy burden. In recent years Taiwanese
businesses' operating proﬁts have continuously shrunken. Under this economic
hardship, some are closing up shop. There have been waves of factory closures.

22

There were two labor strikes in March 2015, at the Guangdong Stella
Footwear factory and the Dongwan Yue Yuen factory. The Stella Footwear
laborers were dissatisfied with the contributions made to the public housing
provident fund, and thousands of them held strikes besieging the factory for
several days. It was a chaotic scene, and the government sent a large number of
policemen there to prevent violence.

23

The Yue Yuen factory had already been

the site of violence in 2014; fortunately, sabotage of workers did not have a great
effect. Yue Yuen promised that if the company merged manufacturing lines or lay
off workers, the workers would be given severance pay.

24

Taiwanese companies that remain in mainland China, however, continue to
face government agencies that are unfair in enforcing the law. One Taiwanese
businessman said,“We pay contributions legally. Why do they treat us like
this? These people seek out foreign business bosses to operate on, because
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the government strictly inspects foreign businesses while turning a blind eye
to mainland businesses.

25

＂It's clear that for Taiwanese businesses operating

in mainland China, the external divisions must face unequal treatment from
law enforcement agencies, and the internal divisions are facing a rise of labor
consciousness, with factory workers frequently demanding raises. This ultimately
resulted in the Yue Yuen tragedy. Taiwanese businesspeople are in a predicament
where they aren't treated has human beings either internally or externally.
Besides the social insurance problems Taiwanese businesses are facing,
beginning in March 2015 mainland China announced new minimum wage
standards for 11 regions, including some where Taiwanese businesses frequently
invest such as Shenzhen, Shanghai, Guangdong, Tianjin, and Beijing. The
minimum monthly wages of Shenzhen and Shanghai broke 2,000 RMB, reaching
2,030 and 2,020 RMB respectively. The highest hourly minimum wage was
Beijing's, at 18.7 RMB.

26

Based on observation of mainland China's wage modulation environment,
the minimum wage set by the central government's laws and regulations do
not include the ﬁve insurances and one fund, and there is a hard rule that every
region must adjust its minimum wage standards at least once every two years.
Shenzhen, Shanghai, and Guangdong, where many Taiwanese businesses invest,
adjust their minimum wages virtually every year, often by more than 10%.
Considering the five insurances and one pension and the higher wage
standards as a whole, the cost of labor in mainland China is already equivalent to
that in Taiwan. Hence, wage increases pressure Taiwanese businesses' operations.

V. Harm to the rights and interests of Taiwanese
businesses currently in mainland China
In the early 1990s, the cross-strait trade relationship began to heat up,
initiating a hot wave of Taiwanese businesspeople investing in mainland China.
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When Taiwanese businesses' investment rights and interests were harmed then,
they would request monetary compensation from judicial authorities, but these
authorities frequently hung the Taiwanese businesses out to dry for the sake of
local protectionism or political beneﬁt.
On March 5, 1994, mainland China's State Council promulgated the
Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Investments of
Taiwan Compatriots, followed five years later by the Detailed Rules for the
Implementation of the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection
of Investments of Taiwan Compatriots. Overall, the laws rarely gave clear
definitions of the range of protection of investment rights and interests. Much
of the content was porous. As a result, when Taiwanese businesses suffered
investment damages, the laws were of no substantive help to them, and were
insufﬁcient to protect the safety of their mainland Chinese investments. Frankly,
the investment protection law's guarantees of Taiwanese businesspeople's
investment rights and interests and their personal safety are unclear. Its
enforcement among government agencies handling Taiwanese businesses'
problems is mostly ineffective.

27

In August 2012, the two sides of the strait signed the Cross-Strait Bilateral
Investment Protection and Promotion Agreement, a milestone for the rights
and interests and the investment of Taiwanese businesses in mainland China.
This agreement is aimed from the outside at preserving the safety of Taiwanese
businesses´investments in mainland China. Its four major spirits are minimum
standard of treatment, personal freedom and safety guarantees, treatment as
citizens, and most-favored-nation treatment.
Regarding the resolution of investment disputes, mainland China's Ministry
of Commerce has formulated the Interim Measures for Recognition of the Transinvestment of Taiwan Investors through a Third Place, but it clearly violates
international human rights covenants, as evidenced by its problems with respect
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to applicable legal status, investment dispute resolution, and the status of
international law.

28

Article 3 of the measures

29

deﬁnes Taiwanese businesspeople as foreign:

i.e. as“foreign investors＂as deﬁned in the laws for the three types of foreigninvested companies. In that case, Taiwanese businesspeople should have their
disputes resolved in international courts, as is customary for bilateral trade
controversies. However, the Cross-Strait Bilateral Investment Protection and
Promotion Agreement stipulates that their disputes should instead be handled
by a cross-strait investment dispute resolution mechanism: that is, international
courts cannot mediate these cases.
What's more, the judgments of the mechanism are not granted legal validity
by the Cross-Strait Bilateral Investment Protection and Promotion Agreement.

30

Without that legal validity, the mechanism's judgment is merely a mediation
agreement; without its effectiveness deﬁned clearly in writing, there is still doubt
about whether a Taiwanese businessperson in an investment conﬂict can attain a
proper resolution.

(A) Personal safety rights
As mentioned earlier, in March 2015 the Taiwanese-invested Dongguan
Stella Footwear factory was brutally besieged by thousands of workers. Many
public safety officials were sent to restore order. The scene was chaotic as
workers engaged in violence, even striking and harming each other. Taiwanese
businesspeople's safety was put at risk.
In Hunan, Taiwanese businessman Chien Wen-te, because of his refusal to
purchase shares of his mainland Chinese partner, had his freedom of movement
deprived by the partner—in coordination with the local government—from
April to June 2015. In April, public security apprehended Chien on charges
of vocational embezzlement and tax evasion. Taiwanese lawyers and other
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Taiwanese businessmen were unable to prevent this arbitrary arrest. Chien was
ﬁnally set free May 26 after judicial authorities determined the evidence against
him was insufﬁcient. The mainland Chinese partner, still unwilling to let it go,
collaborated with mobsters to conﬁne Chien inside his own factory. Chien was
unable to meet lawyers or other businessmen from Taiwan, and he was even
abused and beaten by the mobsters.

31

In September 2015, Taiwanese businessman Lin Jui-liang suffered a
stroke inside an orchard he'd invested in. What followed implicated Taiwanese
businesspeople's medical care issues. Because he was considered neither foreign
nor mainland Chinese, Lin went to the Red Cross for assistance, and returned
to Taiwan for treatment. A stroke patient should receive immediate medical
care; the consequences of a delay can range from a short coma or hemiplegia to
death. Lin's case showed that the Cross-Strait Bilateral Investment Protection
and Promotion Agreement overlooked details of medical care. Taiwanese
businesspeople don't get treatment because of the staggering costs they face, so
businessmen like Lin must suffer exhausting journeys on top of their conditions.
November 2015 saw a case in Guangdong of a Taiwanese businessman
having his personal freedom violated. Since investing in forestry in 2008, Lin
Chih-nan has been constantly assaulted by local government agencies, power
plants, and strangers. In 2008, he was maliciously persecuted by unscrupulous
ofﬁcials, and after petitioning local government agencies was instead monitored
and investigated by public security.
Following media reports, Lin received temporary relief from his plight. In
October 2015, however, the local power plant, without informing Lin, installed
high-voltage towers and lines that damaged his forestry assets. He sought
compensation from the power plant, but the plant ignored him.

32

In 2009, a Taiwanese company had a Changshu, Jiangsu construction
company build a factory for it on Jiangban Rd. in Kunshan City, where it was
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investing. Because the construction quality was poor, the Taiwanese company
was driven to request mediation in December 2012. February 5-6, 2015, the
Changshu company dumped a large amount of waste dirt at the Taiwanese
company's gate, and sent workers there to make a commotion. The Taiwanese
company requested help from public security, but public security declined to
intervene, stating it was a ﬁnancial dispute. After that, the Changshu company
continued dumping land around the company and hindering its normal
operations. It also threatened the safety of the Taiwanese managers and caused
them to panic and refuse to go to work.
From these four cases it can be seen that Taiwanese businesspeople's
personal safety is still not protected in mainland China. Even the local Taiwanese
business self-help associations they join are in a position of weakness.

33

Taiwanese businesspeople frequently have no channel to appeal their cases to
resolve investment disputes or threats to their personal safety. Only by taking
recourse to the media can they keep themselves from becoming just another rock
dropped in the ocean. It is evident that the two sides of the strait still do not have
clear safeguards for Taiwanese businesspeople's personal safety. This wrecks the
conﬁdence these businesspeople have about investing in mainland China.
Chart 1: Taiwanese businesspeople's personal safety and property cases in
mainland China in 2013-2015
Unit: Cases
Type
Year

©

Property Law
Personal Safety

Taiwanese Complaint

Mainland Citizen/
Factory Complaint

2013

216

391

11

2014

192

312

7

2015

159

331

12
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Source: Straits Exchange Foundation
http://www.sef.org.tw/public/Data/5121011432571.xls

Chart 2: Taiwanese businesspeople's personal safety cases in 2013-2015 by
category
Unit: Cases

Murdered

Died from accident or
illness

Hospitalized due to injury
or illness

Looted, injured,
blackmailed

Kidnapped, illegally
detained

Personal freedom restricted
due to legal case

Disappeared

Other

Total

2013

1

30

28

13

9

62

18

55

216

2014

1

24

33

4

8

61

20

41

192

2015

6

22

31

6

9

42

25

18

159

Type

Year

Source: Straits Exchange Foundation
http://www.sef.org.tw/public/Data/512101143671.xls

Charts 1 and 2 show developments in the various aspects of the personal
safety of Taiwanese businesspeople in mainland China. The main reason that
personal safety cases have decreased over the years is that when Taiwanese
people have a dispute in mainland China they often go to the Taiwanese business
association or Taiwan office rather than the SEF to settle it, meaning the SEF
does not handle every case. Where personal safety is concerned, however, in
2015 there were six murders of Taiwanese businesspeople, far more than the
1 each in the previous two years. There were 9 cases of kidnapping and illegal
detention, similar to the previous two years. There were 6 cases of looting, injury,
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and extortion, lower than the 13 in 2013 but higher than the 4 in 2014.

(B) Investment rights
The implementation of the five insurances and one pension and the
appearance of Document 62 have undoubtedly made the investment environment
riskier for Taiwanese businesspeople. In the face of such capricious changes of
policy, Taiwanese businesspeople must protect themselves more; otherwise they
will end up with even more grievances, and could even have their personal safety
or property rights severely violated.
Beijing Yuankai Machine Building Co. general manager Chang Hsi-kuei
stated that Taiwanese businesspeople in mainland China must take heed of land
acquisition and labor problems. In 2009, Chang's factory was halted when the
government demanded its demolition. However, the factory is still standing years
later, and there are workers who wish to sue the company.
Moreover, the rule of law is not carried out in mainland China. Even though
the Cross-Strait Bilateral Investment Protection and Promotion Agreement has
been signed, companies still cannot hope to use reason to settle their disputes.
Even if you are legally in the right and abide by the rules, you must still survive
the delays: delays“you can't afford because they shorten your life.

34

＂Hence,

Taiwanese businesses are advised to minimize their losses in dispute resolution
by holding on to their original contracts in order to present them as evidence to
the court.

(C) Property rights
1. Double taxation
With regard to taxes, following six-plus years of discussion and negotiation
the two sides of the strait on August 2, 2015, signed the Cross-Strait Agreement
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on Avoidance of Double Taxation and Enhancement of Tax Cooperation, which
uses the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and United
Nations tax treaties as models. The main point of the pact is to define various
income tax exemption measures, dispute settlement mechanisms, and tax-evasion
prevention measures.
There is an issue about the agreement that urgently needs to be explored. In
mainland China severe tax evasion is under the jurisdiction of the civil code, so
some Taiwanese businesspeople are worried that after the formal implementation
of the cross-strait tax agreement their personal information will be leaked; they
will be endlessly pursued by tax collectors; and their information will be made
totally transparent, harming the rights and interests of Taiwanese businesspeople.
After the cross-strait tax agreement is formally implemented, Taiwanese
businesses will be able to reduce their tax burdens through the elimination of
double taxation. However, some scholars have raised doubts about whether the
agreement will be abused, as mainland China's relevant government agencies
can use it to acquire personal information about Taiwanese businesspeople.
According to the agreement, these agencies can acquire tax data from relevant
Taiwanese government agencies. Although the agreement does include limitations
on these government agencies, in mainland China tax evasion involves criminal
law, and there is deep fear that mainland China's government will bring criminal
charges against Taiwanese businesspeople and arrest them on a large scale. One
Taiwanese businessperson says that in the past mainland China's government has
used tax evasion as an alibi to attack Taiwanese businesspeople with dissident
political views. In the future, mainland China's government will be able to legally
acquire tax information about Taiwanese, and there is great anxiety about what it
will do with that.
In addition, the agreement is not of much help to“rootless Taiwanese
businesspeople.

35

＂According to present experience, very few Taiwanese
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businesspeople actively apply for mainland area proof of income. In the future,
under the formal implementation of the cross-strait tax agreement, rootless
Taiwanese businesspeople will have to present proof of income to relevant
mainland Chinese government agencies, and in accordance with it pay taxes to
relevant Taiwanese government agencies.

36

Regarding the aforementioned suspicions, in the tax agreement both sides
deﬁne four principles of information exchange:
(a) Non-retroactivity: The agencies can only exchange information about the tax
years beginning after January 1 of the year after the agreement takes effect.
(b) No use in criminal cases: The information a side acquires through the
agreement may not be used for criminal charges.
(c) No use for non-tax-related purposes: The information acquired through
the agreement can only be used for income tax confirmation, collection,
enforcement, and administrative relief.
(d) Information will not be provided in the absence of a concrete case.
In other words, no side is under any obligation to undertake“automatic＂or
“spontaneous＂information exchange. The aforementioned four principles must
be followed, the most important of which is non-retroactivity, for any information
to be provided. Hence, Taiwanese businesspeople apparently need not worry
that the mainland Chinese government will take advantage of Taiwanese
businesspeople's personal information to endlessly pry taxes from them. As for
whether this information transparency will be used for purposes other than taxes,
the request procedures must follow open procedural principles forbidding such a
thing.
Finally, let us return to the agreement's elimination of double taxation. In the
future, double taxation of business operating proﬁts, maritime and air transport
revenue, investment income, property exchange income, and individual labor
income can all be cut, reducing Taiwanese businesspeople's tax burden.
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2. Real estate
In the past, Taiwanese businesses that needed land to establish factories
in mainland China would encounter numerous setbacks in acquiring it. Hence,
through special arrangement, on March 26, 2015, the State Council's Ministry of
Land and Resources (MLR) promulgated the Detailed Rules of Implementation
of the Interim Regulations on Real Estate Registration, which gave a new
definition for vague and unclear articles in the Interim Regulations on Real
Estate Registration, and set uniform provisions for problems encountered during
different local governments´administration of real estate registration.
Before the interim regulations were implemented, mainland China's central
government only formulated normative laws and regulations; implementation
details were stipulated and carried out by local governments. In order to attract
foreign businesses, each local government created its own unique real estate
registration regulations. Hence, foreign businesses with factories in different
localities had to follow different government rules. Most Taiwanese businesses,
in a rush to expand their plants, commonly incurred punishments from local
governments, adding to their worries about investment risks.
The MLR then formulated unified registration requirements to avoid
the phenomenon of one law having multiple interpretations and increase
foreign investors' confidence in their investments. When the unified system is
implemented in the future, Taiwanese businesses will be able to conduct open
searches on a uniﬁed information network, avoiding such circumstances as one
property being sold to several different bidders, or property being sold illegally.

37

Taiwanese businesses must take note, however, that if they buy illegal real
estate before the uniﬁed regulations take effect, they must report this to the MLR
to avoid the subsequent nationalization of their illegal land and the loss of their
initial investment money.
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(D) Intellectual property rights
Facing the rise of labor and environmental consciousness in their
investment environment, on top of the active implementation of environmental
and industrial structural adjustments and optimization in recent years, in the
future Taiwanese businesspeople investing in the mainland will face ever more
numerous troublesome issues. In the early days of their westward movement to
mainland China to invest, Taiwanese businesspeople had advantages in funding
and technology. With the passage of time and the mainland Chinese government's
vigorous support of mainland Chinese companies, the government has made
more proactive structural adjustments in recent years, entailing numerous major
changes, foremost in the manufacturing sector. Taiwanese businesses, which
have long neglected to foster their own competitiveness, are thus under pressure
to transform and upgrade.
Intellectual property is a company's core technology, creating for it visible
and invisible assets. It is an irreplaceable source of core competitiveness for a
company in the market, separating it from the cheap goods the red supply chain
offers the consumer market. It gives Taiwanese businesses the opportunity
to compete and successfully transform. According to survey data from the
Management Institute in Taipei, intellectual property is what Taiwanese
businesses most need protected—even more than personal safety or tangible
property.
Particularly when investment disputes are taken to court, local protectionism
and rule of men (as opposed to rule of law) prevail among Chinese courts.
Besides that, it is difficult to collect evidence; judicial decisions are not
transparent; lawsuits are delayed; and monetary compensation for damages is
too low. For reasons like this, Taiwanese businesses are left at a loss during the
judicial process. And that is to say nothing of transformation opportunities for
Taiwanese enterprises.
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A well-known Taiwanese businessman is deeply worried that the Formosa
Optical, Kinmen Kaoliang Liquor, Yung Ching Realty, and Shin Kong
Mitsukoshi brands have all been registered by unafﬁliated Chinese businesses,
and there is already a ﬂooded black market for pirated“We (imperial pronoun)
Know＂masking tape copying the Taipei National Palace Museum's original and
popular cultural and creative product design.

39

VI. Conclusion
The red supply chain is rising, with mainland Chinese companies producing
for themselves and taking over the position Taiwanese businesses formerly held
in mainland Chinese contract manufacturing. The mainland Chinese government
is helping these mainland Chinese companies by offering them subsidies, tax
breaks, cheap land, and asset income measures, intangibly raising the global
inﬂuence of the red supply chain.
Besides that, under mainland China's long-running policy of macroeconomic
regulation and control to achieve steady growth, large-scale investment in
expanding domestic consumption has caused productive overcapacity, and
attendant rapid declines in product prices. This has harmed not only mainland
Chinese companies but also—indirectly—Taiwanese companies in related
industries
In October 2015, the Fifth Plenary Session of the 18th CPCCC passed
its Recommendations stating that“reform is a powerful driving force of
development.＂They promoted the overall goal of modernizing the national
governance system and governing capabilities, robustly giving the market take
a decisive role in resource allocation and better exerting the government´s role
in institutional systems, with economic system reform as the focus accelerating
the perfection of various institutional mechanisms, and eradicating all systemic
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obstacles to scientific and technological development, providing continued
momentum for development. In response to the demand of the 13th FiveYear Plan for the goal of comprehensively building a moderately prosperous
society, the Recommendations put forward five goals: maintaining mid-tohigh-speed economic growth, raising citizens' living standards and quality of
life, signiﬁcantly increasing citizens' educational and social cultivation, raising
the overall ecological and environmental quality, and making institutions more
hardened and mature in every aspect.
It's obvious that under the demands of these overall goals, during the period
of the 13th Five-Year Plan (2016-2020) development strategy and policy will
revolve around these developmental orientations. This will have a major impact
on foreign and Taiwanese business investments.
A crucial factor, however, is how to accelerate the improvement of
institutional mechanisms in every aspect, making institutions more hardened
and mature. The concrete policy measures for this are to promote the deepening
of institutional reform and construction of the rule of law, in order to create
“institutional dividends＂for mainland China's future socioeconomic
development. Hence, the mainland Chinese government has ceaselessly promoted
innovation and the construction of a legalized investment environment.
In March 2015, mainland China amended the Legislation Law, which is
related to local government rule of law and taxes. The amendment impacted
Taiwanese businesses in three ways:
(1) Document 62, rescinding local government investment benefit policies for
foreign business recruitment.
(2) Reforming the article on preferential tax laws for foreign businesses: In the
past mainland China's foreign business preferential tax systems were made
by executive order, but henceforth they were to be made by legislation.
(3) Expanding the number of cities with the right to create local legislation from
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49 to 282, by giving district-level local governments legislative powers.
These changes indicate Taiwanese business investors must be more
circumspect and cautious; otherwise they could become entangled with
ofﬁcials.

40

Given this arduous investment environment, Taiwanese businesspeople must
accelerate their research and development of high-level technology or upgrade
their industries in order to raise their enterprises' competitiveness. However, even
though cross-strait economic and trade relations become ever closer, Taiwanese
businesspeople still face challenges such as labor-management conflicts,
intellectual properly theft, tax disputes, and problems with land use and personal
safety protections. Even though the Cross-Strait Bilateral Investment Protection
and Promotion Agreement has already been signed for two years, the mainland
Chinese legal protections for Taiwanese businesspeople that are stipulated in the
agreement are still insufﬁcient in many ways.
It is hoped that in the future the government can establish an official
representative ofﬁce in mainland China to help Taiwanese businesspeople handle
investment disputes. Only then can Taiwanese businesspeople's rights and
interests be upheld, with resolutions provided for Taiwanese businesspeople's
past written petitions to the Taiwanese government's relevant agencies about their
complaints. And only then can Taiwanese businesspeople's trade disputes over
their investments be effectively handled, and the protections of their investment
rights and interests as well as their personal safety upgraded.
(Translated by William Franco; Reviewed by Author)
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to human rights; internationally, the Foundation hopes to become a strong link in the world’s democratic
network, joining forces with related organizations around the world. Through the years, Taiwan has
received valuable long-term assistance and stalwart support from the international community, and it is
now time to repay that community for all of its efforts.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs initiated the Taiwan Foundation for Democracy project in 2002.
After much research and careful evaluation, the Ministry integrated the required resources from many
sectors of society. In January 2003, the Ministry obtained the support of all political parties to pass the
budget for the Foundation in the legislature. The TFD formally came into being on June 17, 2003, with
its first meeting of the Board of Trustees and Supervisory Board. At that meeting, Legislative Yuan
President Wang Jin-pyng was elected its ﬁrst chairman. According to its By-laws, the TFD is governed
by a total of fifteen trustees and five supervisors, representing political parties, the government,
academia, non-governmental organizations, and the business sector.

Mission

The Taiwan Foundation for Democracy (TFD) is the first democracy assistance foundation to be
established in Asia, and is devoted to strengthening democracy and human rights in Taiwan and abroad.
Its primary concerns are to further consolidate Taiwan’s democratic system, promote democracy in
Asia, and actively participate in the global democratic network.
The TFD will put its ideals into practice through farsighted, transparent, and non-partisan
management. Building on the strength of both political parties and civil society, the TFD will enable
Taiwan to positively contribute to the worldwide movement for democracy. According to its By-laws, the
Foundation’s mission is as follows:
■ Work with the international community to strengthen democracy around the globe and expand
Taiwan’s participation in international activities;
■ Support democratization in Asia and the rest of the world by establishing close relationships with
leaders of the world’s democracies and cooperative partnerships with civil society groups, political
parties, think tanks, and non-governmental organizations in democratic countries; and
■ Elevate Taiwan’s democracy and further consolidate its democratic development by promoting
education in democracy and international exchanges among academic circles, think tanks,
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The primacy source of funding for the TFD is the government. However, it is independently
incorporated, non-partisan, and non-profit. According to its By-laws, the Foundation may accept
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human rights conditions;
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